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ABSTRACT
The Early Days of Hotel Sales;
A Historical Look at the Development and Growth
of Hotel Business Promotion
The art and science of business promotion (later called
sales promotion - and in contemporary usage, now a component
of marketing) is comparatively new to the lodging industry, as
far as being a formalized and accepted management discipline.
The processes of attracting business to a particular
establishment is as old as the industry; but until the middle
of this century, they were generally looked down upon by most
of the industry and in most cases were not considered key
functions by those responsible for the operations of their
properties. And other industries similarly looked at hotel
sales promotion as a poor attempt by a service industry to
adapt the practices of the supposedly more
"sophisticated"
product-producing enterprises.
However, the foundations for much of the sales and
marketing principles used today can be found in many of
the promotional practices used by enlightened and often
pioneering properties hundreds of years ago. This paper
traces the evolution of the concepts of hotel business
ii
promotion, concentrating on the development of the key sales
tools and techniques which are not only in popular use
today, but are indeed essential to the profitable operation
of any size and type of lodging facility.
It is the writer's objective that this study will offer
student, instructor, and industry practitioner a basis for
examining the business promotion paradigms of the past,
adapting and tailoring them to the needs of the present,
and then taking the best of the past and present and working
them into the marketing, sales, and servicing paradigms of
the future .
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The cornerstone of the Hampshire House, located on New
York City's fashionable Central Park South, has an interesting
message which in effect sets the tone of this study of the
evolution of business promotional practices and procedures
within the lodging industry. It reads:
Dedicated to Yesterday's
Charm and Tomorrow's
Convenience
1931
Indeed, yesterday's charm, philosophies, and attitudes
offer a wealth of practical guidance for today's operations,
and for tomorrow's business methods.
Perhaps those who laid that cornerstone did not fully
realize how important those magic words "charm" and
"convenience" would be 60 and more years after that dedication,
Yet yesterday's charm is currently reflected in the
dramatic proliferation of "bed and breakfast" establishments
and in the tremendous interest in historical properties and
restorations .
And tomorrow's convenience is well documented
(particularly by customer demands) as the industry prepares to
offer a wide (and sometimes seemingly uncontrollable) variety of
amenities, comforts, special features, and tailored benefits
for the specific needs, wants, hopes, desires, anticipations,
expectations, dreams, daydreams, and fantasies of the many
different segments which comprise our customer markets.
The paths of the past can so often offer practical
guidance to the highways of the future - and that is a
major premise of this research study.
Purpose of The Study
The purposes of this project are related to the three main
classifications of targeted readers:
1 . Instructors of hospitality management:
To offer background information on the history of the
sales and marketing discipline within the lodging
industry for use in tracing the historical development
of that specific aspect of the industry-
2 . Students :
To provide a basic overview of the development of
lodging sales and marketing, for both understanding
and reference use in reports, terms papers, and theses.
3 . Industry:
To present a "pump
priming" consolidated resources
2
"well" of ideas, concepts, samples, and examples, for use in
adapting the promotional practices of the past to help meet
the sales and marketing challenges of the present and future.
Significance
The concept of adaptation was well pointed out by Adrian
Phillips, CHSE (1956), then Executive Vice President of the Hotel
Sales Management Association, in a 1956 introduction to the
purposes of the newly-established HSMAI Sales Research Library:
"Each new generation attacks the old problems hopefully. Some of
them it solves by ignoring the ways previous generations have
tried to solve them. Others it fails to solve because it
ignores the lessons taught by the experience of previous
generations. The trick of making progress is to know when
to ignore the past and when to learn from it. All of which
is just as true regarding hotel sales promotion as it is
with other kinds of problems."
Your author's first job upon college graduation was to
work with Mr. Phillips in helping to establish the Sales
Research Library and to coordinate its "Sales-Research Service
of Information".
The March 9, 1992 Hotel & Motel Management "Sales Clinic"
column of Howard Feiertag, CHSE, CMP, CHA , substantiates the
significance of this "learn from the past" concept with- its
3
headline, "'Old Days' Hold Clues to Boosting Sales".
The ever-astute Professor Feiertag notes that "We try
so hard, particularly those of us concerned with the
'sophisticated'
way of doing business, that we sometimes
forget about the old-fashioned, simple ways of selling hotel
rooms, meeting space, and food and beverage. Perhaps it's
time to think about how it was done in the 'old days' and
use some of the techniques we may have forgotten (or never
had the opportunity to learn)."
Limitations and Scope
Perhaps the most consequential limitation in this study
was the opposite of the usual situation (a lack of
information and materials). In this study, the opposite is
true since a vast storehouse was available which contained
sample ads, brochures, folders, and other historic promotional
materials - as well as hundreds of articles on hotel business
promotion dating back to the early part of this century.
In addition, there exists a wide international network
which provided additional samples of the evolution of hotel
business promotion from around the world.
The scope of this study covers a representative
sampling of examples, samples, trends, processes, and
procedures, divided into seven main chapters. The
first chapter has already offered the background, purpose,
and significance of this study; the second chapter provides
an overview of the development of the lodging industry;
the third chapter continues in an overview fashion by
tracing the impact of early social and economic changes which
initially influenced the early growth of the lodging industry;
the fourth chapter keys in on the impact of World War II on
both socio/economics and the start of contemporary hotel sales
practices; the fifth chapter takes a detailed look at the
birth, emergence, and growth of hotel sales promotion;
Chapter 6, which is the main section, offers a comprehensive
look, with abundant examples, of the "Tools of the Trade";
the seventh chapter focuses on the development of sales
education and training; and the final chapter offers a
brief summary of key points and concepts.
Throughout this study, special emphasis is placed
on the many fundamental principles and practices of
those
early days of hotel sales which are now being rediscovered,
readapted, and reapplied to solve contemporary business
promotion challenges.
Chapter II
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LODGING INDUSTRY
The Way It Is
As viewed by most within the hospitality field, whether
student, teacher, practioner, or user, this is the fascinating
yet challenging age of:
* World-wide competition - in a buyer's market.
* Modernization, renovation, and expansion.
* Modern technology and computerization.
* Constant growth, in a business climate where new
construction and increases in the total worldwide
inventory of rooms generally outpaces any overall
increases in demand .
* Increased customer sophistication and changing
lifestyles, where an ever-increasingly experienced
public seeks more, bigger, better, and different.
* The maintenance of "brand-name loyalty" among a more
educated and knowledgeable public which knows it has
an ever-expanding line of hotel products to choose from.
The hospitality industry, once was largely considered a
small unit business - or more properly a collection of small
units (often with the not necessarily complimentary tag-line of
"Ma and Pa Operation") is now Big Business.
Today's Challenges
To meet the challenges of a "Big Business" environment,
one must find the answers to such questions as:
1. How does one obtain a profitable level of business,
especially in today's highly competitive climate?
2. How does one recoup the costs of initial financial
investment, upkeep, modernization, and expansion?
3. How does one obtain, train, maintain, and retain
staff, to provide the high quality and consistency
of service expected and demanded by the guest?
4. How does one build and maintain guest loyalty,
to obtain low cost, highly profitable repeat and
referral business?
5. How does one end up (as every business should)
making a profit and delivering a justified
Return On Investment (ROI)?
The process through which the answers can be obtained is
variously known as business promotion, sales, sales promotion,
selling, merchandising, and that contemporary all-inclusive
"buzz word", marketing .
While there are some basic distinctions among them, these
terms are bound together within a common operating philosophy:
in the modern business world, no hotel can afford to be passive
but instead must be active and competitive.
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The Way It Was
The "Big Business" philosophy of profitable hotel
operations is comparatively new -
Even back less than 100 years ago, lodging facilities
were primarily used for two main and distinct reasons:
1. Necessity: A person had to go from Point A (the origin
point) to Point B (the destination) - and depending on
the distance and means of transportation, had to eat
and sleep at Point B and possibly at intermediate
points both coming and going.
2. Luxury: People of "means" (i.e., those with money)
used travel as an indication of social status: only
the wealthy could afford it. The hotel, very often a
seaside or mountain resort - or located within a
fashionable international metropolis, was not only
the destination but usually the primary travel
objective as well.
In North America, early travel was often of the hardy
"pioneering" variety. During the 1800s, frontiers were
pushed westward and towns and cities sprung up overnight.
Hotels provided temporary, often "rough", but necessary
accommodations and facilities; particularly for those involved
with commerce - the business traveller. The St. Francis
Hotel, for example, opened in 1849, and claimed to be the
first hotel to introduce bedsheets. And its restaurant was
a detached canvas tent adjacent to the property (Figure 1).
Various Types of Facilities:
On the other hand, 19th century Europe, being older and
more established, had already developed an accommodations
industry which included luxury hotels, seaside villas, mountain
resorts, and health spas. Often, their very names (Palace,
Grand, Excelsior, Royal, Ritz,) formed a one word "position
statement" which indicated the luxury leisure markets many were
specifically seeking (Figure 2).
Later in the 19th century, similarly palacial properties,
bearing similar or more exotic names were built in North America
(Figure 3) .
A fundamental segmentation concept: matching special
product lines to the needs and wants of specific market niches,
was in its development stages.
Still, it wasn't until the latter part of the 19th century
that even the most luxurious hotels began to incorporate
features which are standard today-
London's Savoy Hotel (1889), for example, was the first
Figure 1
San Francisco's St. Francis Hotel, circa 1849
Source: Cheryl Cink, Public Relations Department,
St. Francis Hotel.
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Figure 2
Royal Danieli and La Grand Hotels, Venice, Italy,
at the turn of the century
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Figure 3
Oriental Hotel, Coney Island, New York, 1879
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to use electricity throughout the property - and that's only a
little over 100 years ago. The August 1889 issue of
"Scientific American" reported that "The Hotel Bernina, at
Samedan, Switzerland, has for some time been lighted with
electricity, power being supplied by a waterfall. As during
the day the power is not required for lighting and is
therefore running to waste, the proprietor of the hotel has
hit upon the idea of utilizing the current for cooking, and
experimental cooking apparatus has been constructed."
And it was only 150 years ago that the first passenger
elevators were installed - in New York City's Fifth Avenue Hotel.
Types of Guests:
Somewhat coincidentally , properties on both sides of the
Atlantic Ocean relied upon repeat business and referrals
as both their primary sources of business and the chief means
of promotion.
A key difference between hotel patronage in Europe and in
the United States was reflected in the length of stay.
The patrons of a typical American hotel 100 years ago or
more (other than certain seasonal resorts) tended to use a hotel
for a short time, but to periodically return - especially the
famous travelling salesmen who worked specific territories.
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This, however, was a very significant market from the
earliest days of the country's history. It has been estimated
that in the early 1880s, nearly a quarter of a million
commercial travelers displayed their wares along regular
routes throughout North America, often utilizing hotels to
set up display rooms, retail outlets, and "offices".
On the other hand, affluent guests (and their friends) at
a palatial European hotel (resort or city) often stayed for a
season lasting three or more months (Figure 4) .
Both areas (USA and Europe), in different ways, had
developed "product segments" which were literally "homes away
from home". This, incidentally, was a promotional concept
which lasted well into the 1960s, was then discarded, only
to re-surface in the later part of the 1980s to satisfy the
long-term lodging and food/beverage needs of what is now
termed the "extended stay" market.
A Further Look Back
Going back only to the last century doesn't really
provide sufficient background to fully appreciate the evolution
of today's industry. A historical tracing from the beginning
can be helpful in not only gaining an understanding of what the
lodging industry was - but also what it has evolved into and
what it is most likely to become in the near future.
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Figure 4
Hotel Cecil, London, during the late 1800s, a typical
"second home" to the seasonal affluent guest.
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With that in mind, the following provides a brief history,
with emphasis on those factors which helped set the stage for
today's contemporary hotel sales practices and procedures.
Since the beginning of recorded time, there were always
people who realized they could benefit by supplying services
to others. Most of these services were in the form of skills,
crafts, and protection. Until the 1800s, we did not have what
is known today as the middle class. Before that, there was the
working class (which during various periods in history included
slaves, serfs, servants, freemen, workers, artisans, and
craftsmen). And there was the wealthy or powerful class:
the rulers (which included politicians, the military, the
clergy, and the nobility).
The working class did not have the means, the time,
nor the reasons to freely move about - and thus did not
travel far from home unless ordered to by the ruling class.
Convenience and Protection:
The concept of "providing a place of convenience and
protection" is by no means a new concept. It was used
thousands of years ago in the offering of overnight shelter
to persons who had to travel for a specific purpose or who
moved around to trade or sell products.
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Public inns, hostelries, and other roadside facilities
were built to provide temporary accommodations along caravan
routes and other commercial networks. Monasteries were also
used to provide accommodations, particularly to shelter pilgrims
and other religious travellers (Figure 5).
On occasion, the wealthy were also in need of transient
accommodations, but in most cases they were received by their
own kind and became the house guests of other wealthy persons.
Two Main Types of Users:
There were then - and there still are - two distinct
types of users of lodging facilities:
1. Business Travelers.
2. Leisure Travelers.
They are similar in many respects - and very different
in others. To further complicate matters, a person could be a
business traveller one day and a leisure traveller the next - and
still use the facilities of the same property.
The many varying characteristics and distinctions of these
travellers who fall under the broad business or leisure travel
classifications have led to the modern concepts of "market
segmentation"
- which will be explored in greater depth in
subsequent chapters.
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Figure 5
Ancient hostelries of Europe and Asia
Note: From left to right: what possibly is the oldest remains
of an inn, near the Herculaneum Gate of Pompeii; a post
house in ancient Persia, located on a main road to the
Caspian Sea; and Le Grand Saint-Bernard Hospice, Great
St. Bernard Pass, the Alps.
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One significant difference between the two main
classifications should be made at this point:
1. Business travellers seek accommodations because
they have to .
2. Leisure travellers seek accommodations because
they want to .
In North America, the leisure traveller did not really
become that consequential to most of the hospitality industry
until the 1800s.
Business Travel Generators:
Generally, business is thought of as a means to produce
money. Salesmen, traders, and investors would most directly
fit into the business traveller classification. Also those
who must move around to continue earning a living. This
included those who periodically journeyed around the country
because of constantly changing business opportunities and those
who moved as their businesses expanded and relocated - as well
as that ubiquitous itinerant peddler of household goods and
cures - the famous (or infamous) "travelling salesman".
In the early post-Revolutionary days of North America
-
and on through most of the 19th century, these commercial
travellers were especially common as the frontier kept moving
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westward towards the Pacific and as population centers sprung
up along the way.
During those times, the persons "on the move": peddlers,
tinkers, salesmen, land and mining speculators, and the
business opportunists, basically required a safe place to stay
(with food, beverage, and possibly some entertainment) and a
central location within the community to show, demonstrate, or
hark (and hawk) their wares. And they were willing to pay for
these facilities.
At this stage, the infant North American lodging industry
did not think of its clientele as quests . It was in the business
of servicing customers or clients : people willing to pay for
essential services. In many instances, services and products
were exchanged or traded (barter).
It wasn't until the middle of the 1800s that a significant
number of properties in the USA and Canada began to cater to
the wealthy. Resorts, spas, and other vacation-oriented
facilities soon became significant members of the lodging
industry.
In Europe, spa facilities built around medicinal waters
and mineral springs were already many hundreds of years old -
and in some countries, such as Hungary, date back even further
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to the days of the Roman conquerors (Figure 6).
By way of historical note, one of the earliest recorded
use of the word "spa" (the Walloon word for "fountain") was
applied to the spring waters near Liege, Belgium - back in
1326. The term was picked up and used in England in the late
16th century - and then spread to the continent, particularly
Switzerland and France. With the current late 20th century
emphasis on health and fitness, spa facilities have undergone
a renaissance throughout the world.
Meanwhile, in Canada - which also had its mineral water
and hot springs areas, the two major railway companies,
Canadian Pacific and Canadian National, formed hotel companies
They initially built "castle-style" chalets in such eastern
cities as Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal - and then expanded
westward with resorts and deluxe lodges as the railroads
went from coast to coast. The USA followed suit - and
indeed, the growth of the North American hospitality industry
was directly related to the growth of the railroads - and in
some cases, vice versa as well.
The 20th Century Transition
By the turn of the 20th century, different types of
hotels were being built to serve the specific needs,
desires, and lifestyles of different classes of people.
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Figure 6
Ruins of an Ancient Roman Spa in the center of modern Budapest
Source: 1989 photo by the author
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Later on, this concept became known as segmentation .
When applied to both the product and the market, it formed
one of the main cornerstones of what was to be termed
"marketing"
.
Also, as the newer types of properties, especially
those catering to the wealthy, became more prevalent, we
added another new word to the hotel vocabulary: guests .
For clarification purposes, and to provide consistency
throughout the rest of this study.- the following distinctions
will be used when referring to the various types of hotel
"users". In some cases, the differences are minimal; at
other times, they may be of marketing significance; in still
other instances, there may be legal distinctions.
* Guest: one using lodging facilities and services
during a specific time.
* Customer: a person who is or will be a user of
lodging facilities.
* Client: one who "hires" a facility or service -
often for others, and who may or may not use the
facilities themselves (e.g., meeting planner,
travel agent) .
* Patron: a frequent and
"loyal" user.
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Key Areas of Change:
Dramatic changes in the lodging field, primarily caused
by events outside the industry, can be directly traced to the
impact of World War I. The war affected four major areas which
to this day continue to impact on the conduct of the hospitality
industry:
1. Transportation.
2 . Economics .
3. Education.
4. Social/Cultural Environment.
Each of these factors had a major influence on what would
become today's sophisticated lodging industry- The following
traces the growth of both the industry and the sales promotion
function within three broad topical frameworks:
1. The evolution of the hotel industry during the first half
of the 20th century - and the rise of the sales promotion
function, particularly as it paralleled the growth
of conventions and meetings.
2. The development of the promotional "tools of the
trade", particularly advertising and direct selling.
3. The emergence of sales education and training on
both academic and industry levels.
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The section on sales and promotional tools (Chapter 6)
will present an indepth illustrated survey of the evolution of
hotel promotion.
As a prelude, the next chapter offers some background
information on the impact of the four key "outside forces"
listed on the previous page, as they influenced the growth of
the 20th century lodging industry - and thus on the changes
and refinements of hotel promotional practices and procedures.
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Chapter III
THE IMPACT OF EARLY SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGES
The Effects of Outside Factors
Four key "outside" factors vitally influenced the
direction of the hospitality industry in the early part of
the 20th century. It's important to recognize that these
factors had both short term and long range impact on the
development and expansion of the hotel industry - and thus
on the growth of sales and other promotional activities.
The changes in the marketplace brought about by these
factors are felt today - and will leave their footprints on
the lodging field of the future.
Transportation :
To put it as concisely as possible:
* WWI began on horseback - and concluded in tanks,
trucks, and cars.
* It began with observation balloons - and came out with
airplanes .
The consequences of these two accelerated occurrences had
a sudden and often dramatic effect on the hospitality industry,
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This will be further emphasized in the discussion of the changing
hotel product, specifically covered in Chapter 5.
Economics:
In 1917-18, the US economy was geared up for the so-called
"war to end all wars". This mobilization created the assembly
line, research and development techniques, new product
development, improved manufacturing processes and procedures,
and company expansion. Because of this, employment increased,
resulting in the generation of more per-capita income.
The country started to swing from a rural, self-sufficient
agrarian economy to an urban manufacturing economy which was
based on product distribution. This created the need for
more services for the majority of the population, which in
turn meant more opportunities for growth.
Another key influence on the economy was mass immigration.
And a further influencing factor, which had multiple impact on
both the public and the hospitality industry, was the growth of
communications technology: telephone and telegraph, radio and
movies, high speed printing, etc.
Education:
It might come somewhat as a surprise, but it wasn't
until the early 1900s that education became mandatory
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in the United States. This, too, greatly contributed to
both the general economy and the growth of the hospitality
industry by producing a more informed public with greater
interests and knowledge.
Education also helped enhance work attitudes and
developed more professional employees. The resultant higher
pay levels and career advancement opportunities also had a
direct effect on the industry by expanding both the leisure
travel and the emerging group meetings markets.
Social/Cultural Environment:
Changes in the social and cultural environments and
their effects on lifestyles may have been the most important
outcome of WW I as they related to the hotel industry. Many
of these changes were due to the combined impact of the
three other factors just discussed.
For example, increased immigration, combined with improved
technology and industrial production capabilities, resulted
in new:
* Holidays.
* Foods and Beverages.
* Customs and Traditions.
* Styles of Living.
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Holidays, vacations, and other "away from home" family
outings began to replace the traditional home dinner and the
Sunday "after church" home gatherings.
The new technology offered increased job opportunities
and higher take-home pay. The decrease of "sunrise to
sunset" farm chores (the result of the move to the cities)
created more leisure time and the desire to enjoy personal
free-time activities.
The popularity of travelogs (at first from wandering
"lecturers" and later on as "short subjects" in the movies),
and the growth of family travel magazines (notably "National
Geographic"), also had stimulating influences on the growth
of leisure travel.
Special interest publications, targeted at a select
readership audience, also were developed
- such as the
"Social Spectator" which was specifically aimed at the
highly affluent, social-status leisure traveller, to whom
being seen at the "best
places" was a lifestyle necessity.
But it was the new technology that particularly spurred
the growth of individual business travel. The "on the
road"
salesmen started to talk about places they had been. In
some instances the family started travelling with them. Farm
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houses between main cities were converted into boarding or
rooming houses and began "taking in guests" for money- A new
type of family-style resort was born.
In the cities across the continent, a more knowledgeable
class of business traveller began expecting and demanding
better accommodations - and comfort and service began to be
emphasized in the advertising by properties who were
specifically seeking commercial business (Figure 7) .
Hotels were built expressly for this type of customer and
were generally located near such mass transportation terminals
as railroad stations. The oft-quoted statement of E.M.
Statler (1968), founder of the Hotels Statler Company, was to
the effect that the only three factors necessary to run a
successful hotel was "location, location, and location" -
And he was specifically referring to proximity to the
railroad station. (Modern hotel marketing practice, on
the other hand, holds that there is no such excuse as
"bad" location; the key is to find market segments who
view as positive benefits what might seem to be negatives
aspects to the more traditional markets.)
Travel itself, especially by train, was becoming more
efficient, more comfortable, and thus more consequential
to the growth of the lodging industry.
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Figure 7
Comfort and service for the commercial traveller, featured
in an early 1900s ad by the Hotel Adolphus
I*
Jlallas, exas
A. MONMEHT TO MODERN HOTEL
CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT
DESIGNED FOR COMFORT AND SERVICE
European PU. $2.00 Per Day, aod Up
ALVAH WILSON MANAGER
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Between The Wars
Following the 1918 Armistice, the high life and the good
times of the 1920s, combined with readily available money and
labor, encouraged the building of both palatial resorts and
large, full service city hotels (Figure 8).
October 1929 - and the crash of the investment world
brought a new type of change to the hospitality industry -
Those most seriously affected by adverse financial conditions
were a new group of upwardly mobile but not too secure group of
people who had become accustomed to living beyond their means.
This same situation, incidentally, was to be mirrored to a
lesser extent nearly 60 years later in 1987.
The really wealthy, as usual, were for the most part
protected, and the poor didn't count. But with financial ruin
everywhere, it was not the best of times for the average hotel
operator. However, people were looking for ways to get their
minds off their problems. What was needed was a means of
satisfying the needs, wants, and desires of those potential
customers - and at the same time cope with the challenge of
keeping the hotel operating.
It was during this crisis period that the real move
towards our contemporary hotel industry took shape.
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Figure 8
A 1919 construction company advertising featuring two
famous New York City hotels
RiMoilt
Landmarks1
.".,:.*,,,
T"
N nearly every important city and industrial
&"v'l center 'TuIIer-Built" Landmarks attest the
t- :Xi part the George A. Fuller Company has
played In building construction work since its organ
ization in 1885.
The Pennsylvania and Commodore Hotels were built
and completed at the same time that the company
was building the mammoth U. S. Army Ware
houses and Wharfs at New Orleans and carrying
on important work aggregating over 51 million
dollars in 33 cities.
The experience which made this record possible js
available to architects and owners of property who
contemplate a building operation, and will be found
particularly valuable at this time when such unusual
conditions confront the man about to build.
Consultation is solicited through the company's va
rious offices, as noted below.
George A.Fuller Company
New York Washington Chicago
Boston Baltimore Detroit
Philadelphia Pittsburgh St. Louis
Montreal Cleveland Kansas t.
Note: Both hotels are still operating today (though under
different names). Both, incidentally, followed E.M.
Statler 's "location" principle by being built close to
the city's two main rail terminals.
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A New Hole:
During this transition period of the 1930s, even during
the Depression, hotels started to assume new roles. Convenience
and protection were no longer the two major "products" offered
to customers for a fee. Hotels began to recognize they could
take care of people's personal and professional needs, wants,
desires, and indulgences by providing products and services
they could not get as easily elsewhere.
People were looking for special services, special
functions, elaborate parties, a place to host a meeting - a
gathering - a reunion - entertainment and social activities.
What was better eguipped than a hotel to take peoples 's minds
off their immediate problems, offer a new and different
environment or setting for "escape" - and which could, for
example, transform a simple wedding into a notable social event.
Surviving the 1930s
There were many hotels built during the accelerated growth
periods of the 1920s and 1930s. Not all survived, but those
which did (and many are still operating today) were among the
first to recognize their changing roles - and adapt accordingly.
Many of them started to concentrate on attracting one or
two major types of customers, rather than trying to be "all
things to all people". Others began specializing by taking care
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of specific servicing reguirements of specific types of
customers - such as the travelling salesmen who needed
display space and sample rooms or the convention organizers
who needed large amounts of public space and volume food &
beverage service areas. Some concentrated on fulfilling
people's leisure time desires and dreams (such as vacationers)
Others became specialists in creating the "make-believe" -
such as the developers of the plush resorts along the Florida
and California coasts. And others, especially in Florida
(Figure 9), the mountains of upstate New York, and the Alps
of Europe (Figure 10) saw an expanding market among those
specifically concerned with health and fitness.
Hotels also started to work together in the 1930s,
especially in the area of business referrals. Classified
ads in the trade press urged properties to recommend
business to each other (Figure 11). This type of reciprocity
was also used to encourage membership in the various hotel
trade associations such as the American Hotel Association,
the Hotel Sales Managers Association, and the Hotel Greeters
of America.
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Figure 9
A 1930 Miami hotel ad featuring solarium health facilities
l\\e Miami Solarium
FLORIDA'S FIRST SvjIS ftAY IM ST iT^TlOr-
t < -
."-j?1.JS(?% S ^5. ELL H' ?T- (7JJ(f
_i-
Miami's Modern Hotel-Sanitarium
where Sun-Pway treatm-ents, physio
therapy, hydrotherapy, colonic irrig-a-
tions, dietetics and general medical
science are administered by a staff of
qualified physicians
Out patients also received
120 S. W. 30th Ave. Phone 2-2855
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Figure 10
Europe's first alpine indoor swimming pool
Note: Europe's first alpine indoor swimming pool was built
in 1934 adjacent to the Hotel Panhans , Semmering,
Austria, in an area famous for its active health,
recreational, and fitness activities. Source:
Eduard Abraham, Direktor, Hotel Panhans.
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Figure ll
Classified "referral advertising" in the mid-1930s
Missouri
In St. Louis It't
T HE CHASE
Stop at this Nationally Famous Hotel
Hate* from SJ.BO Sam Koplar. MfT.
New Jersey
THE
AMBASSADOR
American and European Plai
- AtLANTICCITY
hi
B1TX-CAHLTOS
'
ATLANTIC CITY
Villi Iba ham MEMr-GO-MHMD MILL
GUESTS REFERRED TO IIS
TRAYMORE
^ ON THE BOARDWALK
rnf Ma
JV^EUZABETH- '
.
TARTERET
ELIZABETH'S
Jwqm~
and&*tiZfHOTEL
II CARL SWORD. U*ni>~
The Beautiful and Excluiive
FAIRMOUNT HOTEL
1095 BOULEVARD. JERSEY CITY
en Lincoln Highway
Moat Residential yet centrally located.
Single. 12.50 up E. Double, fl.EO up E.
4.60 " A. " 8.B0 A.
ALBERT W. STENDER. Mr.
nOTEL PRANZ, Morristown, N. J.
Ratti J1.50 to 53-50With er Wllheat Bath
Fr. Firkin*. Cocktail Sir Rntairanl
Ciitlfilly Utitu1 V. PRAM, Mp.
TRENTON'S NEWEST HOTEL
333 Boom* ind BaLhs Bates from $2.50 B.
(1.00 D. DsdcIdi snd gnltrtAlnmcot mry olibl
HOTEL HILDEBRECHT
John R. Kereey, Mgr.
New York
ARLINGTON HOTEL
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
$2.00 to (4.00 for one
13-00 to $6.00 for two SW Room*
THE PIERREPONT nnooiy.YN
A tluh holl for men anil imntn. 8"lmmlni
pool rymniifluiB. 13 minutes (o Tlmn ftrnurt
HOTEL WAGNER, Cnnnjnhnrie, IN.Y.
In fA* Heart of the Mohawk Valley
Owned by the Beech-Nut Packing Company
ANNA S. HODGE, Manager
Yes Sir! You Can Recommend a
Good Hotel in BUFFALO
Tell your ejnrftU in otnii at ITniol I.cn.n
fninniiJ. f..r eiHitl fimil. Iifxiirlllcn room-.
riMvmnnlile rntc. 200 onlxldn room.*.
Rnlrn: Sin*!*, St.SO to Si.00; Double. *? no
to 90-00; pucclnl for 2 monn nnr) bath S
person*. 0.00; 4 prmon.i, SA.00.
Free road moft and booklet
I _ CLARENCE A. HINKR, FrenMent
HOTEL LENOX
1 I NORTH ST.-*** DELAWARE %
I Ipuffalo, n.v. y
MARK TWAIN
HOTEL
Elmirti, IN. Y.
jTrrfectly Appobitfit
Entirely Fireproof
ZOO Room* wllli Jlnth
ft.M Cpwiu-d M'lniRt ROLANO D. HUNTEfl
HOTEL BRISTOL *J "
100 Roo.n* 300 tutor Stnal* 12.50 to 14.00*;
Dnnble 1100 to S)fl 00
Famous T*Me rf'Iloti Rulanrnntit
T. Elllitl T*li*n. rrnUtnlIwiph E. Bith. Hmtmw
HOTEL E SI I' 1 It E
r**4*r it 63ii St.
"At Ui Sittviy t* Tlm.i Sinn," * Tori Clhj
700 lum from 52.00 iw Jr
ED*. I. BELL, Hiniiir
ESSEX HOUSE
Oterlnnlrim Centml T*r Mnrt Omril t^oratlon
ConllnrnUI Benin and
OSCAR W1RTRAB Min|lo| Skitter
160 Central ftrt Sulk Btw Tori Clt*
FIFTH AVENUE HOTEL
24 Fifth Ad. it 9th St.. N. Y. Dtntttin: Jm.. ]. Cirry
Imkii flint 54SiIIii trim 57
AMEN CORNER BAH SALON IMOntO
HOTEL
BfcsgbW MANHATTAN
TOWERS
PHi^ BT Dronrtitny t 78th St.New Turk
jBfIB
Send for nnr beautiful
Supervun Map A Guide
of New York City. free.
Mi I'M II. 35 Single13.00 DoubleIsSfilal J D. ^y. Stewart, Uar.
HOTEL MARLTON 3-B TVMt 8th St.
Nllt Sib A>l. and TTi'hlnttaa Si.
Refined. Homellfci Fifnilj ind Trimlcnt ITotel
Ettropcia S3 up. American 11 up F. W Hilflcld
IN. NKW'YOIlKl
82 The hotel that makes
satisfied guests more satisfied
HOTEL 700 ROOMS 700 BATHSSingle from 12.50 Oouble Itom W
PARAMOUNT
4i<h St. WEST.Of 8ROADWAY
'.'- CHARtES t. ORtJSKH. Mo..b.'
.
' "
RECOMMEND
a name you enn trnst
nocnR smith
Stamford, Conn.
ROr.F.R SMITH
Whit* Plains, N. Y.
WIHHIIIOW WILSON
New Brunswick, jV. /.
In New York Citj
te
riHiNCE GEORGE HOTEL
Albirn M Citt.non, Hinjgir
27th It 28th SlfMli . . . J oft 5th Am., Y C
"la till tin* *f mill " 1.000 n*Mi *nh prh* k Ih
Ratn tnn 52.00 l*f in* , . . 53.00 t r
Hotel Woijld-Review
December 12, 1936"
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Chapter IV
POST-WAR DEVELOPMENTS
The Impact of World War II
The social, political, and economic lives of the 1930s
were abruptly changed by the onset of the Second World War.
Like WW I, this global conflict had a significant impact
on the hospitality industry - within the same four key areas
of transportation, economics, education, and social/cultural
environment. The following are some main examples.
Transportation :
The prop plane of the early 1940s evolved into the jet
fighter during the war - and then into the jet passenger
liner at the start of the '50s.
After WW II , more people could travel faster to more
destinations than ever dreamed of at the start of the
conflict. Across the country in under six hours; non-stop
to Europe. The nation and the world were shrinking. Travel
patterns and preferences were rapidly changing. As a result
more people had more choices available to them - and at the
same time, competition broadened and intensified.
Families bought cars, trucks began to replace trains,
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a vast continental highway network was built, and formerly
remote areas and places were not longer inaccessible.
Tourism was emerging as a vital economic force - and was
no longer largely confined, as in the past, to seacoast or
mountain locations.
Economics:
Most of the countries of the world had geared up
industrially to meet the production demands of war. At
its conclusion, most participants (losers as well as winners)
were able to switch to anaccelerated peacetime economy.
Union growth started to expand during the 1930s. Union
negotiating strength resulted in higher wages - and a potential
increase in disposable income (some of which could be used for
travel and other leisure-time activities).
In the early 1940s, with men off to battle, women were
added to the work force in great numbers. After the war,
largely due to the business generated by peacetime conversion,
full employment continued. However, the business climate
changed from the pre-war era in that it continued to include
women .
The two-income family became fairly common. While great
emphasis is placed on the 2-income family of the 1980s and '90s,
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Family Research Council of America (1948) statistics indicated
that 35% of the families with pre-school age children in 1948
(a "baby boom" period) had two or more wage earners.
The previous 6-day work week was reduced to five days,
annual paid vacation time doubled in most industries, and
national holidays and long weekends became prevalent. The
results, as indicated previously, were more leisure time and more
disposable income ; two of the most important factors for those
hotels actively soliciting the leisure travel market.
Education:
The pressures of war seem to have a direct impact on
technological advancement. The military developments of
television and electronics, for example, were promptly
adapted to peacetime use. But that took industrial
reconversion, retooling, and retraining. This in turn
created a need to educate people in the various peacetime
trades and professions, especially the newer ones which were
developed or had become more sophisticated during the war.
Professional societies, trade associations, and
industrial unions rapidly grew and offered their members
educational benefits as well as social opportunities. This
in turn led to the rapid proliferation of corporate meetings,
association conventions, and other forms of group business.
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More publications, as well as other media, began, in a
semi-educational way, to concentrate on the values of travel,
sightseeing, and adventure in far-away places. The public
was being motivated to seek out the benefits of travel.
Social/Cultural Environment:
As with the termination of WW I , one of the largest
and most lasting changes following the end of WW II related
to the nation's social and cultural environment.
Returning military personnel had acquired the experience
of travelling, of seeing new places, and of doing things
they hadn't done before under prior peacetime conditions.
They had the wish to extend this "taste for travel" - except
now it would be for personal pleasure, enjoyment, entertainment,
and education. In short, they had the desire to travel.
And as mentioned before, the new technology, the
increase in salaries, the two-income families, the shorter
work week, and other benefits such as longer paid vacations,
all combined to provide the time and the money. This brought
into play a simple tourism-generator formula: the three
essential ingredients which motivate the movement of
the leisure market are Time, Money, and Desire.
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Industry Expections:
As the hospitality industry, along with the general
public, cheerfully entered the 1950s, it would seem that
the lodging field would "have it made". All of those people
with all that time and money to spend on travel and its
related products and services.
But a new player entered the picture: competition.
Competition
More and more properties of varying types emerged during
the late 1940s and into the '50s. Many were built on pure
speculation, based on the assumption that a travel-hungry public
would naturally fill their rooms and restaurants. Very
little was being done in a consistent manner to promote the
desire to travel and utilize hotel facilities.
At the same time, people were finding alternative outlets
for their increased home time and disposable income. Home
building was at a record pace. Discretionary funds were
being spent on the results of the new technology converted
from the war: television, low cost automobiles, electric
appliances, etc.
Competition came from two areas: new types of lodging
facilities, and the former luxury household items which were
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rapidly become "necessities". Both these factors eroded
that portion of discretionary income which could have been
reserved for travel and leisure.
Nevertheless, there were many people who were drawn to
the attractiveness of the hotel industry- Entering the hotel
business right after the war, many were inexperienced and
often misguided. And they were the first to feel the
negative impact of overbuilding and competition.
Sales promotion and direct selling were just coming
into general usage in the hotel industry, especially among
those who were smart enough to see that they were the tools
which could combat the effects of overbuilding and increasing
competition .
So the end of WW II and the conversion to a peacetime
economy can be considered the end of "what
was" and the
beginning of "what is" and "what is to be".
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Chapter V
THE EMERGENCE OF HOTEL SALES PROMOTION
The Beginning Stages of Sales and Promotion
Accompanying the physical development and growth of
the lodging industry were two other parallel occurrences:
1. The development of ways and means to profitably
attract and retain customers for these properties.
2. The education and training of staff and employees on
the most effective techniques of selling and servicing
Unfortunately, there seems to have been a considerable
"time lag" between the physical growth of the industry in
general, the acceptance of sales promotion, and the recognition
of the need for sales education and training. Because of these
"slip stream" gaps, we'll now once again go back in history and
take a look at the last two areas (having already covered
the basic developments influencing the overall growth of the
industry into the 1950s).
The Very Early Days of Selling:
There are still many people who think that selling,
servicing, advertising, and public relations are comparatively
new disciplines in the hospitality industry.
Yet one can go back several thousand years to the days
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of the Roman baths and find both competition and salesmanship.
As an example, the wording on a poster used by one bath
facilities owner to attract customers is not that much
different than some of today's health spa advertising:
THERMAE
M. CRASSI FRUGII
Aqua-Marina Et-Caln Dulci
Januarius. L.
..-which basically means "warm sea and fresh water baths"
(followed by the owner's name) (Phillips, 1940).
Colonial Advertising:
There are numerous books and articles which trace the
development of the hospitality industry in the United States
from the opening of the Jamestown Inn in 1607. So the
following will just concentrate on describing and illustrating
some representative examples of the type of advertising and
promotion done back in the good old "Colonial Days".
One of the earliest recorded newspaper advertisements
was an announcement in the January 30, 1750 "Weekly Post-Boy",
describing "The Cart and Horse" tavern in New York City as a
place "..-where all gentlemen travelers and others may depend
on the best usage and accommodation both for themselves and
horses." (Phillips, 1940).
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Similar advertising in other cities stressed convenience,
'Cation, and security. Promotion of the resort properties
dch were just beginning to emerge in the late 1700s
mcentrated on the therapeutic aspects of climate and the sea.
>me of the prominent advertising in the early 1800s touted the
dicinal values of spring and sulphur waters (Figure 12).
te Post-Revolutionary Era
Following the American Revolution and the new nation's
ibsequent westward expansion, hotels sprung up out of necessity
As one approached the ever-moving western boundaries,
te would usually find lodging facilities alongside those other
ro basic necessities of frontier life: the general store and
ie saloon.
Meanwhile, back east, fashionable city properties came
Lto existence. New York City's 70-room City Hotel (Figure 13),
lich opened in 1794, is generally considered the first major
operty in the USA built strictly for use as a hotel. Its
p rate of $2.00 per day included room, three daily meals,
d afternoon tea: the origin of the "American Plan".
The names of these early hotels may not have been too
iginal ("City Hotel" and "United States
Hotel" were common
vorites), but the communities themselves were highly
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Figure 12
health-oriented advertising of the early 1800s
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pledge themselves. ;
-., --WILLIAM UZRjYDOX U Co.
;.';<June 15 4w.'
'
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Lyfii
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LYNN MINERAL
SPRING HOTEL.
H subscribe! most repectfullv beg le*c to
hiform his friends and die public that Ik con
tinues to keep tfhnt deli'htft'il Summer retreat, the
tyioeral Spring Hotef, which it will be his
ob ct (o render a gmll and plensnnt resort for
Boarders, Parties f Pleasure, tramieot Visit
or*. &c
The tfthibriAti* rjlrtiYiucs nf the waters of this
celebrated Spring the beautiful lake, on the boY-
Hers of which the establishment is situated, ubouod-
inp with fish ^nriuus descriptions, and sur
rounded with the most wild and romantic isuepery
'-^splendid Bonl* tor taitmf or fishing Bathing
rooms >on the margin of the hike, where the warm
or cold btilh may at any lion* be lakeo the de
lightful jtluaiibn th* Hnujc, with its comfort
ble and well fuYnisltcd apnTtroenis, with the fruit
nod flower Gardens adjoining, are attractions for
those in pursuit of hewlih or plenstirc, rapely er
cetded it equalled in lnv part nf the country.
Erory exertion shall be m*de to merit a cuntio
tunc* of ilul patronage which has been an liber
ally bestowed. JACtZ \V. BAflTO/V.
Note: One might assume that the "good Tavern" mentioned in the
first ad was for purposes of dispensing "medicinal"
refreshments .
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Figure 13
City Hotel, New York City
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competitive in trying to attract business during the new
nation's early economic boom period.
Changes in The Product
There was not only little distinction in hotel names,
but basically little variation or innovation in the product
itself. The typical hotel room in most properties generally
included just the four basic "B's" : bed, bureau, bowl, and
basin - with the fifth "B", the bathtub down the hall or in
the basement.
But in 1829, one of the first examples of "product"
differentiation" occurred in Boston. The Tremont Hotel
(Figure 14) opened in October of that year, incorporating a
wide variety of new features and services into what might be
considered the top-of-the-line "amenities package" of its day:
* Availability of both single and double rooms.
* Water pitcher, bowl, and bar of soap in each room.
* Individual door locks.
* Gas-lit public rooms.
* A public reading room, with newspapers from throughout
the country and from Europe.
* Separate baggage room away from the lobby -
* Eight indoor bathrooms on the ground floor and
eight "bathing
rooms" in the basement.
* Room service (with orders given through a device
50
Figure 14
Boston's innovative Tremont Hotel
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called an "electric-magnetic annunciator").
* Classic architectural styling (Grecian columns and
Doric entrances).
The success of this new style and variety of personal
services rapidly expanded property development in such major
cities as New York (The Astor in 1836), New Orleans (St.
Charles Hotel in 1837), St. Louis (Planter's Hotel in 1841),
and in many other rapidly growing communities such as Chicago,
St. Louis, and Louisville.
American hotels were being built in the form of "grand
palaces", much like their classic European counterparts, even
in what might be considered strictly resort areas (Figure 15).
Different Products for Different People
The middle and latter part of the 1800s saw the construction
of not only different types of hotels - but different grades of
properties. This was purposely done to attract different types
of patronage, especially within the emerging wealthy class.
Here are some examples - sort of a forerunner of the concept
of "product differentiation". (Note: There seems to be
differing opinions in the industry on the distinctions between
the terms "Product
Segmentation" and "Product Differentiation".
For this study, "Product
Segmentation" is looked upon as the
process of classifying properties according to specific physical
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Figure 15
Atlantic City, New Jersey's palatial United States Hotel, 1876
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and quantifiable characteristics such as size and location.
"Product Differentiation" more directly refers to both tangible
and intangible distinctions between two or more product segments
(or product lines), particularly as perceived by the users.
Luxury Spas:
As the nouveau riche class grew, the ornate health spas
(Saratoga, Poland Springs, The Greenbrier, The Mohonk House,
The Lake Placid Club (and such areas as Warm Springs, Georgia,
and Hot Springs, Arkansas) became part of the lifestyles of
the new elite. Many of these were upgraded and expanded
facilities at the medicinal springs and mineral waters which
first became popular in colonial times - many of which are
still operating today (Figure 16) .
Competition became strong for the new monies which the
suddenly-affluent felt compelled to spend to keep up with
their peers. Such competition was also on the international
level - as the newer American spas attempted to compete with
their more established counterparts in Europe, particularly
those in England, France, Switzerland, Germany, and Austria
(Figure 17). A key competitive advantage, incidentally, which
was enjoyed by European spas was that many of them were
licensed as "casinos", and thus could offer gaming as a key
entertainment and recreational attraction.
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Figure 16
A montage of famous 19th century spa and mineral spring resorts
Bath Springs, Bristol, Pennsylvania.
Piazza of Congress Hall, Saratoga.
Bedford Springs, Pennsylvania, 1817. Balljton Spa, New Ton\.
A,?^^*-^'*-"-^^^Ulv'
*"
"
York Springs, Penns>tv<inid. HARRODbai/RC Springs, H^rrodibitrg,
JCv
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Figure 17
Competitive advertising aimed at the affluent "social spa seekers"
Xjhe ^Rendezvous
of the Social-Sleet
Set among the heaven-kissing hills
ol theMeghenies
e Greenbrier
and Cottages
White Sulphur Springs
West Virginia
with, its own 7000-acre park.
offers the very utmost
in comfort andenjoyment
in an atmosphere of
aristocraticdemocracy
The three <joH courses are superb
A Beaulifal-Addllion
of 350 Rooms
-. - . will be ready by Spring.1931
L.R.JOHNSTON.Gen^lManooer1
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Seaside Resorts:
Destination areas like Coney Island, New York; Palm Beach,
Florida; Cape May, New Jersey; and Atlantic City, New Jersey
(billed as "The World's Playground") thrived on the east coast.
To the north of New York City (a major point of origin for many
seashore properties), the four New England coastal states also
competed for its share of the leisure market. Nantucket Island,
Massachusetts, for example, was among the first areas to
actively promote itself to the seaside vacationer (Figure 18).
To a lesser yet significant degree, the west coast -
especially Southern California, also started to create luxury
resort operations.
Other seaside areas began concentrating on attracting
the more modest middle class, which in its emerging state,
was beginning to find both the time and inclination to travel.
Mountain and Other Full-Service Resorts:
In addition to seacoast resorts, properties located in
the mountains or other inland rural areas also began to flourish,
especially those well-connected by rail to a not-too-distant
metropolitan area (Figure 19).
Other than the absence of television, many of these
properties offered a wide array of on-property recreational,
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Figure 18
Sample Nantucket advertising of the 1850s
Special Notices,
REGULAR COMMUNICATION OF
UNION LODGE,
ON MONDAY EVENING NEXT.
Per Order. C1IAS. P. SWAIN, Sec. June 29
OOE/VN HOUSE,
NANTUCKET, MASS.
The proprietor respectfully informs (lie
public, lli-.it this Mouse htmng been thor
oughly reriovated unci put in complela or-
der, ii now open for the reception of per
manent or transient hoarders; and be ii determined
no effort shall be wanting on his part lo render it
pleasant hntne for the trure'ler.
Persons wishing to retire from the bustle nrtd stifled
atmosphere of a crowded, healed city, and 1<> etijuy
ihe benefit i of Sen Air, magnificent Occun Sccnei v,
6e Bulbing, mid fine Fishing, will find tins a health
ful nnd dcninible Sitmmcrretie.it.
The fine steamer Mnssurhu^Mts, Capl. J-tmes H.
Barker, makes three flips ;i week between Nantuck
et and New Bedford, aa fidlos:
Learcs Nantucket, Monday, Wednesday and Fri-
Jjy, hi 9 A. M.
Leave* New Bedford, TitC5d:iy, Thursday, nnd
fi.iturtlay, on the mrivul of the morning train of
Curd from Boston.
The time occupied in making the pansage* between
Nantucket itud New Bedford, including the landings
wl Holmes Hole mid Woods Mule, is only ubuiil 4 1*2
hours.
These pntfiigo;* it re delightfully plrnjnnt, in Sum
mer, the passengers being in sight of land ilie whole
distance. JERVJS ROBINSON.
Nantucket, June 29, 1850.
jOiii.s rtjmitivtfivu/t .//<-fr/ hti.s, ifurintj jf\r fm&J. uunlrr',
tutdt fijoitf a lhtitr.tii(!i rr/tair; frett fxur/i/trtf/it ,tiltert.tlunet
Sf'/ur/T/.f/ir*/. tunf ix. tn-u: tjjtrn h> thtv l/ttUir (tjs\ a First
<*ln.s.-s I loil.-?^ jntitt. n t(( Or Hfiafttl in rrndcf it a
ffra.-irvit ami ri'i/tf^ffaflf: /hum,' In till. ' "~
'
, .1 ,
^tittnerh'ti th.it* 'lYo/ixc in a $lltiaf<L ~f/ilouji,'Sj.f-
t rn ~ftaiih\ ami ail fffirt* nruififftr/il* of J/'vtcts. of //-* rjaxti.
^fw /ta/ff/ta/fj- of tiit 2/uhJir /Is Si:tfinetfulIj$ xelicitrtl,
\*. JJ$. jDHhtiit-rn arrirj- at JftmlurkvL tuj th* /if* unit
Ohatnf-wtt ttre<ttiij?tnvttt in timr fi.S tfijuirr. * "/
K. W. ALLEN, PlUHOUKToii.
X'atttuH'tt. //: /. *?/.?.
Copy of ;i newspaper advertisement in 1858 by Jervis Rob
inson, manager for Eben Allen.
NOTICK TO ECONOMISTS
AS ihe season for transient company h.is
passed. Ihe undersigned would give no
tice th.it the rooms al the OCEAN HOUSF.
arc nou vacated, and re.uly lo receive pcr-
ntanenl company.
He flatters himself lhai the low price
which he intends lo charge for hoard this
winter, will enable him lo fill the House in
i few weeks.
JERVIS ROBINSON
Source: Philip Whitney Read
Jared Coffin House.
CHA , Innkeeper,
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Figure 19
Catskill Mountain Advertising in 1887
NEWHOTEL,
CAILICOON DEPOT, - N. Y.
i'tupplted with tht bt of Llquort, Winn,
Ale*, arid iWr
rii)CHr.
ALL THE ROOMS ARE WARMED.
Mtlt l ill Bom* of lb Vtj.
A tug4 and *umWnhMtwtl eiMd (fording
tbe Innt-
LIVERY ACCOMMODATIONS .
lo txi found lo Ihli itotlon. KT"Bfwtt.mn -will
And Ihli * dMlrabl/pUo! t/i (op. It Ming In fin.
buotln*, *nd flblnjj toctlon,
T. I,. BOTLtrr.Tronr.
The Globe Hotel
OALUCOON DEPOT, N. Y.
One ol llir Nriti-nt rind M<>*1 ConTroiem
llotrll In thin Section.
r n e e n i. a <i r it daily.
Br upplletl with flrnt-clMH Winn
Llqiiom. ind Ui|fri>. U"d ntibllng.
(J. .IAIIDIN, Proprietor.
The Clarendon Hotel,
Port Jervis, N. Y.
ED. 0. OEISENHEIMER, Proprietor.
Oysters, Clams, Meal, Game, &c.
ynss macs, daily.
Change of Bill of Fare Every Day.
With Dot prrtui. vith boundlw* oltln, "2 .
You 'II 8nd tbt n) menu ' tb txl"r oeJMV
To plfMe roif I 'm fure u tbtt I in> rhymer. *
Ai/ou'llflndlf foueill. Your, Ed. UtiMnbelmtr
The Everard House.
(Formerly Minard House),
CALLIUOON DEPOT, N. Y.
Thcroughlj (Jlitnrd. Newlj Fnrnlxhfd.
Fine Scontry I Pure Ail
Splendid Bulbing, Dotting,
nd Fl'bing !
A nvl dellgblfiil Itrtrrnt for CUr People!
Fine AcroinnindiitloM" for Trtnuieril
Ouciti.
A Good LiTcry Attached.
E EVF.rurtO. Proprietor.
The WESTERN-^eTE]^
CALLIUOON DEPOt,^. Y.
Flrft;cl" Accommodation* for Seaaon or i
Tranlrnl fluents. j
' i
fbe Beat Supptlrd ind Mit Elegant liar
to be found In Towo.
Table, Firut cIa> In Everj Particular.
GOOD LIVERY STABLES ATTACHED
Stop at tbo We'lrin,
MRS. I,. TIIORTf ELLR
Note: Proximity to New York City and good rail service made
the Catskill Mountains an early attraction to vacationers,
commercial travellers, lumbermen, hunters, and anglers.
Source: Reprint of the July 22, 1887 "Callicoon Echo",
from the collection of Prof. Andrew Schwarz, Sullivan
County Community College, Loch Sheldrake, NY.
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health, and fitness facilities on a par with today's full-
service resorts, as shown in Figure 20.
Country Inns:
On a more modest scale, smaller "country inns", which
were traditional in many areas of Europe, developed in many
areas of the United States, particularly the New England states
Though they may have been common, literature has not always
been kind to the typical country inn, particularly the English.
More than one early inn had the reputation of being, as one
unknown writer described it, "a nefarious gathering place for
purse-snatchers, petty thieves, cutthroats, and strumpets."
And in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's (1956) "The Adventure of the
Retired Colourman", Sherlock Holmes apologetically remarks,
"I much fear, my dear Watson, that there is no return train
tonight. I have unwittingly condemned you to the horrors of
a country
inn."
Often, they were upgraded "boarding houses"; however,
they were to take on an entirely new and more positive image
starting in the 1970s when many of the older ones were
designated and promoted as "Historic Country Inns".
The oldest inn from pre-Revolutionary days still in
operation is the Beekman Arms in Rhinebeck, New York
(Figure 21) .
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Figure 20
1870s hotel ad from Wales, U.K.
This olil-estiAlUhed and First-class HOTEL, standing in its own Ornamental
Grounds, has been rebuilt, furnished and fit cert up with everymodem convenience
for the comfort of Visitors.
HANDSOME TABLE D'HOTE DINING ROOM
PRIVATE APARTMENTS^ suite.)
FINE SMOKING & BILLIARD ROOMS.
SPACIOUS COFFEE ROOM
Also Large Reading and Writing Room.
MineralWaters and Baths adjoining Hotel
Golf, Lawn Tennis Courts & Bowling Green.
P6ET BOSSES Ss ClBfili&ESi EQuD1 STA&LISSi
The Hotel Omnibus meets all Trains.
FIRST-CLASS WINES AND SPIRITS.
EXPERIENCED CHEF.
ManageressE. M. P. DUFF1ELD
Note: This ad from the 1870s promoted a wide variety of
features, services, and recreational outlets (and also
seemed to have served as a typestyle "specimen sheet"
for the printer). The property was located in
Llandrindod Well, Wales, U.K. Source: Joel Sena,
President, Brochure Graphics, Apopka, FL.
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Figure 21
Beekman Arms Folder
Reminiscences of
"The Oldest Hotel in America"
BeekmanArms
Rhinebeck
New York
OPEN ALL THE YEAR
Ad attractive inn, with all modern im
provements, on the main highway between
New York and Albany where intersected
by the road to the RhinecliiT- Kingston
ferry and new route to the Beikshires.
Officially appointed by
N. V. S. Hotel Association
Empire Tours Association
American Automobile Association
Eurupcan Plan
L. F. VVinne, Proprietor
Note: This 1930 Beekman Arms folder shows the inn had at that
time already become a historical attraction. Source:
Charles La Forge, CHA, Proprietor.
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Commercial Operations:
Commercial hotels also expanded during the latter
decades of the 1800s. Business may have originated in
the east, but the traveling salesman was "on the road"
throughout the North American continent. The completion
of the Union Pacific Omaha to San Francisco route in 1869
connected the Atlantic and the Pacific (Figure 22).
Hotels, particularly those located in such
"transportation hub" cities as Buffalo, Chicago, Omaha,
Nashville, Detroit, and Toronto, and Denver increased their
services to accommodate this rapidly expanding market,
and developed advertising specifically targeted at the
commercial traveller (Figure 23).
They began offering such enticements as:
* Free pickup service to and from the railroad station.
* "Sample Rooms" where salesmen could display products
and wares to the public (Figure 24).
* Special dining areas and menus for the business traveller,
* Entertainment and Fitness Facilities (Figure 25).
* "Peddlers Clubs" to recognize the importance of the
business traveller and to encourage repeat business.
Many of these and similar services, updated and perhaps
more sophisticated, form the basis for many of today's special
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Figure 22
Announcement of Atlantic to Pacific railroad completion
*=&-
1869. 'May-vlOth. 1869.
ililllfllT
Rail Road from the Atlantic to the Pacific
GRAND OPEIVIIVG
la l*t t-SaJFcw Pay*, *7tMlae On Dm{ci of tti Seal
Travelers for Pleasure,Health orBusiness
fUJCftroDS. CARS & KATIHC HOUSES
POLLWlirS PALACE SUEEPIHB CARS
GOLD, SILVER AND OTHER MINERS f
O0SVBCT1OBI *AJ>C AT
RHFYgHNE for DENVER, CENTRAL CITY & SANTA FE
mi in man m inm wa an. hkhu on. m "" " ' """>
TmtBHCH TTCKETt fPH SUE T Lt fRWCim Hft'LHOAB Cft1C|
wHnr thT Raad via Flatte Valley or Omaha
i ..-.*. ~_ M I. Jul. Ht_ >**H> VHr Rail<Crt). Up"*. I%la.o* orm nuwm, rrn> "< -*G'
"
i <--
-.7*TT ii
"
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Figure 23
Grand Union ad of the 1970s aimed at commercial travellers
0 -
TttlXIDAD DIliECTORV.
.. ..
'iSraii4 Qriiori HotsL
_F.L,CASTEX, Proprietor.
RATES S3 TO $4 PER DAY
The Finest Hotel in Southern Colorado.
* Special Attention Given to the Commercial Trade.+
-Corner Main ana Commercial Btrc.U.
OTISIiTIX3-&-X3,
COLO.
=S
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Figure 24
1914 Hotel Utah sample room promotion ad
500 ROOMS FIREPROOF
"The very best of everything at sensible
An abundance of large sample rooms.
Rates for room without bath. $1.50 and $2
With bath, $2.50 per day and upward*
Under the management of Geo. 0. Relf
T. J. Wenne, Assistant Manager
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Figure 25
Hotel St. Francis ad promoting art and entertainment
Ijnfrl >1 UTranrtH
UNION SQUARE
POWELL, GEASY AKB POST STBEETS ' SAN FBANCISCO
Telephone Douglas 1000
ONE THOUSAND ROOMS
LARGEST HOTEL IN WESTERN AMERICA
IN THE CENTEX Or THE CITY
STTPPEB DANCE la tile Garden Trj oreoing except Sunday
JVTUSAL PAINTINQS IN THE NEW mrtl.
Tlie new Orlll witb lt5 seven great moral paintlnsi by Albert
Herter, U the most beautifully decorated public room Is the world
HOTEL ST. FRANCIS TUBKISH BATHS
TWEUTH IT.OOR TOR MEN ELEVENTH FLOOR TOR WOMEN
Under the Management of Thorns* J. Coleman
Source: Cheryl Cink, Public Relations, Westin St Francis
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VIP, Special Guest, Concierge Tower, and similar "club" and
"frequent guest" programs offered by many hotel companies to
business travellers and other steady customers.
Convention Hotels:
The concept of using a hotel as a meeting place can be
traced to early Colonial days. Public lodging establishments
(often referred to as "ordinaries") were initially built to
also serve as meeting places for local citizens (the forerunner
of the "Town Hall" ) .
In both the USA and Europe - particularly England,
political conventions were especially prevalent in the 1700s
and 1800s (Figure 26). Even today, when you mention the word
"convention" to much of the American public, they generally
first think of the Democrat and Republican conventions held
every four years to elect presidential candidates.
But the true convention facility as we know it today (e.g.,
the "conference center") was yet to fully develop at this time.
However, many of the larger city hotels were beginning to
attract social and civic club meetings, reunions, and political
party gatherings.
1876, the 100th anniversary of the American Revolution,
sparked a great variety of patriotic and fraternal celebrations.
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Figure 26
An 1822 political gathering in London's Crown and Anchor
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Trade and professional organizations started their real
growth in the middle and latter part of the 1800s. Even earlier,
the French writer Alexis de Tocqueville noted in "Democracy
in America" (1835) that "Americans of all ages, all conditions,
and all dispositions constantly form associations. They not
only have commercial and manufacturing companies, in which
all take part, but associations of a thousand other kinds,
religious, moral, serious, futile, general or restricted,
enormous, or diminutive. The Americans make associations to
give entertainments, to found seminaries, to build inns...".
Prominent among these groups and the year they were
founded were the American Statistical Association (1839),
American Association for the Advancement of Science (1848),
National Association of Cotton Manufacturers (1854), the
American Iron and Steel Association (1855), National
Educational Association (1857), American Dental Association
(1859), United States Brewers Association (1860), Ontario
Educational Association (1861), Toronto Construction Association
(1867), Canadian Banker's Association (1890), and the Canadian
Education Association (1892).
While these organizations were at that time primarily
of interest to city-dwelling professionals, agricultural
organizations also flourished - and many of them were organized
earlier than the professional groups. Figure 27 shows a notice
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Figure 27
American Institute Fair announcement of 1845
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FAIR.
THE EIGHTEENTH GREAT FAIR OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE at Niblo's Garden,
New-York. The Fair will open on Monday, the 6th of
October next, at 12 o'clock, M. The days for deliver
ing articles at the Garden, Thursday, Friday and Sa
turday previous. The National Convention of Far
mers, Gardeners, and Silk Culturists, will be held on
Thursday, 9th October. Delegate?, without further no
tice, are invited from all part* of. the Union. The Cat
tle Show will be held on the ground between 23d and
24th streets, 6th Avenue. Ploughing and Spading
Matches, &c, as usual. Head Quarters for Managers,
Committees, fcc, secured in the Madison Cottage. Fine
horses for draft, healthy fat cattle, and sheep for market,
well watched and trained working catlle, and new and
useful inventions,, will command higher premiums than
at any preceding Fair. An opening, anniversary, 4tc.
Addresses will be delivered by the most eminent orators
of our country. The people of this great Republic are
invoked zealously to co-operate in carrying out this ex
hibition, which, promises far to exceed anything that has
gone"before. au23
Source: Scientific American, Volume 1, Number 1,
August 28, 1845.
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promoting the 1845 American Institute Fair, which in addition
to its agricultural activities, had its Managers and
Committee meetings.
New groups were constantly forming: 1888, for example,
saw the birth of the Geological Association of America, the
National Geographic Society, American Society of Church
Histories, American Folklore Society, and the American
Mathematics Society.
For many of these and similar groups, their annual meetings
or conventions were then primarily social and often full of
razzle and dazzle. Emphasis on such serious aspects as education
and professional networking was to come much later.
The great value to a hotel in hosting such events was
not only in the immediate return and the side benefits of
publicity - but that for many people attending a meeting or
convention may be their first exposure to a particularly
property. This in turn offered opportunities for developing
individual business from these same attendees at a later date.
The Product "Turning Point"
While it is often difficult in a historical tracing to
pinpoint the one date which is more important than any other,
the year 1908 would certainly stand out as one of the key
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"turning points" in the promotion of the hotel product.
That was the year Ellsworth M. Statler opened his hotel in
Buffalo, New York, specifically designed for the middle class
traveller (Figure 28).
The Buffalo Statler become famous as the first hotel to
have a bath in each room. This was popularized in one of its
advertising slogans: "A room with a bath for a dollar and a
half". Another catchy slogan, "The Complete Hotel", called
attention to the other innovative features which, for the
first time, were to be found in every room:
* Light switches located just inside the door.
* Color-coordinated, matching decor.
* Circulating ice water.
* Big closets with electric lights.
* Mirrors on bathroom doors.
* Telephones.
* Free newspaper under each door every day-
Compared with the average hotel, both the individual
business traveller and the vacationer visiting the
Buffalo-
Niagara Falls area must have considered this the epitome of
middle-class luxury (Figure 29).
Statler was also a pioneer in emphasizing the vital
importance of education - both for staff and the customer.
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Figure 28
1908 ad of Hotel Statler, Buffalo, New York
Hotel Statler
BUFFALO, IN. Y.
M. HTATUCR. Proprlnlor
Buffalo'sNew,Modern Hotel
U,|.|... nlli.L' ll"' llillli-"" IVi.l|.iii.lii ..I M...I.lli II. .1.11 'n-l I --l""l"
mill. ri.(III.III. ll will' I' lllM'HI. "I
I:'*'1
Circulating Ire Wala*
300 Rooms 300 baths c,rcrr,r,n:
Ilcnutlful DlnlnK Roiinu. Superb Arbor Room
Unurped Culilne. European Plmn Exclusively
S|.lrn.lll> t -.f . .1 in ll..- Ii. ui i ..I ll. I"i '"-'i-"i
;"'",'" ".'",;
.mI ,.!."l.llnell- h.-h. ..tjIM.. I
..I- I'-" I I'l- I"' "'- "'-l *"'""'
thi>riiKlili .|.wriiiilsi'-|>'ilnli"" ""
"THE COMPLCTC
HOTEL"
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Figure 29
Comparisons between Statler and other hotels
This was what travelers generally
found in 1908 hotel rooms.
This was what travelers found in
Sutler's new Buffalo bote! in 1908.
Note: These sketches, from "An American Adventure", published
in 1948 by the Hotels Statler Company, Inc., pointed
out the differences between Statler 's concepts and
those of the majority of other hotels in the early 1900s,
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The "Statler Service Code" handbook, taking a realistic
approach to "The Customer is Always Right" philosophy
noted that "Each Statler Hotel is operated on the theory
that the guest is always right. But - guietly now -
sometimes we find out, whether we admit it or not, that
the guest was NOT right in that particular instance."
The Service Code booklets were distributed to both
employees and guests - and stressed the importance of proper
handling of guest complaints - while at the same time
offering guests some practical insights into hotel operations
and how they can best enjoy their hotel experience (Figure 30)
These concepts of quality and service possibly influenced
the conduct of hotel operations more than any other factors.
It most assuredly strengthened the necessity for salesmanship
and selling in general. Other hotel companies quickly "jumped
on the bandwagon" and copied many of these lodging innovations
Cooperative Promotion
The later part of the 19th century and early decades of
the 20th also saw the emergence and growth of area promotion
and cooperative advertising techniques used to highlight the
attractions of a particular region or community.
Atlantic City, New Jersey, was an early pioneer in such
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Figure 30
The Statler Service Code Handbooks
STATLER SERVICE
STATLER HOTELS are op-
trittd primarily for ihe com*
fort and convenience of their
guests. Without Guests there
could be no Statler Hotels.
These ere simple Facts easily
understood.
So then It behooves every man
and woman employed here to remember this
always, am
EMPLOYEES' CODE -|
Impress upon him the Tine good-fellowship of
the place; the
"No-lrouble-to-help-you" Spirit.
Never be perky, pungent, or fresh Ihe Guest
pays your salary. He is your immediate bene*
factor.
Snap judgments of men oftentimes are faulty.
A man may wear a red necktie, a green vest
and tan shoes, and still be a gentleman.
The Unpretentious Man with the soft voice may
possess the Wealth of Croesus. The Stranger in
cowhide boots, broadbrim and rusty black, may
be President of a Railroad or a Senator from over
the Ridge.
You cannot afford to be superior or sullen with
ireful (
Any mem
telligence
that a Stall
not stay he
New Custi
Old Custo
Customer
See that y
come back
GETTING A ROOM
Is it strange that the hotel cannot always offer
you the room you want, at the price you want
to pay?
But generally, the hotel CAN do that, IF YOU
DO YOUR PART. Look at it this way: The
successful hotel has sold its roams before the
day is over. You're just as welcome to buy goods
in stock as the other fellow unless the other
fellow took the ordinary, reasonable precautions
of reserving his hotel accommodations as he
would reserve his Pullman accommodations or
boat accommodations.
When you are going to a theatre you reserve
your seats, and if convenient you reserve them
several hours or days ahead.
If you do not reserve them early If you wait
till half an hour or an hour before the per
formance you expect to take whatever you
can get. You may have to take a box, when
you wanted orchestra chairs, because only boxes
are available. You may have to sit in the rear,
-when you wanted to be "downfront."
You do not blame the theatre for that condi
tion. You know that the man at the window can
sell only what he has left. That's just as true of
the man at the hotel desk.
When, therefore, you do not engage your hotel
accommodations in advance, don't be offended
if the hotel cannot give you what you want
GETTING A ROOM
Occasionally, even when you do reserve, you
may not get just what you want. There may be
prior reservations. Or, perhaps the room you
want Isn't vacated. The hotel can't throw the
other fellow out; you have to wait till he departs
and his departure and your arrival may occur
at very different times.
If a group meeting is in progress, or beginnin ,
you cannot in fairness blame the hotel for being
unable to give you exactly what you want. The
hotel has sold a "quantity
order"just as a manu
facturer might, thereby reducing its stock. Would
the manufacture refuse such an order, on the
assumption tha someone else might want the
goods or, that he might have a demand for
them in a number of small orders?
Ana a hotel is bound to help take care of
groups solicited and invited by a city as
you are bound to help entertain friends invited
to your home.
Notwithstanding all these things, Statler Hotels
regularly reserve a large percentage of their
accommodations for their regular patrons.
One word further about reservations: Statler
Hotels have, every day, a large number of
reservations which are made but never called for.
The people who make these reservations, but
do not cancel when they find the accommoda
tions will not be required, stand between you
and the good service we are trying to give you.
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ventures; and a case study of its various campaigns will be
comprehensively highlighted in the next chapter.
The First Four Decades of the 20th Century
From this period on, the rapidly-expanding high-speed
railroad system merged with the rapidly-increasing need
and desire for quality accommodations.
This prompted a surge in hotel building, momentarily
interrupted during World War I - which continued on
through the first four decades of the 20th century (to
be interrupted again by WW II).
During the 1920s, there was a big push to build
bigger and better. Hotel "skyscrapers" (the forerunners
of today's mega-properties) sprung up during the first
two decades, particularly in New York City and Chicago.
This was culminated by the 1927 opening of Chicago's
Stevens Hotel (later renamed The Conrad Hilton). Its 3,000
rooms made it the largest hotel in the world at that time,
to be surpassed some 40 years later with larger facilities
in Las Vegas, Nevada, and Moscow, Russia.
Only the Depression of the 1930s put any dampers
on the pace on this expansion. And even this only occurred
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towards the end of the Depression - since in its early days,
hotels (especially from the real estate viewpoint)
were often promoted as the best place to invest any money
one still might have.
The Decades of Mobility:
The 1920s and 1930s could also be consider the first
real decades of mobility. The economically mass-produced
automobile and the beginnings of trans-continental highway
systems in the USA, Canada, and Europe (autobahns) allowed
people to travel with greater ease and frequency - and not
be necessarily bound to rigid railway routings and static
time schedules. Automobile associations around the world
made it easier for people to literally "drive around the
world" (Figure 31 ) .
Aviation developed to the point where both scheduled
trans-continental and trans-oceanic flights became popular
for those who could afford the price (Figure 32).
However, many people still preferred the glamour of
an ocean cruise - and many of the larger steamship companies
were instrumental in creating business from Europe to the
USA and Canada - as well as the other way around (Figure 33)
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Figure 31
1923 Portugese Hotel Company road map
1.1 &XMAMH
Metrepo/a Motel :
Hotels recommended: For all infor(nation
in Lisbon Hotel de ('Europe applr to the
Hotel Metropole Directors of respective Hotels
Francfort Hotel Proprietor
at Curia Palace Hotel ALEXANDRE D'ALMEIDA
(the waters at Curia ire fused tor
their medicinal qualiiiei against Central office
arthritis and ate similar to those ROCIO, 108
of CoDtreze'ville) LISBON
at Bussaco Palace Hotel PORTUGAL
IMPRENSA LL'IETED-jIitubm, 6-Jioclu Verdei - LiiBoo
Note: This detailed road map in a Portugese hotel company
brochure was designed to make it easier for the
adventurous motorist to visit the chain's various
properties throughout the county.
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Figure 32
Sample airline advertising of the 1920s and 1930s
,*i@f*PAN AMLRICAN AIRWaYs.JNO^^
1920s
DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA A. G.
THt CCHMAN AIRWAYS
DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA
STBECHCfACTZ
CALIFORNIA. .CHICAGO
NO CHANGE..%to^<&cp&--
!** "*'l< IrjMUXIHlW A.*-. I* J J Till Jl
:.';i"L^"-":.2: M *>* TWA
no coo ,.>,. u, .i
1930s
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Figure 33
Cruise line advertising stimulating two-way
international business in the 1930s
ICWWKI5^iH!MEH
Prochaint diparts de s _ _ ;
CHERBOURG pour NEW-YORK* :\\
^
MAURETANIA- 5,Fev.-
AQUITANIA-19"!
BERENGARIA- 26 V-M:
AQUITANIA- 12 Mars|I '" "_'_'.. ," -"- 1*)L
'
Dur6e Moyenne de la
Traverse:'
5 Jour*. 8 Heure '< i
!
SERVICE LE PLUS RAPIDE DU MONDE -V ".
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To compensate for the "routing rigidity", railroads
attempted to upgrade their image by making it fun to travel,
by advertising in society magazines, and creating various
"ride and drive" options (Figure 34) .
Because of this mobility, significant hotel development
in the 1930s was concentrated on building low-cost overnight
accommodations. "Do it yourself" tourist cabins, motor courts,
and motels emerged to serve those who desired economical
informality. They were the complete opposite of the opulent
resorts and palatial city properties built a decade or two
before.
Originating in California, the motel concept spread into
many other areas of the United States, especially where cities
and towns were few and far between. Many old-time hotel
traditionalists, however, refused to consider what they called
"Ma and Pa" operations as part of the
"real" lodging
fraternity. The acceptance of the motel really didn't come
about until the mid 1950s. A report made at the 1955 Convention
of the Hotel Sales Management Association (HSMA) stated that in
1939 there were 13,000 motels with a total of 200,000 rooms.
In 1954, the figures had jumped to 51,000 motels with a total
of one million rooms. Competition sometimes readily
forces "acceptance".
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Figure 34
Railway advertising in the mid-1930s, featuring "ride anddrive" options "
xi&mw-i
music
TAKEYOUR
AUTO One
addi t to a at
R.R. ticket car
ries it.
DAncinc HOSTESS c-Ames
<S/U FLORIDA SPECIAL
Aristocrat o/Winter Trains
Leaves Miami daily 2.03 P.M.. West Palm Beach 3.37 P.M.
Arrives ac Washington 1.1 5 P.M., Philadelphia 4.06 P.M.,
New York 5.50 P. M. 27?i hours Miami to New York.
The Miamian Gulf Coast Ltd. HavanaSpecial
Florida East Coast Florida Wt Coast re- Throujch service from
points One night out sorts one nitfht out. both Florida Corns.
thru service to Boston, thru service to Boston. Famous Lounge Or.
A Clean Ride on i Double Track, Rock Ballasted Railroad
Protected by Automatic Signals and Train Control.
Commit any F.E-C RailroaJTniitAttntor
Ceo. 11. Spouner. D.P.A. 217 S. E. First St. Miami, Florida "Phone 2-U1M
Atlantic Coast Line
THE STANDARD RAILROAD OF THE SOUTH
The
4-STAR TRAIN TO
WASHINGTON,
NEW YORK AND
EASTERN CITIES
The
ORMGE
BLOSSOM
SPECIAL
One of the World's
most luxurious trains
* fastest schedule in the history
of this famous florfoa train
? air-conditioned comfort
* au-puuman-no extra fare
? famous seaboar0 me ais
Lejtc Mijiui . . . 10JO A.M.
Arme Wlringlm! 11:55 A.M.
Arrive NVw York . . 4 'U 1>. M.
Tw.. .,.1.,-r fi,..- S.-j|,ujr.l air-.-
tliimiic.l iraii. , le.nc Mumi ,|j,|y
for Ciroluu uiul Crurpj resoris.
New York anil Extern cities.
LOW ROUND-TRIP FARES
15 DAYS, 6 MONTHS
Slii|> jour autoiinibilc by Train
tul.il cl i mily ofif extra ].j-
atritgvr tirkel wlirn tv,u or uiurc
perauiid travel in l'ulliiuii ,jrn.
CITY TICKLT OiVFIlE
12S L- Flagler St.. Mian T*I*piano* 2-8161
StABOAflfl
*1K UNE RAIIWav*** Th- ONLY ***
Cmpl*|a|y Air-condilionad Tra
Florida lo Eailarn Cilia
Note: These railway ads were placed in the mid-1930s issues
of various consumer magazines which were targeted at
the affluent leisure travel market. The "Orange
Blossom Special" received a further promotional boost
decades later as the title and subject of one of the
most famous country/western songs.
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Yet, by necessity, many of these smaller operations
pioneered the use of many advertising and business promotion
techniques commonly used today - such as concentrated outdoor
advertising (Figure 35) and local "drive time" radio
commercials .
The End of a Peacetime Era:
During the late 1930s, with war clouds on the horizons,
many of the movers of leisure travel, such as tour operators
and travel agents, began to redirect this efforts at
redirecting travel to from Europe to Latin America and
the Caribbean. Extensive advertising campaigns from the
government tourist boards, agencies, and hotels ran in
both trade publications and consumer media (Figure 36).
The increased popularity of those area would later be
a significant influence as a site selection factor by
expanding international hotels chains, especially Sheraton
and Inter-Continental.
Wartime Sales Promotion
Travel restrictions during WW II severely curtailed both
the operation and the growth of the hospitality industry.
Many properties, as well as entire resort areas (such as
Atlantic City, New Jersey) were used as military hospitals and
rest and recuperation centers.
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Figure 35
Saturatation bililboard advertising on New York's old Route 17
Source: Prof. Andrew Schwarz, Sullivan County Community College,
Loch Sheldrake, New York
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Figure 36 ( 1 of 2 pages)
South American advertising during the early 1940s
GREETINGS
To the 1941 ASTA Convention and
travel agents everywhere, the
Swiss Federal Railroads extend
cordial greetings. As you do. we
look forward to a brighter future.
when Americans will again have
the opportunity to travel abroad
and enjoy Switzerland as they
have in the past.
Swiss
FEDERAL RAILROADS
475 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK cirr
71/HV ft
SPRING IN
ARGENTINA
SOUTH AMERICA
CENTRAL AMERICA MEXICO
WITH
EXPRINTER
ANNOUNCING twelve new air cruises and the
Winter escorted tour 'Round South America by
steamer sailing
Januarj- 30th.
Literature in preparation.
EXPRINTER TRAVEL SERVICE
=2 EAST6O0. STREET "XnVlrn *?PAL.MOLJVE BUILDING Cl"9i?' X . -
23S LOEV'S STATE BLDC LOS ANGELES. CAL.
1420 FOURTH AVE.NUE SEATTLE. WASH.
SAIL AWAY TO A GAY NEW SEASON IN THE
LANDS BENEATH THE SOUTHERN CROSS
Slroll Ihe greol onw*i of Bueno* Ai'rei in the
warm Spring lumhmej revel in the beauty of
ne* bloom m Palermo Pejrk'i greol rote
gordent, IKe fotcmoling eounlryMde oi the
grou of the Pompo* grow* green again.
Whether you prefer Ihe wphhlieoied pleo-
lurci of the greol Argentina metropolis Of
look further ofield. Spring a the lime to gel
the moit from on Argentine v'nit.
38-DAY CRUISES
by Ihe tuivrioui 33,000-ton
Americon Republics Imert
S.S.8R*Zll S.S.URUGUT
S.S.tRGEKTIHA
Soilmg Fortnightly from New YoA
jdaltuia at BARBADOS
RIO DE JANEIRO
SANTOS
MONTEVIDEO
BUENOS AIRES
SANTOS
SAO PAULO
RIO DE JANEIRO
TRINIDAD
10% COMMISSIONTO AGENTS
Note: In the USA, 1941 changed from the last year of
"National Defense" to the first year of war. Travel
firms and hotels in Latin American began to
aggressively seek business which, as the upper left
ad somewhat poignantly indicates, was being diverted
from traditional European destinations to sites
"closer to home" -
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Figure 36 (2 of 2 pages)
-HAVANA
By Steamer
By 'Plane
The
"PRACTICAL WAY" ""ssSisW
ALL EXPENSE TOURS
DEPENDABLE YEAR 'ROUND SERVICE
lO^c COMMISSION TO AGENTS
Write /or folders
PRACTICAL TRAVELERS BUREAU
213 E. FLACLER Phone 2-6414 MIAMI. FLORIDA
HAVANA and NASSAU
All Expense Tours From Miami
Choice of Routes by Air or Steamer
Full Agency Cooperation
10% Commission
Write Today For Folders
United Tours, Inc
'^oTosi*
Sob SeUchambers,
President
Xt sure is . . . and even- agent
knows why! Every time you sell the Nacional's
advantages your clients not only rave about a
wonderful Havana visit they spread your reputation
as a travel wizard. Mighty pleasant way to "up"
your profits!
la Havana . . Open tba
Year "Round . . . Booking
Orricea ! New York and
Miami . . . Rejndar Commi-
ion. lo Agent*.
m-r HOTEL ?
MCIONAL
DE CUBA
Tours That Bring Them
Back for More
r?
$&
A Tour Patron
wriies:
"I have just returned from
the finest thirteen day
vacation my wife and I
ever enjoyed- We had the
good fortune to purchase
one of your Tours to
Mexico.
"Your organiation was
without a flaw, every stop
that we made was just one
more enjoyable thrill after
another . .
TO SEE THE BEST OF
MEXICO
SEE USI
Investigate the wide range of escorted all-
expense tours routed via Illinois Central.
We specialize in Mexico travel and the
tours are especially planned to please your
patrons. Best attractions included. Finest
hotels. Diverse routes available. Visit New
Orleans en route. English speaking guides.
We have resident representative in Mexico
City at your service. All tours are
reasonably priced. They are easy to sell.
Liberal commissions.
Offitr Touri to
CALIFORNIA VIA NEW ORLEANS
FLORIDAHftl. nil'iuto circle toon.
HAVANA, CUBA NEW ORLEANS
MISSISSIPPI GULF COAST
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS
MEXICAN GULF CRUISES
Vu Nrw Orlearu, Cilvciton. Mumi
CARIBBEAN CRUISES
Vu New Orltani
SOUTH AMERICAN CRUISES
Vu Nc* Orion*
Many of the leading travel agents are offer
ing complete escorted tours via Illinois
Central. To sell the most of the best see us.
Get your share of these profits
Write today fat complete information 10
J. V. LAN1CAN. PiMenjer Traftc Mirupr
Ilhnou Central Svttcm, Chicago, III.
THERE'S \^7%S*~l IN THE
-^MOUNTAINS AND THE SEA OF-
& ** U.S.A.
Regardless of what your customers
prefer you can satisfy them with 3
trip to Puerto Rico. They may travel
either by ship or airplane and in
Puerto Rico they can enjoy either the
mountains or the seashore lead lives
of gaietyor find complete rest and
relaxation.
Our advertising is reaching 6,187,214
persons each week. Cash in on it. Sell
Puerto Ricofor bigger profits and
happier customers.
Govaromairi of Pwrto Rice
INSTITUTE of TOURISM
1 457 IROADWAY NEW YORK, N. Y.
Deportment ef Agriculture ond Commerce, Office of
Publicity ond Promotion of Touriim ef Puerto Rico
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There were some indirect benefits from this situation.
Due to shortages and rationing, tight room and food controls
had to be installed in such "military" operations - as well as
in civilian life elsewhere. These control principles were
carried over when the properties reverted to civilian use.
The control concepts learned were eventually related to sales
promotion and its impact on bottom-line profits through the
concepts of controlling the costs of selling and servicing
(i.e., Profits = Revenue - Expenses).
By an interesting reverse process, hotel advertising
actually increased during what could be considered the
"lean years" of wartime restrictions. By necessity, it was
often highly creative. There were still many markets to be
tapped, and considerable competition for such potentials as:
* Essential business travel.
* Business conventions and other meetings considered
vital to the war effort.
* Servicemen on the move ("military discounts" became
popular) .
* Civilian furloughs ("Give Yourself a Break").
* Short distance vacations (resorts capitalized on such
slogans as "Victory Requires
Health" and "For Vim,
Vigor, and Victory").
Some examples are shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37
Sample wartime advertising
Source: "A Portfolio of Wartime Hotel Advertising", published
by and distributed in 1943 as a special service to
the members of the Hotel Sales Managers Association.
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There was also a high degree of optimism and planning
for the future among those responsible for hotel advertising
and promotion. Figure 38 shows two trade press articles which
stressed the importance of advertising even under seemingly
adverse conditions.
As the organization representing hotel sales executives,
the Hotel Sales Managers Association (HSMA) wholeheartedly
supported this concept, not only for advertising, but for all
forms of sales and servicing. It continued to hold its annual
conventions throughout the early 1940s (Figure 39). The
positive atmosphere of these meetings can be readily seen
from the topics discussed at its annual May 1943 meeting:
* Wartime Guest Relations.
* Let's Keep on Selling!
* Sales Promotion, Present and Post-War.
* The Future of Hotel Sales Promotion.
* Travel After The War.
Post-War Conversion:
Following the end of WW II , the hotel industry tried
to return to the type of operation it had enjoyed in those
good old pre-war days. However, good for some, bad for others,
one of the most consequential impacts of the war was the
initiatives taken by hotel customers, who would not be
satisfied with the return to the old "status
quo".
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Figure 38
Wartime messages on advertising
THE HOTEL GAZETTE, MARCH 13, 1943
Hotel Sales Managers' Survey Reveals
Advertising and Promotion Continues
A CCORDING to a survey of its mem-
*" bcrs conducted by the Hotel Sales
Managers Association, 93 per cent of
Americas'
leading hotels are continuing
their advertising despite current condi
tions, and 96 per cent of them are main*
taining their sales departments intact and
active. According to President Clayton
S. Hicks of the organization, who con
ducted the survey for the national or
ganization, 70 per cent of the hotels are
continuing direct mail advertising, and
73 per cent still employ personal solici
tation. A still higher number 78 per
cent are making effective use of local
contacts in the promotion of business or
the interpretation of the
hotels'
policies
to the public.
The report is moil heartening, because ii
thowi that the leuon of the past has not been
erased by relatively few months of capacity or
nearcapacity
business,"
said Mr. Hicks, who
u promotion manager of the Providence-Bilt-
more Hotel, Providence, R. 1. "It is true that
some bouses are being content to coast along,
but it is gratifying to note that this Li not true
of the majority. The hotels which are members
of H.S.M.A. are representative of all types
Commercial, raidcnial, retort, and both large
and small operations, so this analysis represent*
a true
cross-section."
Many letters urging the group not tc
relax its efforts have reached Association
headquarters in the past few weeks, Mr.
Hicks said, and it is apparent that hotel
managers are as interested as their sales
managers in keeping the promotional
spirit alive. Quite a few correspondents
stressed the importance of alert public
relations on the part of the individual
hotels, and emphasized their wish that
the Association would back up these ef
forts 100 per cent.
A typical letter on this subject was from
Fianldm Moore, manager of the Pcnn Harm
Hotel, Hamburg, Pa., and past president of the
American Hotel Association, who said (hat the
hotel industry looks to the sales
managers'
group "to advance some new and progressive
ideas for the merchandising of hotel's insoaj-
Uonally a* well as for the sales job to be done
id the individual hotels.
"The H.S M.A. cannot relax its vigilance one
iota at this time,"Mr. Moore continued. "The
group must do everything possible to maintain
high standards of hotel merchandising practice
as well as map an intelligent program of
sales and public relations for the post-war
period."
A member who emphasized the post
war aspect is A. G. Bush, manager of the
Jefferson, Richmond, Va., saying:
"I fed that it is well for ut to support the
H.S.M.A. in cvety way we can, as we will
need it badly after the war is over."
M. P. Mathewson, director of public
relations of the LaSalle Hotel, Chicago,
reports that his hotel is still continuing
its advertising, local contacts and per-
junal rolicitation.
"While.we have been having a sort of bus*
man's holiday in Chicago," he said, "1 think
it behooves us to go out of our way to take
care of people in the proper manner, and re
frain from creating in any way the feeling that
we have all the business we can handle and
that therefore we can rough-trod over an>body,
be it a group or an individual. It seems to me
that in over twenty yean of hotel activity we
have spent ten of ihem apologizing to people
for the callous manner of handling them when
we were busy. Now is our golden opportunity
b do i swell job and to create laiong good
will.
Another active member, Howard M.
Busick, acting managing director of the
Lord Baltimore Hotel, summed up all
the arguments by stating:
"I do not see why, in any way, shape or form
the wartime activities of the Hotel Sales Man
agers Association should be curtailed or re
duced."
In dosing, Mr. Hicks revealed that the
national organization's dues are coming
in regularly, and that only a handful of
hotels had withdrawn their memberships
since the beginning of 1943.
"The picture for the future ii most encourag
ing," he said, "and while we plan no concerted
drive for new members, we are confident that
the new ones secured in 19-43 will more than
offset withdrawals caused by the purchase of
bold i by the government, or for other reasons
direcdy due to (he
war."
Ji9TO^VORLDyjw
"Continued Advertising
Jut Plain Common
Sense,"
Says
CHARLES E. ROCHESTER
H-'el Lextngton, Neu, yrk
.dvertlslng Jus. ,Z W"h "*"*true. t ">e opposite Is
-X&*d '-"M -me
" advertising wL i",""""1 becau"
""led when if or "">'-
< ""Usual pr"ir!.vJT* Per'd
l.es. case, it X!I%.ln J"""" <"
Which helped to uhh V?"1*'"*
orieinaliy and XL" , hc ouslnesa
lsln hadI l " <"-
Llntlo,,rId,h0ro^fr""0' V',5,t
duration of ihe war J. h ,n 'or tn*to lose a single "nre' n' '"'d
'"tin* them to~ , &"" 'hrou*ht'nue to keen l , ?' sh"" "-
through Z W"h them
'orms or approach "fTn1. '"* ,h"we expect our advertls\nl """ """to auract a l ./,. ' """notion
l.ve not yet ,"rIen^Pf.'"ewh
o' doing tm^S^iu C"*rra
-..ctlvliyliTt'la^^rse^
Source: HSMA ' s "Portfolio of Wartime Hotel
Advertising"
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Figure 39
HSMA's wartime convention prngr^e
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The lifting of wartime meeting restrictions, the challenges
of peacetime industrial conversions, and the growth of big
business created a highly pro-active market place which
soon put new demands on the industry. Technological
advances adapted from wartime created "problems" for the
traditional operator who was too slow or cautious to change
where necessary.
The dramatic advances in transportation, for example,
were important in the growth of the conventions and meetings
market (Figure 40). They offered opportunities, options, and
flexibilities for association members and company employees
to more readily and more economically attend meetings throughout
the country and indeed around the world. And they gave the
"time and place" committees or meeting officials more
potentials for site selection consideration.
This in turn led to more product development, more
building. . .and more competition. The hospitality industry
was soon to enter a new age of operating "sophistication".
The question was, how far behind was its marketing abilities?
The next chapter will offer a detailed look at the
history of the promotional "tools of the trade".
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Figure 40
Post-war airline expansion and new highway construction
TO OPERATE DOUBLE-DECK BOEING
STRATOCRUISER
ONLY NATIONAL
gives your clients Florida Hotel Luxury aloft
with NEW 5-STAR SERVICE!
Sore time on tha oil-paved Ocean Hiwoy.
Avoid delays and dangers ol big-city
Iroffie congestion. This toule follows the
coast through one ol the most picturesqu
and historic sections of the United Stale:
especial lealure the ferry trip across
Chesapeake Bayrelaxes you and permit.
enjoyable meal on Ihe beautilul boat.
Attractive, too. are Ihe excellent hotels
along the way. listed on free map folder.
FASTEST AND
SAFEST DRIVE
OR
^S AVOIDavoids
big-city traffic
OCEAN VI
no.rfolk"
ILIZABET
SALISBURi
CA.t CHAALCS
lEWpC LITTLE
T^t u rw Km
.WILMINGTON
y f ,
MTRTLE BEACH
..^CHARLESTON
P5 SAVANNAH
Wnte tor FREE 1947 map
and descriptive lileraluie
to either ol below addresses:
OCEAN HIWAY ASSOCIATION
P.O.Box 4119 p. O. Box 1552
Miami. Florida Wilmington, Del.
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Chapter VI
THE "TOOLS OF THE TRADE"
The preceding chapters primarily served to set the stage
by offering various chronological tracings of the historical
development of the lodging industry - and an overview of the
influential outside forces and challenges which affected
both buyer and seller of hotel accommodations and services.
This chapter, which is the major part of this study,
will concentrate on illustrating how the seller reaches the
potential users - and through the persuasiveness of the
sales message, influences a buyer's decision-making processes.
The means of doing this are through the effective use
of sales tools - which for the hospitality industry, include:
* Referrals and Recommendations.
* Personal (Direct) Selling.
* Print Advertising (Newspapers and Magazines).
* Publicity and Feature Stories.
* Displays.
* Direct Mail Advertising.
* Folders, Brochures, and Other Collateral.
* Broadcast Advertising.
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These may be directed at the ultimate user (the guest)
or aimed at an intermediary "third party", such as a travel
agent, tour operator, or meeting planner who would be mainly
involved with generating "wholesale" or volume business.
The concentration here will be on print advertising
(particularly newspaper and magazine) for a number of reasons:
1. Historically, it was probably the most commonly
employed means of customer communications.
2. It has been readily documented and preserved.
3. It does not appreciably differ from other forms of
promotion - and can be readily correlated, for
example, with the basic techniques of salesmanship.
Adrian Phillips, CHSE (to whom this work is dedicated)
emphasized that "Good Salesmanship and Good Advertising are
Good for The Same Reasons" - and on the back of an August 9,
1940 dinner menu in the writer's possession, listed the
following common traits necessary for both to be successful:
* Selectivity - the ability to choose the right prospects
* Good First Impression.
* Knowledge of Human Nature.
* Sense of Showmanship.
* Knowledge of The Product and Its Competition.
* Imagination.
* Sincerity.
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* Ability to Express Ideas Simply and Clearly.
* Force and Initiative.
* Tact and Judgement.
One might be tempted to add some potential "negatives"
to that list - since guile and deception unfortunately has
been long associated with both advertising and personal
selling. Gilbert & Sullivan's 1884 opera "The Mikado", in
its famous "Let The Punishment Fit The Crime", decreed:
"The advertising quack who wearies
With tales of countless cures,
His teeth, I've enacted.
Shall all be extracted,
By terrified amateurs."
(There's an interesting connection between G&S and the
hotel industry: their business manager D'Oyly Carte was
associated with London's famous Savoy Hotel - and Gilbert &
Sullivan productions are still referred to as the Savoy Operas.)
Standard references of the 1800s seemingly paid little
attention to advertising. Chambers's Encyclopaedia,
prepared in Scotland and published by Collier, called itself
"A Dictionary of Universal Knowledge for the
People"
-
and its 1887 edition defined "advertisement" as "The public
notification of a fact. This is now commonly effected
either by means of the ordinary newspapers, or of newspapers,
printers' lists, and other publications specifically devoted
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to the purpose. Advertisements, both printed and written,
are sill posted on church-doors and other places of public
resort, in which case they are commonly called bills or
placards." And that was about all they had to say about
the subject!
Many hotel executives of that period considered it
beneath their dignity to advertise. .. in fact, one of the
popular sayings, particularly in American Plan operations,
was along the lines of "Set a good table and the rooms will
take care of themselves." In effect, referrals among
guests and other forms of "word of mouth" was fine - but
don't beg!
Many accountants, comptrollers, and general managers
also viewed the concept of business promotion from a rather
jaundiced perspective. For far too many of them, it was
considered an unnecessary expenditure. To repeat what was so
often stated: "Who cares about advertising and promotion?
When business is good, you don't need it. When business is
bad, you can't afford
it!"
It wasn't until the late 1930s that advertising and other
forms of promotional literature began to be positively
recognized by the industry- And that was largely due to the
Advertising Contests conducted by HSMA
- and the publicity
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generated in the hotel trade press and, of course, by
the winning properties themselves. Figure 41 presents
a pictorial overview of the contest displays and resulting
publicity from the 1937 and the 1939 HSMA Conventions.
Referrals and Recommendations
One of the earliest methods of developing business for
a hotel or destination was the indirect approach through the
praises of others, such as:
* Satisfied guests (repeat business).
* Guest recommendations to friends and business contacts.
* Travel-book writer endorsement (Figure 42).
* "Reviews" by newspaper and magazine travel editors
(Figure 43) .
* Recommendations by contractors, suppliers, and purveyors
(Figure 44) .
* Referrals and recommendations through fellow members
of hotel organizations (Figures 45 and 46) .
* Referrals by fellow hoteliers, particularly
through exchange of rack folders (Figure 47).
This type of promotion tool is somewhat different from
the others to be surveyed in this chapter in that referrals
and recommendations are primarily methods
- which are then
carried out by specific means - such as personal contact,
newspaper and magazine feature stories, and other media
placements .
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Figure 41 ( 1 of 2 pages)
Award-winning 1937 and 1939 hotel advertising
HotelWorld-Review March 27, 1937
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Advertising and promotion are two important elements making for the
suc
cessor lack of successof any hotel. These matters will receive attention at the
Hotel Business Promotion Conference to be held at French Lick Springs
March
1 8-20 and at the education sessions to be held in connection with
the Mid-West
Hotel Show in Chicago the following week.
'-"
At the Hotel Business Promotion Con
ference to be held at French Lick
Springs next Thursday through Satur
day, one of the feature attractions will
be an exhibit of hotel sales and pro
motional literature, which will be moved
to Chicago to be exhibited at the Mid
west Hotel Show.
HOTEL WORLD-REVIEW
3/13/37
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Figure 41 ( 2 of 2 pages)
Award-winning 1937 and iq.q hotel advpr^^^
j^rize- l/Uinning.
L^xliibitd
AT THE CHICAGO
CONVENTION
Fifteen hotels and the Dartnell Service participated in the annual Exhibit
of Promotion Material, held at the Stevens Hotel. The displays which
were selected by the judges to be given Certificates of Award are depicted
above. Photos by Kaufma)in $ Fabry, Chicago.
Top: President Connor. President-elect
Flynn and Executive Secretary Van
Surdam inspect The Greenbrier'sdisplay.
Above: Adrian Phillips of Chalfonte-
Haddon Hall shows his pri;e-winm'ng
tourist agency booklet toMessrs. Connor
and Flynn.
Above left: Raymond Hall points out
the food and beverage promotion dis
play which took the honors in its class
for the Hotel New Yorker.
Left: President Connor congratulates
Bub Nord upon The William Penn*s
priie-winning convention presentation
and the rest of his hotel's large display.
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Figure 42
Travel writer endorsement
"The above Hotel is a fine building, and considered one
of the largest and best inns in the kingdom, out of London.
Its accommodations are in the first style of excellence, under
the superintendence of Messrs. Lucas and Reilly. In the
season it overflows with company of the highest rank in life.
The dining room is equal, if not superior, to the large room
at the Crown and Anchor, in London. The suite of rooms
correspond and are furnished in the most superb manner.
It has a subscription-club of the first respectability, denomi'
nated the 'Friendly Brothers,' consisting of three \nots.
The members are elected by ballot, and are free in London,
Dublin and Bath. The subscription is three guineas per
annum; but an additional charge is made for newspapers,
publications, fer'c. Stages set out from York'House every
day for London. This hotel is stored with a profusion of
silver plate for the service of its visitors.
Note: Back in 1819, writer Pierce Egan , in his book,
"Walks Through Bath", described the York Hotel,
a fashionable inn in what at the time was the most
fashionable resort area in the United Kingdom, in
the above glowing terms.
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Figure 43
Newspaper "reviews" of the late 1880s
Dixville Notch, - - New Hampshire.
Opened to tha Public, 1876.
HIS HOUSE, which te located al tht western portal of tbe von*
derfol Dixville Notch, occupies one o( the most rorainHc spots la
northern New Hampshire;. When opened to the public it iu
turned in honor of Generil John A. Du, iht author of the famous
order (Issued during the rebellion)-^" If any maa attempts to haul
down ihe American Sag, shoot him on the apotl*who was
elected governor of New York In 1871. and mcmbcri of whose
family attended ths opening, the townahJp b which It U located having teng
borne hia family name. Tbe buildings are pleasantly located, are dean, com
fortable, quiet, well-kept, and they poueu luperior advantage* as a aamiser
retort. It ia dclightfally cool here tn oiid-iamtner, sjid " hsy-fever
" Is unknown.
Tht attractions which surround this hotel Include sublime mountain peaks,
wonderful palisades, roaring cascades, winding streams (which aJfoid eacellent
trout-fishing), beautiful lakes, and fins drives, wnich are greatly enjoyed by
Invalids. Fatha have been opened to tha principal heights and most attractive
points, for tha special gratification of lovers of the beautiful. Mountain-peaks,
the primeval forest, Iprfnga of pure, health-giving water, opportunities for fish
ing and hunting as welt as tbe advantages of complete rest In the purest and
most bracing air, are the ever-present attractions of this wonderful ipoL
DUvillc Notch la reached, on the West, from Colebrook, through which
passes the Upper Coos Railroad; from Colebrook to the hotel (ten sites) there
b so excellent carriage road. Passengers by all the railroads, from the South
and West, as well as by the Crand Trunk, Uka the Upper Coot road at
A'*rtA SlrtiftrJ. There tl a good carriage road, East, to Errol Landing, on the
Androscoggin River.
It b the purpose of the proprietor to make the Dis House a delightful
and home-like summer resting-place for all who are from sny cause sttracted
Into*
this wonderful part of New England.
A good LlTtSY StASLt is maintained In connection with the hotel.
TERMS$10 to $14 par week. Reduction to families.
GEORGE PARSONS, PROPRIETOR,
Ponorrici ACDatM, COLEBROOK, NEW HAMPSHIRE..
-[.v.a.j
*!)LxVillejS{otcIi.
Below are a few of tbe complimentary things, spoken by the press, con
cerning this favorite summer and [all resort
Evening News (Philadelphia). There is not tbe vastneas of Switzerland
here, of course; for the Notch is only about three miles In extent. But here are
all Ihe *Um*t*t* of an Alpine section, where Nature has generously closely grouped -
together a gallery of pictures whose grandeur sublime a very Vatican of natural
getns made up of artistic bits, which excite the love of every admirer of Nature.
Colebrook Ne\T8. On each aide of the glorious gorge are crags and spires
of moot curious formation, some standing out naked and gigantic from the desolate
inclines, others showing but their scraggy heada above the evergreens which hide
all else of their ugly nakedness. The confusion of rocks is more dire and dreadful
to behold than a glacier, and looks as though it must last forever.
"Wlllt* Mount/tin EcllO. There are several places in oar own beautiful
country whose lovers delight to call the "Switzerland of
America," but there is no
region in all our glorious Appalachian range whose characteristics are so thoroughly
Alpine as Dixville Notch, N. H.
jDfllly Tiltintrated Graphic Our illustrations will say more for this
delightful region than our impotent pen-picturing. The scrambles arc splendid and
can be accomplished with little labor. The outlooks are superb.
The Presbyterian. It is a haven of rest for the quiet and Ihe over
worked, and must one day become filled with the lovers of the healthful and beau
tiful.
Lowell Monilnjj Mnil. The view from Table Rock is very fine. If the
wind is not too cold, one may profitably employ a few hours on this narrow spur of
rock, which ia very largely visited. Leaving it he will take with him (if he possesses
an appreciative soul) memories of a novel and most gratifying experience.
Among? the Clouds, I have already told you of the red-letter days in
New Hampshire, and I could boast of still more, but my object now is only to
praise Dixville Notch. It is incomparable.
Boston Journal. Come with me to the piaxia of the comfortable !>
House and I will show you countless spires, now scattered, now joined in massive
groups of wondrous composition, like that of the snow-white Duomo at Milan,
rising into one grand tower at the end. which has been unhappily christened Table
Rock. As I write I see a victorious quartette who have just mastered this minia
ture Matterhorn. They are astride its narrow summit, for there is barely width to
stand, and yodle to and fro, while our waving handkerchiefs can be plainly seen hy
each other. A few rods from the greatest height is a fissure wherein lies perpetual
snow and ice. Beneath Table Rock we see domes, pinnacles and buttresses stand
ing out towards the clouds in endless variety. All around and opposite us needles
of every height and fantastic form rise from tbe rocky sides of the great
Notch.
Public Ledger (Philadelphia). My new place is ten mites away from any
railroad station, and it ia well entitled to the name of Tkt Alpt / Afpolatk.a. It
bas an abundance of dashing cascades, a deep-cut flume, splendid climbs for the
pedestrian, rocky summits from which most lovely views of lakes, mountains.
ravines and pastoral scenes may be had; a good hotel, that ia cool and quiet and
delightful for the lovers of rest- Co try U.
Note This circular from
the late 1800s used quotes from
a vide variety of
newspapers and journals as
testimonials to "back
up" its own descriptive
promotional copy.
Source: Stephen P Barba,
President, The Balsams
Grand Resort Hotel,
Dixville Notch, NH .
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Figure 44
An "implied endorsement" third-party testimonial
HOTEL CHURCHILL
ONE OF CHICAGO'S FINEST APARTMENT
HOTELS
OPENED APRIL 1st, 1923
Entire design, construction and furnishing
under supervision of
H. L. STEVENS & COMPANY
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Figure 45
Hotel organization referral booklets
Vol. 1
No. 35
IPJ1I
minB
' L Feb. 2-8,
1930
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION CHARTER 19. GREATER MIAMI
HOTEL
c. h". lynskey /"lTYtTTrnO dirriYlYII B'
"' WALZEH
GENERAL HANASE. I I I * I* I T li\0| f\ M T I III ll EDITOR
DONALD LYNSKEY
AS9T. MGR. ARTIST
JOHN MAHONY
A. C. SMITH
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Published each Saturday from
205-6 Republic Building
and distributed FREE through
Hotels and other public places
ADVERTISING RATE ON APPLICATION
Phone Miami 2-1462
e Are
FOR the thousands of people who
come to the **Magic City" either as
vacationists or prospective residents, as
well as for year-round citizens of Miami,
this magazine is published.
Many of Miami's achievements, her
countless educational, cultural, civic and
Industrial advantages; as well as her
amusement and entertainme nt features
are more or less unknown, or overlooked,
because of the lack of some concrete,way
in which to present them.
The mission of the "Greater Miami
Greeter" is to acquaint the visitor and
the busy Miamian with what Is happen
ing In and around Miami - "Where to
go - what to see - how to get there - and
when."
Through the "Greater Miami Greeter"
these features of the great playground
city will become better known and more
widely appreciated.
The HAND of SERVICE and WEL
COME of Charter 19, Hotel Greeters of
America,- and of other civic and com
mercial organizations in Greater Miami Is
extended to all visitors through this
medium.
We can conscientiously recommend our
advertisers to you. They are reliable,
and their personnel courteous. They make
It possible for you to receive this publica
tion FREE each Saturday, and you can
best express your appreciation by men
tioning the "Greater Miami Greeter"
when you BUY In Greater Miami.
Form the habit of using It each week as
a reliable guide. When it has served It*
purpose, mail It to someone "back home."
Hotel Greettrt Direct More Bualnets Than Any Other Organization In The World
Note : For most of the first half of this century, the
Hotel Greeters of America was the key hotel
organization for those in "front of the
house" staff
and management positions. The Greater Miami charter
was particularly active in business referrals
- and
issued a weekly 36-page booklet with a 5,000 copy
distribution .
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Figure 46
Hotel organization referral advertising
Gayety-Happiness -Cheerfulness
Aro Fully Enioijcd Al The
HAUADA. CUBA
AFAULTLES5 seruice comfort in ihe
ueru, meaning of the morel, spirit
of hospitality that will maka you reallu,
feel at homo, all these qualities of inuit-
inq atmosphere are the outstanding char-
aclerutica that preuail at the Hotel Plaza
ADDED to this the moat convenient
and central location'of the Hotel
and its reasonableness in rates for rooms
and meals as well, quests after a first call
will surelij return again and again
MAKE it a point, lo not teaue Hauana
without seeinq us. The nianaqer
will feel honored and happu, to meet u,ou.
FAVSTO SIMON. Manoa.nq Director
Hotel Plan Central Part Havana Cuba
Rotary Member. Memberi ofHotel Cr'eten of A
Member ofMiami Chamber nf Commerce
SHOW PLACEATHAVANA
See how Corona cigars are made
Visit
LA CORONA
CIGAR FACTORY
No. 1 Reina Street
Opposite Fraternity Square
SALES DEPARTMENTS
No. 1 Reina St. or No. 10 Zuleuta St.
Ol . Fraternity Sq Oo. Prea. Palace
IIABANA CUBA
LaCasaGrande
GALIANO & SAN RAFAEL STS.
HAVANA, CUBA
French Perfumes
Spanish Things
FREE
lo every American visitor a nice
bottle of French perfume as a
souvenir of this store
"Havana's Smartest Department Store"
Oil San Rafael & Aguila St.
is the ideal place lo do your shopping in while
you are in Havana. Don't fail to visit it.
You will be cordially welcomed.
Dine and Dance
ALCAZAR-ROOF
Dinner 6 to 9 P. M.
Evening Entertainment
SEVEN ACTS HIGH-CLASS
VAUDEVILLE
Nightly9:30 Till
STEWART GORMAN'S NINE
BROADCASTING SYNCOPATORS
Cover SI Week Nites. Saturday $2
A GOOD
GREETER
HOTEL
IN
HAVANA, CUBA
"It's Qood"
YOU WILL MAKE NO MISTAKE
By Patronizing
THE ROYAL PALM
Wllber E. Todfham. Prop.. Mgr.
Jame< Baillie. Ass't. Mgr.
NOTE: In the 1930s and early
' 40s, Cuba became one of the
favorite destinations for Americans (especially those
of "means"). This series of ads formed the inside
front cover of the Greeter booklet shown on the
preceding page. Phrases such as "A Good Greeter Hotel
and "Member of Hotel Greeters of
America" were
specifically designed to encourage referrals.
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Figure 47
Referrals through folder exchange and display
NOTE: During the 1930s, many hotels started displaying
folders of other properties through a service
originated by Elwood Ingledue, the publisher of the
"Travel Index" (now the "Hotel & Travel Index"). This
type of referral setup and other variations of folder
exchange programs are still popular today, particularly
among the smaller independent or franchise properties.
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Personal Selling
While the great majority of illustrations and examples
of early sales efforts are portrayed in this chapter by
print advertising, this is not to infer that direct contact
(personal) selling was not done in the 1800s and the first
half of this century.
As previously mentioned, little seems to have survived
as samples of verbal sales communications of the past. Back
then, one didn't have radio, TV, audio and video recorders,
or other means of recording and preserving sales conversations
and customer dialogs. Nor were there the sales-training
programs common today in which role-playing of "sample" direct
selling situations and scripts are presented in instructional
manuals and training videos.
In the days before conventions and group business became
significant, most personal sales contact was with in-house
guests, where the manager and staff interacted with their
patrons on a casual, relaxed, and generally informal basis.
The common practice of the day was a greeting upon arrival, a
"hello", wave, or handshake when the manager
and staff "walked
the house" each day, and a farewell upon departure. Where
applicable, the manager might discuss
with a guest such future
services as a dinner party, wedding, or
some other social
activity which could bring the property
additional revenues.
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In effect, this could be considered internal personal selling -
On departure, it seemed traditional for many properties,
especially top-class international properties, to have the
head porter or some staff member paste hotel stickers on
the guest's luggage - to remind them of the happy times
they just experienced. This, too, could be considered
personal selling, with a take-home reminder (Figure 48).
The most common direct selling approach in seasonal
resorts often was a "may we make a reservation for you for
next season?"; in properties catering to the commerical
traveller, it was a variation to the effect, "should we set
aside a room for you for your next swing through?"
There was another interesting form of the direct selling
approach used by properties located in seaports - and which
gained popularity as steamship business became more profitable.
Many hotels had representatives meet passengers at the piers
upon arrival, primarily to greet them, solicit their business
if they had not already made reservations, and help them to the
hotel (Figure 49) .
However, in some instances, certain
"agents" may have also
specialized in "intercepting" guests bound for competitive
properties (a situation which unfortunately still has its
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Figure 48
Hotel luggage stiricprg
CAIRO
Shepheards
* Hotel*
Note: In addition to promoting the hotel, it seemed to be
status symbol for international travellers to have
their luggage plastered with stickers from famous
properties around the world. In fact, some of the
less travelled could purchase second-hand steamer
trunks with luggage stickers already affixed.
Source: Joel Sena, President, BrochureGraphics ,
Apopka , FL.
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Figure 49
Multi-purpose folder for steamship agents and boat passengers
DO NOT FAIL TO ~^
READ THIS
SPECIAL ATTENTION
PAID TO TRAVELLERS
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVES OF THE HOTEL
WILL MEET PASSENGERS AT THE ARRIVAL OF
EVERY STEAMER
rfSsR^aW?^
WITH ALL AlQjjEftN IMPROVEflliNI S
InstrUCtiuUS tO the Agents The agents should instruct
the passengers that upon their arrival in New York in order that they may be
more easily recognized by my agents, they should place in a conspicuous part
of their dress my address (card or button) and not to allow anyone to remove
it; not to trust those representatives of hotels that try to make the passengers
believe that they are my associates, whereas they have nothing
in common with
me or my hotel; not to trust those who represent themselves as
agents of steam
ship companies for they are no other thin
miserable scoundrels that try to de
ceive the passengers in order to swindle them.
If by chance a passenger should not find one of my
representatives at
the station, he should go to an employee of the
railroad company and have
him telephone to me, and I will immediately send some one for him.
All these inconveniences may be avoided if the agent advises me
in
time to send my representatives to
meet them.
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modern counterparts in the diversion of business by
taxidrivers and in the interception of volume business already
booked by other properties, such as conventions and tours).
In fact, the whole concept of ethics (or the lack of it)
as it related to personal selling was one of the reasons it
was frowned upon by many of the old-line hoteliers. It
was also a matter of custom; in many areas of the world
it was then considered unprofessional to personally solicit
business. As previously indicate, for many, begging for
customers simply wasn't the "gentlemanly" thing to do.
However, from the 1920s on, the growing importance of
conventions and other forms of group business made personal
selling a necessity for those who wished to obtain their
share of this emerging market. Meeting planners and other
site selection officials obviously would not commit a meeting
of 500 or 1,000 people for 3 or 4 days, for example, on the
basis of reading a newspaper ad or a folder mailed by the
hotel. They expected direct contact from someone representing
the hotel - and very often expected the hotel official to be
present at their conventions when decisions were made for
subseguent years.
The processes most often used for bidding on association
conventions or other non-corporate
functions were either a
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formal presentation made before the organization's site
selection (sometimes called "time and place") committee;
or a prepared speech before the assembled attendees or
delegates at a general assembly, where the decision was
often made by voice vote.
Admittedly, the success of the first procedure was
often based on how well the sales executive could
button-hole and then wine and dine the key decision-makers.
The success of winning the general assembly vote often
depended on which hotel ran the best hospitality suite the
night before. A flair for the dramatic and for showmanship
also was a must in personal selling; whether "one-on-one" or
before a large, assembled group.
All of this tended to give personal selling, particularly
in its early days, a negative aura of
"hucksterism"
- which
fortunately would decrease with the advent of proper sales
training, education, and professional development.
Print Advertising
Print advertising (newspapers and magazines), on the
other hand, was less personal - and did not suffer some of
the negativism surrounding direct selling.
While some considered personal selling "pushy"; the
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same people would defend advertising as being "informative".
It's interesting to note the almost apologetic undertones
used in the wording of early advertising: "The proprietor begs
to inform the public , is illustrated in Figure 50.
General Uses of Print Advertising:
In the early days of promotion, advertising served a
variety of additional purposes - all of which are valid today.
One of the most important uses was to create public
awareness of your existence, as shown in Figure 50 which is
an example of what we would now term a "pre-opening" or
"opening announcement".
At the same time, advertising could help and maintain your
positioning in terms of what you are trying to be, what you
would like the public to perceive you to be, and how you
differ from your competitors (Figure 51). In short, a
"position statement".
Closely allied to this was the establishment, particularly
through repetition, of an overall image in the public's mind.
This often was done by establishing a theme or a slogan - to be
used in a specific campaign aimed at maintaining the desired
impression (Figure 52).
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Figure 50
An 1860 pre-opening announcement
TLhe Galwa? IDinbicatou
WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, loGO.
the eglinton hotel
Salt Hill
pi IE PROPRIETOR begs to inform the
Public that this huge and splendidly
fitted-up Hotel will bo opened for the reception
of Guests and Visitors, on MONDAY, the lGth
of JULY next. It is bountifully situated on the
SEA ROAD, anil commands a magnificent view
of the Hay. It contains 22 airy and healthful
lled-rooms, five splendid Sitting-rooms, with
otlu'r conveniences suitable for a First-rate
Establishment. As a picturesque and healthful
residence, the Eglintou Hotel can be surpassed
by feu* sea-side summer houses.
The WINES, SPIRITS, and CUISINE will be
in keeping; the charges will be found moderate,
and the attendance punctual.
The Hotel is by permission of that real
friend of the Galway Packet Station, called
"THE EGLINTON"
as is evidenced by tin
"London,
following letter:
20, Albermaile-Place,
June 10, 1800
"Sir I can have no objection to your new
Hotel bearing my name, and I trust that the
growing prosperity of Galway, will render your
investment a profitable one. I am your
obedient servant,
"EGLINTON & WINTON.
"Mr. J. Gill."
JOHN GILL,
PROPRIETOR
^-kyith compliments of- a aeceran
in the dhotel Business
TbL Gglinlon cvCacel, Cjallkill, (tyalway
Note- While this 1860 opening announcement from Ireland may
seem old-fashioned by today's standards, it was very
contemporary in getting "extra
mileage" from the ad by
being made into a reprint for
hand and mail distributi
Source: David Adare FitzGerald, Dublin, Ireland.
on
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Figure 51
1880 hotel position statements
CfllCAUO HOTKLMDlrn.lOUInHtKO FltATVi***.
GARDNER HOUSE,
Cr. Mleht(o Armae tad Ju-kun Htrwt
TERMS, $2.50 and $3.00 PER DAY
Sp-trlal Indmnufon la Lar* FjtJ.
TA* patHafntn/i / (A* Un<iur art KrUtti/ .irj<-rf.0 roenw
r* Jt llfAt a<4 airy, mi., e/ M<n /arina j^ii* JfleAlffas.
TABLE EOJID T3 IOIE [1 THT. TEST.
Tkm !i m wn rfjuiratt* lor*(la ( CAIra /of 7><l+. /SW1<
.d <7*ra( JhiKwn .* l ,<0p,
7. Z>. CRAWFORD.
Cmctuo ||..Tr.ubtnTi>
PALMER HOUSE.
Til Oil; Firi-Froof BatsI in lasti:;!
Room* with Board, SO.OO to 53.0O pr Day.
H. ml l-urU. run.
Boo.r,, without Bonrd, SI.OO lo l> OO p*r Dy.
Finest Restaurant in tbe City Connected with the tee.
(Ml. ,..., II..TM. Ill-TI
TREMONT HOUSE.
53.00 Peh Day fob il Boons Above Parlor Floor,
Roqdi wiiasik Board, SLOO lo $2.00 per Dir.
r cinri.,,1 rii.T>.L rii-
SHERMAN HOUSE.
THE "Ol.l R8LIAHLF.11
N. W. Corner of Clark and Randolph Streets.
CHICAGO.
AI.VIN JIURLUUT. VrojtrUtor.
Emcttd in -?A>, in ltyla commenjutate with Chicnjo future
fratn)i: iwa'lowed up m Ihe great firo of ';, rabuill
in itiil gnndai iii'* in 1971. hit i.j guetti
loom*. t'jf (rent ison hij bath.mlai
nd clotha 1 praiiai
11M ytr Dir fir ill Rhii not: He Pirlor floor, wtUotl bill
>! mui iik>i tJ.io 1- *-.o.
I'llui.-. Il.rrf i*-ltirtis
Matteson House,
\*-m>ik.ikkA lomi.u, . Praprlalsr*.
fates Reduced lo S2.50 per Day.
Thii .!<{ int hotal JtftD'i oo <i.il luiur.'ouil, furniihad.
with alxalor ind ill tha modern improvamanli. Daii/ibl? iilu.
Had. it all, 11 tuparior id.wijti la buiinau man i4 pliiura
put-ai Spacul apartmanlt lo commarxial man lo diiplar lhair
wtarot. Tha euiiina 0 a( tha *ary bt. Tha jraat EjpoulJon
Building ! within ona block o( tha Mili.ion.
Cmc,-. IlrtTxijtDimmni.iiija FF..tn:nr.A.
Grand PacificHotel
Ob of tb L-trKBst. (M.Ib, .., KDnxo bast urugad.
.
fio.tt rvnlilitad. tad
Iml Qeianlly Fanusbed Hotels ii America.
PRACTICALLY FIRE-PROOF.
JOHN B. DRAKE Jk CO.. Proprlatorm.
Note: Position statements were prominently featured in these
1880 ads from six leading Chicago hotels, as follows:
Gardner House: "Table Second To None In The West;
Palmer House: "The Only Fire-Proof Hotel in America!";
Tremont House: "The
'Palace' Hotel"; Sherman House:
The 'Old Reliable'". The Matteson pinpointed its
location within one block of the Great Exposition
Building; and the Grand Pacific Hotel stressed it was
"Practically
Fire-Proof" (whatever that meant!).
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Figure 52
Atlantic City's "No Snow on The Boardwalk" campaign slogan
on the BOARDWALK
The very elements that
conspire against it . . .
the sun, salt air and
a Gulf-Stream-tem-
pered Autumn climate
. . . combine to give
you a happier and
healthier condition of
mind and body.
Always to be enjoyed
. . . Boardwalk prom
enading, roller chair
ing,smart shops.piers,
theatres, concerts,
dancing, deck chairs,
sea baths, and count
less attractions.
Come Now! No Mud:
No Slush! No Snow!
ATLANTIC
CITY
Ahigh standard of Board
walk hotel accommodations.
guaranteed by consistent,
uninterrupted
ownership-
management, is offered by
these leading houses:
BRIGHTON DENNIS
CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL
MARLOOROUGH - BLENHEIM
TRAYMORE
I Kindly Phone far Rales
I and Restrvaions
Limuiiu.Mnn-
NO SNOW
Wm
dfl
Phone Your
Favorite Hotel
for Reservations
NO SNOW
BOARDWALK
ATLANTIC CITY
Phone Your Favorite Hotel for Reservations
Note- Surely the epitome of establishing
an image or impression
'
through the creation of an attention-getting
and easily-
remembered slogan was Atlantic City's "No
Snow on the
Boardwalk" campaign. It was used in city-wide
promotions, co-op advertising,
and by individual hotels.
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Once a hotel's name and image was established, many
proprietors discovered that there were additional profit
sources which could be promoted in addition to just rooms;
particularly food and beverages. "Wine, Dine, and
Entertainment"
advertising was particularly suited to
stimulating business from members of the local community who
were not staying at the property.
Figures 53 and 54 illustrate a sample of "small space"
advertising and "full page spreads" used back in the 1920s
and 1930s to promote Food & Beverage and Entertainment in
such diverse areas as Ireland and India respectively.
One of the key uses of print advertising is to target
tailored messages in the specific types of newspapers and
magazines whose primary readership profiles best matched the
types of guests the property is specifically seeking.
This may sound like modern marketing: relating features
and benefits to the needs and wants of demographic and
psychographic customer profiles. But the following examples
were used long before those modern marketing terms were employed
Yet, they, effectively applied the contemporary concept of
"matching the product to the
market" (Figures 55-59).
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Figure 53
Small space Irish wine & dine advertising
LEINSTER HALL
Royal Hibernian Hotel.
DINNER DANCE
Saturday Next, 8 until 12.
TEG TISDALL'S BAND.
Dinner and Dance 8/6
Dance only, 5/-
(including tax).
Book your tables early.
Source: David Adare FitzGerald, Dublin, Ireland, from a
1930s issue of the "Evening Telegraph" -
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Figure 54 ( 1 of 2 pages)
Wine/Dine, and Theatre advertising from Calcutta, India
December,. 1923" [The Sahib and Memsahlb
** |B do urn n
* * *
__
B
mm * a a a a a a a a a ] SB
BUFFET
ROYAL
on the site of the Famous
Old Theatre Roval.
NOTED FOR ITS EX
CELLENT CUISINE.
Tables can be reserved al
the Grand Hotel. Calcutta.
BANQUETS, WEDDING
RECEPTIONS and DIN
NER parties can he ar-
ranjed for.
GRAND
HOTEL
CAFE
: ;-* &
'5L-
>r
^*_~ ' ' 1 ".-
; ;:?*r4- -k * t 3 "Est? teS-fe
:o:v>:::x:::w:a:::%:^
7> </in 70" sa i7
" 7> S/"'6 a(f Mrmsahib
"
Source: This page and the next: Mr.
Sunil June j a , Director,
The oberoi School of Hotel Management, Delhi, India.
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Figure 54 ( 2 of 2 pages)
Wine/Dine, and Theatre advertising, Calcutta (cont'd)
COM ING
WAS
HAMLET
.
A MXN OR A WOMAN?
^--illTllll (IEEI.0F IimiESI
BETTY BALFOUR
Ti ImiiiiI Cnatir if "HiJta."
LDYE. UFE AND LAUGHTER.
STABLE COMPANIONS
(PtftrwS
A Racinf Drami at MumUi
. Mahal Bpacd with IhrlUiitf
morornU and a braary action
THE^OBE
GRAND QpcfiA HOUSE
fOPU!_R PRICES, Rt 3. 2 A 1. -7 I , u ^_
1 . 7 LINDSAY ST. WPflSirEKPT"'
T7ic hotel was strategically positioned
between the Globe and the Empire Ulieatres,
both belonoino to the StephenJointly.
Tliis proximity enabled a quick drink during
the interval and supper after the show.
The Grand Hotel's restaurant skimmed the
cream of Calcutta society.
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Figure 55
Entertainment advertising in "feature column" format
OPENING, Septemtf
'
-..-. . FOR A BRIIXIANT^;
<&m
-Joi
Ca^ncei^MBEfvittnooauntilJan
uary 2*-_V3Opm.to3:30Relienx -
* ind hisorchtstra uegoinz tofea*-'.
tu etheUt^tmtangorbymm,srid>
RouelJMorrison, direct fromth*
"
QucagoTheatre,Casanova's neir ;.
entertainer,will be there to help -
Jceep die bill a roll isg. Refresh
ments will be served. And it's ill
for only30cperperson..?&*% * ;
"While you're at it, better make V
root reservations for Casanova's
fimNewYear's Evejtarty.^It'a .
-going to let t new high for New
Years Eve frolics in Denver.
Therell be a floor show by enters
"
tainers from the new RKO Or- '
pheumTheater, simply gorgeous
(you may see the ladW
favors now'Jn the Brown Palace
lobby) and harmony by Relienx -
and his orchestra...Dinner is from
7:30 p.m. to 10:30,withdancing
from 7:30 p.m.to S a-m. Break- -
fast/ll be served at 4 a.m.And the
taxisonly$7.50perpersonThen
.
therellbetheNewYear'sDaydin-
.
-neratCuanovaTwill be served
from noon to 8:30 pjjj_,for $2per
person. '-y
"And don't forget the tegular
luncheon and dinner dances...
Morrisonwill amuse and Relieux -
exudes rhythm-Luncheon is from
12:30p.m. to 2:30, 73cand$lper
person. Dinner is served from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m-, $1.30 per person .;.
with dancing from 7p,m. to dose,
no extra
harge."
-;- ...Veil be seeingyou...
loya
HOTELS v/;.
Note This example of a
1931 "wine, dine, and
entertainment'
ad used a folksy "feature
column" format to give it a
virtual "editorial
look". Source: Corinne Hunt,
Historian/Archivist, Brown Palace Hotel,
Denver.
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Figure 56
Advertising targeted at the 1930 's motoring public
Yakima is on the
fastest and easi
est route from So.
Calif, to Seattle.
sftn Ffiflncisco
Olympic
+40T
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Figure 57 ( 1 of 2 pages)
Advertising targeted at the New England seashore vacationers
LOOKOUT
Hotel
Cottages
OGUNQUIT
MAINE
A. Tillage by II"
Sea
150 guest rooms, 41 with
private baths. 80 with
hot and cold running
water. Built on Ogun-
quit Cliffs, an 80-foot
elevation overlooking vil
lage, ocean and river.
Where Country and
Seashore Meet
lllutlratld
i^J^-l-Booklet
^5*. H. L. Merrill
TERRACE INN
CASCO TERRACE
The only Inn on
FALMOUTH FORESIDE SHORE
aiAINZ
Six and one-half miles from Portland
Overlook! Caeeo Bay
Fishing, Boating, Bathing
Entirelv remodeled. Cheerful roaring Ire
on the hearth cool evenings.
Finest Table
Delicacies.
Shore, Steak and Chicken
Dinnerl
GIFT SHOP
Special Attention to Week End
Parties
THE MINNETONKA
'iJBBia.isi
Situated directly upon the ocean. mid-way
between York Beach, Ogunqu.t and
Xen-
nebunkport. and commanding
an unmter
rupled view of each A *- ,,
""'P-
iand beach free from "under tow. affords".aTest bathing Ho^like atmosphere.
MRS GEORGE L. BUBNHAM,
PROP.
Wills Biacii. Maine
A
T
L
A
N
HOUSE __
Surf Bathing Private Bath Houses Tennis Court Pool Table liolf Deep Sea
Fish-
jnc pme Grove Garage Accommodations for Chauffeurs Unexcelled
CuisineLarge
Garden Providing Fresh VegetablesPure Water from Lake
SebagoPure Milk and
Cream Extensive Verandas Modern Well-Ventilated Kitchen
SCARBOROUGH BEACH 8 miles from Portland
MAINE
-T/ JITH the spray of the Atlantic
yy along its rock-bound coast,
and
the Kennebunk River winding
its way through woods and meadows, the
quaint old town of Kennebunkport has
become an exclusive summering place.
H ERE,
amid beautiful summer
estates, with their trim lawns,
well pruned shrubs and trees and
riotous blossoms, is The Nonantum.
(SLEEPING rooms arc all outside
--A rooms, having views of the
C^ river, seaside or the surrounding
country. Each room is cheerful and
homelike and well furnished, particular
attention having been given to beds.
T T ERE gather each year those who
/"/ love Maine and her out-of-door
sports, golf, tennis and
bathing.
Yachting, boating and deep sea fishing
are here for those who love the thrill
of the sea.
The Nonantum
Closes Oct. 15th
Rates upon application
FELIX BRIDGER
Hotel Thacher, Biddeford, Maine
Under same management
THE
OCEANIC
AND COTTACES
3 HE "OCEANIC" is situated
ton Cape Arundel, command
ing almost an unlimited view
of the ocean and taking in
jsjrv^in entire sweep of the
hori-
S^^zon from east to west. The
scenes from its broad piazzas form a
series of pictures so grand and
beau-
ti ful, that once seen, they can never
be forgotten.
Guest chambers are larpe. li-ht and
airv and comfortably furnished. The
house is* Iiphted by electricity throuch-
out. Many of the rooms are connected
with private baths.
The hotel is daily supplied from ad
joining farms with e:js, chickens, milk,
and vegetables. Fish, clams, lobsters
are taken directly from the boats. The
proprietor believes his table to be his
best medium of advertising.
All kinds of recreational and
vaca-
tional activities can be enjoyed by the
guests of the
"Oceanic."
The house is within an easy walking
distance of the villace, post office,
a]>othecary, churches, library, ^c-
Write for Booklet
W. L- Merrill, Prop.
KENNEBUNKPORT MAINE
Note:
Trout's Neck, Maine
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Figure 57 (2 of 2 pages)
New England vacationer ads (continued
Sea View Inn
HE INN is an attractive build
ing located on high ground
overlooking the ocean and the
5ico Bay. It has accommoda
tions for one hundred and fifty
guests. There are ample private
bath, conveniently located.
SPECIALTY ii made of sea food
which ii caught in nearby waters
and brought daily to the Pool.
Fresh vegetables only are served.
7}OATING, bathing, fishing, tennis and
ij ffolf are among the relaxations of
fered the guests. The nine-hole golf
course is interesting and welt maintained.
The first tee and Club House are within
one hundred yards of the Inn. The ten-
sis courts, of which there are six, are of
tournament size and kept in excellent con
dition. The bathing beach is within a
short distance of the Inn. It is unusually
safe and attractive, extending ibout two
miles to the south.
CT) IDDEFORD POOL is situated on the
f) Maine Coast, nine miles from Biddc-
ford, Maine, one hundred miles from
Boston and three hundred miles from New
York City. It is a combination of rocky
coast and seashore and is one of the most
exclusive resorts in New England.
BIDDEFORD POOL MAINE
R. C- Bryant, Lessex.
EVERY VACATIONIST'S
DESIRE GRANTED
Every table In oar dining; room com-
msads a view of the ocean. Fresh veee-
tablea at all times, and certified milk for
the children. A specialty Is made of sea
food, which la caught in nearby waters
and brought daily to the Fool.
Boating, bathing, fishing, tennis and golf
are tmomr the relaxations offered to
guests. The ninth hole and Club House
are within 200 yards of the hotel. The
tennis courts, of which there are six.
sre of tournament size and kept in good
condition.
Accommodations for 100 Goeota
ffttUM open from lvm+ tath to Sept. 13t
The Ocean View Hotel
BIDDEFORD POOL MAWE
Hiotrt D. Evans, Prop.
BLACK POINT INN
TROUT'S X^CK, zMdlXE
<yDLACK POINT INN a De Luxe Hotel built to
*-' accommodate the discriminating class of people, yearly
attracted to Prour*s Neck (originally named Black Point),
by its 18-hoIe golf course, tennis, ocean bathing, sailing and
other sport-inviting features.
Practically every one of the sixty or more rooms of the Inn
has a water view, an exceptional feature even in Maine.
Every room in the Inn is tastefully appointed, has hot and
cold running water, bath connection and long distance tele
phone.
Our flowers, vegetables, poultry, dairy products, and fruit in
season, are obtained from the nearby model showplace, Ram
Island Farm.
110 miles by motor from Boston, 8 miles from Portland.
Write for details. S. F. BOYD, Mcr.
Ownership Management Ca
tering to an Exclusive Cli
entele. Table Unsurpassed,
All Outside Rooms. Running
Water or Bath with Each
Room. Golf, Tennis, Fish
ing, Surf, Sailing, Bathing,
Boating.
(Shi? Mtllnms
PROL'TS NECK, MAINE
Telephone Cannectiom
A Thoroughly Modern
and Attractive Hotel
Delightfully Situated
on a Point Extending
Into the Ocean
DINNER DANCES
Given Regularly Wednesday
Eveningi
THE CHECKLEY
MARY H. FOSS, Paorairraau PROUTS NECK, MAINE
Ten miles from Portland Rates and Booklet on request
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Figure 58
Advertising targeted at the affluent international socialite
LES GRANDS HOTELS
D'lTALIE
ROME
HOTEL EXCELSIOR
ORAND HOTEL
VENISE
HOTEL ROYAL DAN1ELI
ORAND HOTEL
HOTEL REOINA
HOTEL V1TTORIA
LIDO
VENISE
EXCELSIOR PALACE
ORAND HOTEL DES BAINS
GRAND HOTEL LIDO
HOTEL VILLA REOINA
STRESA
ORAND HOTEL ET DES
1LE5 BORROMEES
GENES
HOTEL COLOMBIA
NAPLES
HOTEL EXCELSIOR
COMPAONIAITA IANA
DEI ORANDI ALBEROHI
L
=-J^
Last arrivals include :
Grand Hdtel - Roma
PROF. DANTE POLI PJo
3. EXC. CARLOS ARMENTORES. MINISTRE
PLENlPOTENTlAinE DU CUBA PRES LE
QU1RINAL
3. EXC. C. M. DE FICUEIREDO, MINISTRK
PLENIP0TENTIA1RE DU BRESIL PRES
LE SAINT-SIEGE
S. EXC. MADAME DE FICUEIREDO ET FILS
3. EM. LE CARDINAL
O' CONNELL Boue.it
3 EXC. L'EVEQUE CR1FFIN Sprintfi* d
S. EXC. L'EVEQUE HAYES Sjrmeuu, N- J".
S. EXC. L'EVEQUE BARRY
Saint jujuitn*, Ballimot*
SLNATEUR COMTE riERO ACQUARONE
VtroAm
COMTF-ShE ACQUARONE YtroM*.
COMTE ET COMTESSE DAVIDE COSTANTI.M
F,r,n,o Cap F*rrl
CR. UFF. BRUNO DOLCETTA ET FAM1LLE
MtUno
MR. M. MITCHELL & FAMILLE V^h^tio,*
PRINCIPE ET PRINC1PESSA SOSTHENE3 PI.
GNATELU DE ARACON NopvU
MARQUIS CARLO C VISCONT1 VENOSTA
S. EXC. LE CENERAL PIERO PICCIO. AT
TACHE AER0NAUT1QUE X L'AMBASSAUE
DTTALIE P-"1'
MADAME MARA PICCIO Pli
PROF. VITALIANO PASSABDI flo
ON. ClORCIO BAROANZELLU Tori-.-
COMTE PAOLO D. VERDUN, PROCURATEUT1
DU HOI Tor.no
ON COMTE ET COMTESSE ORSI Torino
MARQUIS DE LA ROMANA Modnd
SEN. C10VANN1 AGNELLI Tort*.,
3. r.XC. SEN. EUCENIO BROCCARDI C.no
MRS. MARIE CARD P<"
CR UFF. t\ MME. CIUSEPPE TOSO. Md.no
DON CUIDO BRANCA P*"""
M*DAME EILEEN BRANCA Poi-nza
MR. HENRY KEITH WATSON $,dn.T
MR JAMES MC. CALLUM-sMlTH SiJuj
MME. A M I.LE C1USEPPINA BENNI. M./w.
COMM. MIRKO AHDEMACM MWuno
MAHQUIS FREIRE DE ANDRADE Lisbon
COMTE FRANCESCO CICOCNA
S EXC. ALBERTO PIRELLI Miton*
3 EXC. CEORCE DROSSOPOULOS. EX- Mi-
N1STHE DE FINANCES DE CRECE, Aih**
3 EXC. MARCEL RAY. MINISTRE PLENIPO
TENTIAIRE DE FRANCE EN ALBANIE
COMM. PIERO PIRELLI .Mil-no
PRINCIPE ANDREA CASTELBARCO ALBAM
Mtlann
COMTE CAM1LLO SPINCARDI C
COMTE CUIDO SACRAMOSO JLIm.u.
BARON LEO ECONOMO Trim*
COMM. CIUSEPPE LOYACONO Gam
3 FXC. L'EVEQUE EMMET WALSH
Charteuton
REV. WILLIAM BARRY MUmi (Florida
3 EXC. EDWARD KEELING. MINISTRE PLE
N1POTENTIAIRE DANCLETEHRE
Valparaiso
3. EXC. ET MRS- KEELINC Voi^rw
HON. MRS. HARRIET CRAWSHAY Par,,
CU UFF. LUIGi DE 3ANTI3 San S
Ht'RR ERICH B*.TSCHARI. B.rltn Badtn.Bodm
DON JAIME DE JORRO. PREMIER SECRE-
TA1RE DE L'AMDASSADL D'EPACNE.
Hotel Royal Danieli - Venezia
CONTESSINA MARCHERITA NUGENT. Fir..
SIR AND LADY PHILIP DAWSON. Land..:
MISS PENELOPE DUDLEY WARD LonJoi
MR MME- JACQUES DE CASE.NBROOT. Par.ti
CR UFF. MARIO THIPCOVICH E FAMICLI \
CONTESSA ERMECILDA BOZZA THIPCOVICH
SIC TRIPCOVICH OLIVIERO Trutie
MR. MRS. JEAN JACOB DE MONCHY
H tnttlo [Holand-it
VISCOMTESSEDECADIER DE VEAUCE, Por.i
MISS ELIZABETH BERCNER London
3 A. R. LE MAUARJAII OF PAHLAK1MEDI
4 9UITE ParUkimod, Indite
PROF WALTER MEYERBUHC Zurig-i
3 E 3 LOVERDOS ET FAMILLE Aih,n-.
MISS CLARENCE MABEL HALL
MR. MRS. DAVU> FORBES
MR ALEXANDES C. KIRK AND MOTHER
Roma
1'ROF. CAMMEO FEDERICO fir.n..
JON JUAN DE RAINERO ET MADAME R+mn
SIC CANDIDO DEL CL'RTO
Uhint,,
MR. MRS. JA_ .
MR. MRS. BIRLEY KENNETH
Al****drU \tf"-'
CONTE ROBERT ZELENSKY Budop..t
3. E. VAHELA CASTRO Modrid
MR MRS. WALTER HAS5ELHORST Homburt
COMM. ALFREDO POTOTSCEINIC Tri.m
Note In the 1920s and 1930s, this
type of what we would
now call "jet
set" advertising was placed in top society
magazines such as this samples from the "Lido",
published
in Rome - and was often positioned
alongside the listing
of prominent guests
who were staying at the properties.
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Figure 59
Advertising targeted at the "fun in the sun" social market
NASS^
OlrUrWca^
open rnoM
JANUARY riBST
Jrom W I'luuvil
m|iN-lr rrM>rl furitili
n,-,i n.iu..
| Hill, Mrnur
1IH. I tal
Fl U.
- IW.
^
You arc it lirst wlien
your sliip approach
es llic island ol Now
Providence, when Ihe
bnghl Bahaman sun
picks oul Iheroolsand
spires of old Nassau,
thewhile beaches and
the grim [oris on the
hills beyond. You see
it there, jusl inside the
harbour entrance, a
great hotel rising from
the palms ol a garden
estate that touches
Ihe changing blues
and greens ol the
tropic waters.
This is the British
Colonial, center o( the
smart resort -life thai
has made Nassau a
British Riviera.
BRITIStfilOLONlAL
?S> H O T
ler under the golden
'
'
j (-"''" sun in the luxury of the
Hotel Dadonal de Cuba
HAVANA
Cuba, Immaculate, brilliant pearl of the Antilles, is looking forward to a glittering season. Gayest
capital of tha hemisphere, center of the tropics' Latin-continental society, it attracts a charmingly
cosmopolitan set. Focus of the activity is the gracious, luxurious Hotel National, set like a jewel in
its own estate of thirteen colorful, flowering acres. Exquisitely decorated, fastidiously appointed, it
offers the ultimate in luxury and gay diversion, from the Cabana Sun Club and Swimming Pool where
people spend the whole day under the sun, to the glittering social functions of the evening,
Wale reierraiiont no- at any KSrieby Hold.
fiirhehy Hotels
N,- fork: THE GOTHAM. HAMPSHIRE HOUSE. SHERRY NETHERIANO. THE WARWICK
Wled-lpi-: THE WARWICK CUnoo: THE BLACKSTONE
Allfiit C.-y: THE AMBASSADOR Uw tat*: 5ARANAC INN
CnlUortm: THE IEVERLY-W11JHIR6. SUNSET TOWER
Note: These ads (British Colonial
- 1936 and Nacional de
Cuba - 1947) were targeted at those who preferred
their pleasure destinations closer to home.
Source: George Hannau, Bill Bard Associates,
Monticello, NY.
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Advertising in specialty publications also offered
hotels another outlet to reach specific types of markets.
Figure 60 shows a sample ad specifically aimed at the
convention meeting planner or other group business
decision-maker and was placed in a meetings magazine. The
ads were aimed at stimulating a response reguest for contact
and follow-up information.
Other publications, such as hotel and travel directories,
were used by customers, travel and tour agents - as well as
by other properties for business referrals (Figures 61-62).
intended for the readership of specific special interest
magazines (Figure 63). There were also other means of
more localized advertising to special interest groups, such
as in theatrical and musical program guides, church
bulletins, athletic and sporting events programs (Figure 64).
All offered the advertiser a means of speaking directly to
a pre-selected prospect audience.
While on the general topic of
"targeting" market segments
one negative aspect of early advertising practices should be
mentioned "for the record". That was the blatant use
(particularly in some resort areas) of phraseology which
clearly discriminated against
persons of certain ethnic or
religious backgrounds. Descriptive copy such as "Selected
Clientele", "Patronage Restricted", and
"References Reguired"
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Figure 60
Advertising targeted at the convention meeting planner
World Convention Dattt
For October, 19.16
SHATTERED
Convention record* cannot stand up when challenged
by Ihe pulling power of a great resort center and con
vention plant which offers a complete vacation with an
amazing list of "without charge"features. Unique
among these is "Aerocar Fleet Transportation" and
"Complete Publicity Service".
Shattered attendance records of many o( the more
than 100 conventions we have entertained during the
past 3 Beasons are sufficient evidence of the superiority
of our entertainment facilities.
For rates, literature and detailed information, address
^rnimmi
BILTmORE
CORAL CABLES, MIAMI F LO It I D A
For Meetings 10 Miles at S
Farfromdistracting influences,
yet easily accessible bymofor
causeway from themainland,
Sea Island, off Georgia's
southern coast, offers excep
tional advantages for conven-
tions.The convention hall,with
seating capacity for 400, is
located directlyon the beach,
has excellent acoustics and
splendid ventilation assured
by three exposures. Smaller
meeting rooms arealio avail
able. The annual return of
many conventions to Sea
Island illustrates theirsuccess
and enjoyment here.
TheCloisterHotel, famed for
cuisine and service, offers
finest accommodations for
groups up to 250. American
Plan rates are considerate
and discounts are given con
vention groups for sports and
transportation.
For recreation, when busi
ness sessions are over, there
is a complete round of sports
golf, surf and pool bathing,
skeet, tennis, horseback rid
ing, fishing, boating, cycling,
beach sports and lawn games.
Every co-operation is given
in planning banquets and
special features.Maywe send
you literature and additional
information?
Com. by Staboard A. C. L, South*
O.S.S., CooiJal Highway
GLOISTERSE.U.s4ISLAND
Pinehurst for Your Convention
LARGER ATTENDANCE
GREATER PRESTIGE
FINEST SPORTS FACILITIES
SUPERIOR ENTERTAINMENTS
UNCROWDED FACILITIES FOR 25 to 600
LARGE CONVENTION ROOM SEATING 600
OTHERS ACCOMMODATING FROM 25 to 150
EXPERT CO-OPERATION IN ALL DETAILS
I lie very name
"Pinehurst"'
arouses enthusi
asm, adds glamor and attraction to your Conven
tion! The golfers will be lured by our famous
Nos. 2 and 3 courses, with velvet grass greens,
and green fairways, among America's finest, and
our other 18-hole courses, and designed by Don
ald Ross. The ladies will be attracted by our
congenial social environment. Everyone will
enjoy our fine country club, tennis, badminton,
riding, driving, skeet, dance orchestra, etc.
The Carolina Hotel has many private dining
rooms for large and small groups, parlor suites,
cocktail lounge, game rooms, billiard room, and
brokerage office. Every room has private bath<
Pinehurst is only overnight from New York, by
direct Pullmans. Conveniently reached from
West and South also.
For Convention information, write General
Office, Pinehurst, North Carolina.
Pi turst
OVERNIGHT IMII NEW YORK
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Figure 61
Trade advertising of the 1890s
-?PUBLISHED WEEKLY.-
-S. T. BOS3S- <Sc sao,
PaoPArrrOBa.
Owm j. Bom, johx j. bohs,
ManacCT. Editor.
DROWN PALACE HOTEL*
jj 3De=--=-sr, Colo.
OpenedAaymt, 1B93. Ab-wlately FireprooL
Otu of tha flnflit hotils in tha vorltL 3a-
cirtlso. oy throo itrMti, ffiTing til from
rooms; 100 rooms, 23.00; 100 room*, VI. OO:
100 rooms, 14.30; 100 rooms. S3.00. Dining
room os algltth floor, aJTording huadrods of
miles of Bocir XoouLiia riew
THE 3S0WS H0T2L CO.
The DailyNational Hotel Reporter
== THE TRAVELER.
EX*uDti>b*d un
1 THE-
3 Brows Palace Hotel.
-
.DENVER. COLO.
Opened August 1892.
la u KbolOMl7 flraproor baUdlo. Xwrteui
PLa. JlXX booms r*CCNG nr* 9-rRtrTS. MOraosw
1 B; W noma u M 100 rooau i M iO -. IBB rooau
t tt *-ar dr tod opwum. Uininr roosu on tat*
Wat*, floor. "y
TBeT BEOWIT HOTEL COMPsJfT.
IL^UTKATBD MOHTXLT J O TJ J* 2>r A I.
O*' TBAV11I. and nVORXATION.
C. MCD. JOHNSTON! mo WM V. BRYAN,
1. T. a*OWN. H...OX *(JVI>T,.,fl<l Dt-T.
OFFICE - 602 MARKET STREET
- -w^^
-"-Tf^"
Brown Palace* Hotel,
Denver, Colo.,
IS in .bsolurcly fireproof bu.kl.og ..ratnunPlan. ALL
ROOMS PACING thu STRaims One hundred room. .1
I v . one hundred rcM.ro. (lo. : one hundred roams .1
-J4.50: ooe hundred rooms at {5.00 perd.y .nd upward. Dm
ing room. 00 eighrh Moor. THE BROWN HOTEL CO.
.
Note: There were at least three major hotel and travel
oriented journals published in Denver in the 1890s,
and other major cities had similar outlets.
Source: Corinne Hunt, Historian/Archivist, Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver, Colorado.
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Figure 62
European directory advertising at the turn of the century
MURRAY'S HANDBOOK ADVERTISER. MUMIAY'S IIAHDUOOK ADVERTISER. Mar.
CONSTANTINE (ALGERIA).
THE GRAND HOTEL
FIRST CLASS.
Situated io the Centre of tlio Town. Iliglily rccommeudcd for its
Comfort ond Good Management by Travellers- anil Tourists. Interpreter
and Omnibus moot all Trains. Telephone. Baths. Hotel Coojioiis
accepted.
MAURICE COULOT, Proprietor.
CONSTANTINOPLE.
GRAND HOTEL DE LONDRES.
HOTEL BRISTOL.
CRAND HOTEL D'ANCLETERRE & ROYAL
(J. jrissntiE).
HOTEL BYZANCE.
All theao Firat-clasB Hotels ba7o glorioua views, anil ore replcto with
every modern comfort. Drainngo and Sanitary Arrangements on Engltali
Principles. First-class French and English Cuisine.
L. ADAMOPOTJLOS, Proprietor.
COPENHAGEN.
von DANEMARK.
COPENHAGEN.
HOTEL KONIC
FIRST-CLASS HOTEL.
With 100 eleginlly taniLbed Itooma nd Smooth from 2 Kr. opwanla. Preferred by tlie
trtvelllnc nubile l>ecaiti offta central ami open location, overlooking ihe King's Squire.
In tbe JIoUl. large, uewly furnblicd, only VIENNA CAFfi, witli Koslanrant and Con
fectioner1* ShopIn Kiinimer with Tables and Chun In itie open air. Larj-e aeleciton of
German French and English New-spat; era. tiemian Waiters. Mo-lerate .'rices. Electric
Light. Lilt. Table d'luiie t 4 o'clock, f-'ample Koonu for tr^elltiig Saleameu. Latest
Sanitary Appliances. Hotel Omnibus at the Kailroad Depflt.
R. KLU1VT, Prcprietor.
Vestre Boulevard. COPENHAGEN. Vestre Boulevard.
TUKI S"3?j. ,_, ^ .- _ HOTEL.
Flrat-claag House, newly-built, two minntcs from the Terminus and Ttvoli.
100 comfortable rooma from, 2 Kr. upwards, including electric liffht and
service Lift. Excellent Dinners at 2 Kr. Baths. Beautiful reading-room. Cufi
and Restaurant. Porter at all trains. P. NIELSEN. Director.
COPENHAGEN.
CBNTKAI. ^IOm!X., Raadhuspladsen 16.
First-lass House Newly ntttd with every comfort of moilem times. Sitnateone
minute from Central Hallway Slatlon, opnos.te Ti.oll. rlrst-clius Itestauniut ami
uich MlSant. Cat"
"PurniJieiL" Oeimine Pilscn and Munk-li IWr fiurr, cask.
Km Sains elect lil-lit and healins, from Kr. 5 upwimls. Porter at ltailway
SUtloo. Moderate tenna. PAUL MOLLEH. Proprietor.
COUTANCES. i
GRAND HOTEL DE FRANCE.
Centre of tlio town. First - ohms
tlouco. B^oomnicinJoil to Faimilic*.
Member of the French, lleliruin, iinti
Kniflnth Tminnir Clubs. Omnibus
meutrs .ill Tniin*.
COUTANCES.
HOTEL D'ANGLETERRE.
nafurnlabed with every comfort. Bo-
eommended to Families. Moderate* Prlcea.
Omnibus. Su.rago for Cycle*. CorreapoD-
dent KagUah Tonrinc Club. BR I ENS.
-
DINARD. JO
Jluitr.t from Southampton
(via SaiiU-JIttlu).
The Most Fashionable Summer and Winter Resort in the
WEST OF FRANCE. Noted for its Mild Climate in Winter.
GOLF, TENNIS, CRICKET, CYCLING, ETC.
JOHN LE COCQ, Banker, House and Estate Agent.
DINARD. %& DINAN-PARAME.
LIFT. DRESDEN, ALT. electric light.
HOTEL BRISTOL
Real Eugliali Homo Comforts.
English Families.
Great Luxury. Patronised by
G. WENTZEL, Proprietor.
With*, DRE.-DEN. Lift.
WEBER'S HOTEL (First Class).
.IMIr rilwUa In lite wntro <' tl" Town, witli Imutirul
icw the Z'inirr. wllb
'
, .... ....n _..e t|l0 itocai OlHsra. H-'J-ftl "*tlc with i.rwi Aault^ Fmt
I th* ulirr* n( inUnrM.. The II.hiw i }lr\t<tl liv &Lct\ik
klOH Kouma. tle-tno l,UI>t. Puimon Amn.-'uwiilt. Malerata
BCRNMARO WEBER, Pnnriu>TH.
...::* Jallxry. if - ,
Office. Urnlil Tcrmco. mi.l iicnrly all V\
thrimiiliuut. Kvsuling ami
DRESDEN.
"THE
CONTINENTAL."
Now First - cIiim II.itcl. witli c\cry Comfort and Luxury. Ofiposilo
Cootrnl .Slaliou. Fiuest part of Dresden. PeDiin'i.
MAX OTTO, Proprietor.
BATH EMS. "THE ROEMERBAD
Citrtl Jln'tla mul Jtatfw.
PRINOE OP WALES OF PARIS AND ROEMERBAD.
FinU-tUrt Family Hold. neuutlfulW sllut.-fl on Uie left river mJe, Jnst oproslto tlio
KurFl 0'l Kurgirir-D. Baths. Inhallnp Institution. Lift. Electric Light
throughout. Large Garden. CHARLES'RUCKER. Proprietor.
Source: David Adare FitzGerald, Dublin, Ireland
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Figure 63
Directory style listings in a special interest travel magazine
U|he *liall we stag
NATIONAL GEO6RAPHJC-MA0RZIFTES HOTEL SECTION
F /i .e New England States
MAINE
MoojeheadLake Greenville Junction
Jqui.Maunl.lnlBi,. Private iiiirM H'J I f mil I lo
Kuliing imrumtiia i.jo(
Pfleet clientele,. Nail*;
Poland Spring
Poland Spring House
At New Enuln inl's uhwI fnuniiis Ppn n Sum
Bern playground im ignrntllig I'luo Si-plilrd
air IfUinlo pril Ati'gnlf cour.<kt llshhig. rid
ing, hnthlng. Al) .Ma.vihnHi.ipt., a .In-
lighiful Iiui.(Aiii<>iii<iiicnl7<i|. Si'ino.iMnv
Ni NmrtiilKr. .Iltnnc i( rctiuHiic.l J'alnnd
Uat.-r rtml I'nlnn.l Club .Sodit -lioili served
in gih-51* ivlilin.it rliarge. Request HuakM
":*". 1'ctlmut Sprh.R. Mnino.
Rangdty Laltei
Rangtlcy Lake Hotel and Cottages
Mountain and lake paradise lu Maine) Tour-
nament golf, bathing, water sports, laddie
hone) at the door. Full eiitertalumeut and
social program at thiscoinpleto report. Im lg-
orat1veniountali.air.no haj fever. Julygoll
"on Ihe housB." Booklet and rotes (nun
Chft-i. I). Day. Mgr.. Hangelcv I.iiki'.. Mnliic.
York Harbor
Manha.1 House
The Mnnhn.ll House. moilcni brick enn-
Mniitinn. encircled hr ocenn ami river,
)>pniloii5 private ground?, located In
Maluu* oldest (own. a communitr of cul-
UiriMl and dlallm-llvo mimier resident*.
Ii'ulf, tenuis. 5cni>nthlng. .Hinting. Also
Tlio Einrrnoii. high class hotel, same
iiioiingcniont. American plan. Booklul.
U. L. Moullon. Manager.
MASSACHUSETTS
Berltihircs Great Baninglon
B..k.hlr Inn. Center H]1in,",iwt1'-.
file. Golf. Cut privilege.
2DKrroilil'
Attractive roomi. with metli. from K.W <*/
Gloucester on Cape Ann
H.-lhorn. I"" * CII*m. All
rcrrealloi
f u7e . l'k*orr*,u. charm
He.l.l. Spring.!w
fit. No lUr Fever. Uoc.M on rfqutil. T.W WW
Boston
ppnl
The Copley-Plaza
U lien In Huston, umkc the Copley-I'Iar-a
your address. Pltunled In lilMorlc Cop.
Ii-jr P.iinim, witli the world rennivncd
I rinlly l.'hun'h imd the equally Iaijioii?
lldttnu I'ulilli: l.lbrnry. tha Copley-flam
I'wililiH a holcl Kiting m distinguished
fu biiv In tin, world. Itunm.i with bntli
fl single pi double. Illustrated foldor
nn request . Arthur L. Itace. Mug. I>ir.
II. 1. 1 Purltan-on Oonlan'i tx-aull/ul Common-
Health Avenue. < jjnirrrlcnt to thcateri, .hop., hua-
Inesf, miJ molar rouici J90 Commonwealth Av.
Magnolia
Oc.ifi.ldi. and CollifM, Mcnt beautiful pot
on Atlantic. Select clientele. Uniurpa.aed cuialne.
AHSporU. Theatre. Gee. C. Krcwaoa. Jr.. Prei.
Lake Surtapee
QranJldan H*(al. THrtU beach ami zulf count,
rliling liable*, all outdoor .port*, orchraira. Amtr
Iran plan IS up per Jar, Chxialian client*!*.
Rye Beach
Th* PartafUt. Amnicin plan. Thoroughly mod-
ernixed and refurniahed. All popular aporta. 3*a-
hare and country. Write for booklet and niti.
White Mountains Crawford Notch
Crawford Huaa>. Fimoui for tin location. It.
Imo.phere and Ita aerrlce. Discriminating peopl*
return eaeh auromer. All .porta. Write for rata..
While MountainsDixville Notch
Northampton
The Belitmi On Lake GlorJerte
t&fl acre private cslnte dedicated to (port.
Coif on 18 hole championship course, (en-
ills, sulniiiiliig, fishing, riding, canoeing.
.hooting, polo, dancing, movies, two orches
tras, special facilities for children. NoII&t
Fovcr. Ilmkernge odlce- Housekeeping cot-
tngei. fielcitt lli'iitelr. Frank Poudera. Tre5.,
(iJ.Culliini. Mgr New York officeWJFilth
Avenue. 1'eiiu. 0-K18.
While Mountains^ Fianconla
Toraat Hllla Hoi. I 30 .cf. citate orerlooalng
Pranconia Noleh Golt, UnnU, riJtno n.n.r . chb-
dren'i pit j ground. Mcinuan lincmii, 1 ;t iedMt
White Mountains Jefferson
ThaWaumbvkHolal. In tht Whit.
American plan, Z.OOQ-aim taLaU
courae. Booklet. Sorano Land, Jr.. M
Mot
oil
I?i!.liL'! While Mountain*Sugar Hill
t Hill Houta. Location uneicellad. All
t Wblte Mt. peak* Tialblc. Golf trea to
i, rldldf . ordmirn- Prltau ecrrutgea.
New Ocean House
On the phtiirctiiiie and historic North
Shore. Ideal ccnsldo mid country environ-
incut. All rccri'atloiinl fuatures. Including
golf, trnrils. fl.lihig. riding, and yni-hthig.
I'rlvnle unlhlug henrh. Coinforlnltln and
simclnus BiTCHiiinuilutlons. Jlest imtroungu.
Select etilslne with inonr seafood spcclnl-
llcs. Dooklet. Clement Keimed, President.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Portsmouth
xueata. Tei
White MountainsWarren
Moo.ll.uk.. Inn and Cottaga*. Gait. Unnli
flahing Siimul.tlng atmoapbere, warm dir . co<
nights Good tood,moderate pne(,beaotJfulKtDar]
White MountainsWhilefield
The Wentworth by-lhe-Se*
A delightful summer homnlate Juneloeorly
Bentemher. OIU (u Us hospitable charm t
modern In Its appointments. ITlvatelj
owned (acllltles'loreulertnlnlug
relaiivtloii.
UoKTennisOcean svliomlnc poo': etc.
Write lor now Illustrated folder aud
rale
nuot&tloiis.
The Mountain View House
In an unusual location on a prlrate estate.
serving formany yean a distinguished clien
tele. TvliereiMospltallty Is a tradition and
the cuisine and service are outstanding fea
tures. Oilers all outdoor iporU and an In
teresting social life. Booklet and
ratesched-
uleupourciuett. W.F. Dodge&Bon. Season
June 19-October 18.
VERMONT
Averill LaWl
Qulmbr'a Cold Spring Club.. Ranch life; fore.t
trails- S lake, trout, ealmon Riding Ternw. 43rd"ear!" L.r to Nor. Booklet. U. A. iju.mbj.
Lake MoreyFairlee
Bonn). O.Wa Inn and BungaJ.-a. All Sparta .
76 room, with ball.; andVipl,^D"bTF H i-li*
aupervwed play. Ma/ to Dec. Folder.. E Y*s .
SourCe: June 1937
"National
Geographic"
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Figure 64
Advertising in special events programs
I"""" '" ""1111111 MlllllllllllllllM , , , ,
; Ralph E. Herman Mildred M. Rice I
Herman & Rice, Inc.
All Forms
A
IINSliRANCE
956 CHAPEL ST.
Fidelity and
Surety
,y BONDS
Telephone
8-4101 NEW HAVEN'
MR. BURGESS A. P. KAYE
CANDIDA KATHARINE CORNELL
EUGENE MARCHBANKS ORSON WELLES
THE SCENE
The sitting-room in St. Dominic'a Paraonage in the northeast auburb
of London.
ACT I: A morning in October.
INTERMISSION: 10 MINUTES
ACT II: Late afternoon, the aame Jay.
INTERMISSION: 10 MINUTES
j "balsams
: in the White Mountains
\ on Lake Gloriette
\ THE BALSAMS
i Dixville Notch, N. H.
i Frank Doudera. President
; Mark Whitman, Manager
; New York Office: 500 FifthAv. j
Z Penniylvania 6-8218
: 1934 rates from $5 per day
\ including meal.
LlllUllllllllllllnllllllllllllllHlll^l"'"'""""""u,,",""", iniiiiiiiiiiiimi
Source: Stephen P. Barba, President, The Balsams Grand
Resort Hotel, Dixville Notch, NH .
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can be found in print ads throughout the 1920s and up to the
beginning of WW II (and even into the 1960s). Other phrases
relating to location near certain types of houses of worship
or to a specific type of cuisine also inferred restrictions
of one form or another.
Discrimination was not confined to race or religion.
When the movie industry moved to Hollywood, some area hotels
posted signs stating, "No dogs or actors" . Other hotels in
other sections of the country discouraged travelling salesmen;
on the other hand, other properties specifically sought out
the commercial market.
General Principles of Print Advertising:
While this is not a textbook on advertising techniques,
it's interesting to discover how many of the principles of
contemporary advertising practices were observed by hotels a
even a hundred or more years ago. Some illustrations are:
* Placement: The process of selecting which outlets in
which to place ads has been illustrated on the preceding
pages. However, one interesting aspect as far back as the
1880s was that some newspapers, especially
those with
travel sections, were actively seeking
hotels as potential
advertisers - and even advertising
this fact in other
papers (Figure 65).
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Figure 65
Early newspaper ads seeking hotels as advertisers
THE BOSTON COURIER.
The Beit Paper (or Summer Tooriiti and Person!
Sojourning at theMiantainj. or at the Shore.
It Is full of Interesting and vatuuble reading ; lias
ENTERTAINING SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE
THOU ALL THE LEADING SUMMER HESOItTS
IN NEW ENOLAND. IT CONTAINS ALL
THE SOCIETY NEWS AND OOSSIT OF
D08TON FOR EAOH WEEK, AND
LOCAL AND TELISOllArmO .
NEWS IN FULL.
THEOOUBIER hu Ihe LA1U3E8T LIBToI HOTEL
ANNOUNCEMENTS of any |m.|.er In New England,
and lie Information and QUugoetloiie are of great
value and convenience to Bummer travellers.
Seal lo any address from Uto Office,
299 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
rnu
BOSTON TRAVELLER.
Daily. Semi-Weekly and Weekly.
All the Wewt Local Political Telegraphic Calle
JKtmeMi o/ Ote yoctk Spicy kUlitnrialt Cbrrcinencience
from (Ac Samtner Jtcjort. European Letter, /rem " Al.
. YT. S."
Tkt but advtrtitrng medium far Beach end Mountain
Hc-UU.
tar titt on vacation can }iave TBI TnAYELLM icnl ly
mail Jot one week or longer\ for 16e. per week.
Note: From the August 12, 1882 issue of
Echo". Source: Stephen P. Barba
Balsams, Dixville Notch, NH .
"The White
President
Mountain
, The
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* Positioning: As the value of hotel and destination
advertising increased, it was possible for some to designate
where a particular ad was to appear (e.g., on the arts and
entertainment pages, society section, opposite the editorial
page, etc.). Also, under very special cases, an advertiser
could obtain an "exclusive" and be the only advertiser on the
page (without buying the full page, as shown in Figure 66.
On the other hand, there was always the chance of being
inappropriately placed, to the embarrassment of the hotel,
as illustrated in Figure 67.
* Layout, design, copy, and graphics: Space does not
permit a detailed study of the evolution of hotel advertising
design, graphics, and other factors which contribute to the
visual "feel" of an ad. The rather comprehensive examples
of Atlantic City's cooperative advertising campaigns (which
will soon follow) offer abundant samples of style changes
from the 1890s to the 1950s. But while styles may change,
they can also be cyclical and return, such as the art deco
stylizations of the 1930s "rediscovered" in the 1980s.
As another example, Figure 68 shows some of the changes in
the advertising
"look" of The Balsams between 1882 and 1937.
For most situations, one can generally relate an eye
catching yet aesthetically-pleasing
appearance to the creative
use of balance and harmony, as typified by the magazine ads
shown in Figure 69.
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Figure 66
The only advertiser on the page
THE PHILADELPHIA RECORD. WEDNESDAY, APRIL I*. lilt
River Receding
At Wilkes-Barre,
Danger Is Past
A. the Flood W.l.r. .1 th.
SuMtu.h.nn.'
Rwed.d Mayor Outlines
Roosevelt Line
Project Today
Phil* Mi. Wl,, Dr. Snow Denies >
Board's Right
To Lease Subway
Note Illustration greatly reduced;
the original type page
size was
17" x 21"; ad size
4" x 7V -
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Figure 67
An ultimate example of ad misplacement
THE EVENING BULLETIN, PHILADELPHIA, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17, 1951
Student Auditions ;"',"*
Scheduled by Orchestra
The Philadelphia Orchestra
Student Concerts Committee has
scheduled auditions for the latter
part of March. Young soloists se
lected will appear at Student Coi>
certs next season.
Applicants must be between l|j
and 25 years of age, and must be g
resident of Philadelphia or the arejiv
within a 50-mile radius. . InstrU/J.
mentalists must be prepared to plaj[
one or,more complete concertos oft
their own choice; vocalists should!,
prepare four arias. Each appli-^
cant must bring an
a companist'
and perform without score.
Young musicians who wislttaeBS'
ter the competition may obtain ap
plication blanks from the Phila
delphia Orchestra Student Concerts,
1910 Girard Trust Company Build
ing, Philadelphia 2. Entries will be
accepted until March 15.
The Solace of the
Sea"'
Offers Comfort
to the Sorrowing-
has proved so helpful to
so many following the
loss of a loved one.
Tor more inlormition write Room loo
Chamber of Commerce,Atlantic Cily,N.J.
Academy
AJe"'
Looking for a warm, comfortable, convenient
ly located room? Bead
"Rooms"
ads In The
Bulletin Want Ad columns today.Advt.
DINNERS $1.00
RESTAURANT & BAR
1427 WALNUT ST.
Caterer to Private Parties
ENDEZVO.US
Note: Someone really
"goofed" here as far as positioning.
The message delicately carried in this
"bereavement"
ad was hardly suited for inclusion on the
paper's
entertainment section.
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Figure 68 ( 1 of 2 pages)
The evolution of a property's advertising design and style
DIXVILLE NOTCH, N. H
1898 - -The
Maine Central"
*'lJ/lJJJ/rjiuj.t/f/lui//i/tiiiiittrrtttttt*rt*ttiirT-riTrrm
PICTURESQUE DIXVILLE NOTCH .
wfll 4Bj4SSJ
DIXVILLE.
T31X1 HOUS 12..
Thla ,\> .Yule*1m tiroiiuuniTsJ bj rM h
ba "ntut'li inoro r\>nmi.llo ml | M
on) ol tlio Wlilln Mum.ut.hi v -. --_ - - t ^ ,| j
i\ll."Ui-uiullul WiOk.; |j.i*ty KttM^ |* | luj
CtKtdca; juy. All/lno Climb*, *n fc LW* <4 4*
nttrucUuii*. "Tim iru* jr.<*-.w-j y ni"M
QuiVl/ tw; li<*Uij*lt >>.' ' J <
RcncbeJ tij Ilia boot^o, C..i>.r4
hiid OrAnd Trunk liilln^J Wi K>4\j>
Ui i'iicr> rui Hlujn, Twulf Q> Uiu, ,|
rid hi* Mom; Kid Count-- ll. ul o-l U'-4*#lh^
Ufud fur ClrcuUr. Trrtu4 L-.*.
<r
UKUHUK I'AH.ll* . r,tn^
Ooluuoox P.O. ii* iMMepi
3
s
s
*zT7rrf7rfrrrirrrffri/rfjrrtti/rrf/fffr///rrifT77~t2j.criJXi2rzv.
ELEVATION 2000 FEET.
.. .. ABSOLUTELY SO MAY FEVER .
PUftE SPRt.va WATER.
1882 - "The White
Mountain Echo"
DIXVILLE NOTCH
DIXVILLE NOTCH, N. H.
WHITE MOUNTAINS
A moilrrn retort hotel entering lo UtOft
ir/io <fei the bent. J'rirute hiilhn. electric
liijhls. pureal uprinij tenter ill nil jmrl.i 0/ lite
house.
Betxxecn the White Mvunttiiui* ami the
Rangclcy /.uiVr.i ni.il on the atture nf Lake
Glorictle. full of brook Iroul. itttmfeet above
neii level. All amtuiemenla rxcrjit golf, liny
fever unltnotrn.
BOOKLET ON REQUEST
CllilS. II. (Joilld, iilaiiiitjiT.
DIXVILLK NOTCH, " "
rriTT'p RAL.SAj'VlS THE BUILDING is of the best modern construction, four
.__, TJ'D fi fl TT stories high, with steel frame, outside walls and interior
par-
T lJx Ej - X t\. U U r titions of tile and concrete, and fire-proof floors. Being
A.DDITI0N "jf-Jf*semi-detached, the new wing is thoroughly fire-proof. No
hotel in New Hampshire is of similar substantial construc
tion; and there is no resort hotel in New England to compare with it.
THE ROOMS are commodious, conveniently arranged and most comfortably furnished.
They are so disposed that they are readily available in suites of any desired size, having
rivate bathrooms with shoulder shower, and outside light and ventilation.
. URE WATER from 1 tool and sparkling spring high up on the mountain sije is available in
even- room.
ALL ROOMS have 1 pleasant outlook, and nearly all command a view of Lake Glonette and the Notch.
GARAGEThe new (ire-proo! garage has ample capacity and all needed appointments.
SCENERY-ln'Ironl of The Balsams the
'notch'
or passage through the mountains is much narrower than
I
ighls line views are obtained ol New Hampshire. Vermoi
. No part of the White Mountains lias scenery surpassing
Maine and the Canadia
that ol the Dixville Notchand other nearby
he t f
Province ol Quebec,
region in sublimity and wild grandeur.
RCREATION-Pro> ision lor indoor recreation is made in music, reading room, bazaar smoking and lounge
rooms and card rooms, billiards, etc ; and some ol the
outdoor inleresl. are motoring, driving nding wood-
LTXalks. mountain .rails, tennis, bo ,g. croquet bo.tinv. canoeing, swimming and trout fishing Golfing
over "picturesque course, and a modern and well-equipped dub house with extensive view, over a wide
panorama ol country, gitc unsurpassed facilities lor the
en,,., men, f this game.
Source Stephen P- Barba,
President, The Balsams Grand
Resort Hotel.
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Figure 68 (2 of 2 pages)
Advertising design evolution (cont'd)
"The BALSAMS
In the Northern White Mountains Excellent Roads, Unjurpaasecj Scenery
An exclusive estate of 4500 acres. A new fireproof addition of 100
rooms, with 100 baths, the very best. A modem fireproof
garage for 200 cars. Perfectly equipped machine shop. Superior
accommodations
for chauffeurs.
Perfect lo-Hol. Golf
Course of 6100 y.rds.
Ujd osit by Donald.
Rosa.
"SKI-TAN"
IN SUMMER
When you last skied in the moun
tains, you got a strong sun-tan. Up
here it) Dixville Notch you'll tan
quicker and better . . . 2,000 feet
above sea level. And you'll find
superbgolf, riding, bathing, shoot
ing, fishing . . . and no hay fe'v'er.
Selected clientele. The Jialsarns.is
fireproof throughout, and rates are
moderate. Send for booklet S. P.
1
OIXVILLENOTCH.N.H.-f--jk -m DI VIL E NOTCH, .I-
["'Balsams
1937 - -The
Sportsman"
1920s
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Figure 69
Balanced advertising design
"There is nothing which has yet been
conceived by man by\vhich so much
happiness is produced as a good Inn.*"
So saidDoctor SamuelJohnson
GALEN HALL
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
"Christmas Dinner Every Day!"
Not at all. Although that is just what
a guest saiJ to us. But we Jo have a
generous table of good things, and strive
to make it better and better.
It is our purpose and practice to give
rather more than is usual for
the rates charged.
Good Music White Service
Golf Privileges
Sea Water in All Private Baths
DepartmentforBaths and Physical Treatments
Diet Kitchen for Special Requirements
Make Your Reservations Now.
SEASIDE
jQLnlic Cdij 9lff
le- >vcr JAee, imiulza
Ana. oliwifului aubeica
. cf meatana of
m of eqtietciie m
A Iwii
/tlceb an _,___
jcne. cf Uie- Icilbneceph
fox lona lasliia.
J/iamcfi Dacon
Note: Both of these 1928 ads featured historic guotations
to "substantiate" their sales messages. They also
illustrated the clean design and symmetrical layout
style which had gained popularity during that time.
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Financial Considerations:
As newspapers and magazines attracted more hotel
advertising, in addition to an abundance of advertising
potentials from a multitude of other business, costs
rose to a point where many hotels and destination
promotion agencies could not readily afford some of the
new advertising rate structures.
Two key financial arrangements developed which helped
ease some of the financial considerations:
1. Barter : Since hotels had products (rooms, food,
and beverages) which newspaper, magazine, and later radio and
TV outlets purchased for their representatives1 use, various
systems of "trade outs" arose whereby publishing companies
and broadcast stations could exchange space or broadcast time
for hotel accommodations (and sometimes a specified percentage
of food and beverage).
Also known as "due bill advertising", "exchange
advertising", and "exchange contract advertising", this
system is by no means new.
Figure 70 illustrates both a short form and a sample long
form of due bills used back in 1928.
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Figure 70
Tvo types of due bills used in the 1920s
FOR THe FRONT OFFICE
Amount} - Date -
HOTEL LINCOLN
New York
EXCHANGE ADVERTISING CONTRACT
This due bill is non-transferable and is Issued in exchange for advertising
space in -
It will be honored for ROOM ACCOMODATIONS ONLY to the amount
above written if used on or before
This due bill Is subject to cancellation only for failure by publication to
which issued to fulfill its contract and must be presented to clerk on ducy at time
of registration. Good only when signed by the Managing Director.
dTrCanaging *Dirtor
DEPOSfT THIS ORDER WITH ROOM CLERK WHEN YOU REGISTER
Credit Order No..
THE HOLLENDEN HOTEL
at Superior Avenue and East Sixth Street
Cleveland, Ohio
CREDIT ORDER
Date.
Iasued to
In payment for advertising of The Hollenden Hotel in above publi
cation, and is good for accommodationsatTheHollenden, Cleveland,
to the amount of $ . , subject to the following
conditions:
1 Good only Item Juoa 1*1 to Stpuobu SO, 1)20. ladoaa**.
2. ~TUa onW mart ba dapodud vilb tba rooa dark by ua rirht/itl ownar tfcaraof. Ua
mploya, dTwOaijlt miliflu or aoy mambar oi bio LmmadiaLa family, whan.
inj.nlaiirif_ and will b ratunad by Ua bill dtrk to fuoal *h*B Uavuf-
. It la aipranly undantood aad ipnl that tha iaauin of thia ordar by Tba Hotol HoU
Indto Corapanr impliaa bo oblifauoD to aupply rooma at aueh tunaa M room* at Th*
Holland** ara all aoU or r rad.
T Tha Hot*. Holleodto Company la not liabl* to tha pmoo pradnf. umof or ottar-
vum araillnc htraaalf of tha uaa of dna bill uodar tbla contract for use oorapaOMdocl or
d*nu(*a of n)r kiod *hat*M*cr for pacton*J injury or preparry Iaim rufttload
vhila la th* botcL
A eomnlinoQ of 1S% la to ba paid to tha party am(Uc 'or IhU ordar. a* IndleatoJ
abova. and frooa vboni you viU near* all ordara and copy, and to vban all btlla and
ebockioi mpiea an to ba UL
Not*: To avoid dlaappoMtsant, room* ahould ba raaarrad U adraae.
THE HOTEL HOLLENDEN COMPANY
-President
. Comptroller
Note: Due bills were given to media outlets in exchange for
print advertising space or broadcast time and the
above samples were in the formats recommended by the
hotel accounting firms. Source: November 1928 issue
of "The Alarm Clock", a monthly bulletin of the hotel
accounting firm then known as
Horwath & Horwath.
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2. Cooperative Advertising: In order to afford
consistent and continuous advertising campaigns, hotels
in certain destination areas (usually ones which attracted
high volumes of business from key feeder cities) came up
with the concept of "pooling their financial resources".
The resultant programs of cooperative advertising would
primarily concentrate on promoting the attractions and benefits
of the area, rather than the features of a specific property.
Cooperative advertising is generally implemented through:
1. A series of coordinated destination promotion ads,
generally similar in layout and design ("consistency of
appearance"), in which the names of the participating properties
are listed along with the primary selling message.
2. A "combination package" in which a co-op ad is
"piggy-backed" alongside an advertisement placed by the
area or city publicity bureau, chamber of commerce, or some
other municipal agency -
Atlantic City, New Jersey, is the acknowledged originator
of community cooperative advertising
(Figures 71 and 72) - and
has developed a long line of successful campaigns over a more
than 70 year period. Due to the participation of key properties
and substantial donations and other support from the business
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community, it was able to hire the most creative copywriters
and advertising agencies.
The following pages (Figures 71-92) in chronological
sequence illustrate not only the extent and scope of some of
the key campaigns, but also the time-tested principles of
attractive, effective, profit-producing newspaper and magazine
advertising .
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Figure 71
Earliest known community promotion advertisement, 1890
-: TH LZADIHG HOTCLS : fc,V,5 CDf&fffTWW
BB/&TTW DC/VMS CftALfONTC-
t,,v
WKVTllX '
RVDOLr LURAY eSHCLBURA/C
- ' ' *> - /-
TPArMORC- ~CffARLt?<> /iADDOMHAIL
1A509 lfl*t
"* '
plcaiort
WRirt-TO-ANY
'Or-TME ABOVE Horti^.T
FDR BOOKLETS
AND DESCRIPTIVE. MATTER.
'A-VIEWN
_ |atlanticcit/5
cccww4l1<~7s ctrk rou/imills Ltwc.^yi
F-^MOUS STEEL
40 rcrr nvoe: Arvo Ttvtvtrr rauRjSg OCEAN WALK
ncr above nrc beach ^r |N NID-WSNTCU
Note: This 1890 newspaper ad open the first documented
cooperative promotion campaign done in the USA. It
was the beginning of a number of such community
promotion programs done in Atlantic City (and later
elsewhere), which were supported by assessment of
participating hotels (generally based on the number
of rooms), as well as financial contributions from
area business firms.
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Figure 72
Verification of Atlantic City advertising claim
ATLANTIC CITY, THE FIRST
COMMUNITY ADVERTISER
As the result of a study on community advertising.
the Bureau of Advertising of the American Newspaper
Publishers Association believes it has obtained evidence
to substantiate the claim that Atlantic City, N. J., was
the originator of community advertising. In the course
of this study, the Bureau's bulletin reports that it was
found that not only did Atlantic City claim to be tin
original community advertiser, but that examples ar
still in existence of newspaper advertising for this re
sort published thirty-five years ago. Copy of one of Un
original advertisements as it appeared in the newspapers
around 1890 was forwarded to the Bureau by the Dor-
land Advertising Agency.
The hotel men of Atlantic City were persuaded to
engage in co-operative advertising through the pioneer
efforts of Senator Edge, of New Jersey, it is slated. It
took him three years to convince the hotel men that his
plan was plausible and profitable.
The Bureau's bulletin on community advertising is
based on returns from more than half the entire list of
communities advertising. It carries a list, by States
and communities, of the amount expended on
newspaper
advertising as reported by the communities.Printers' Ink.
Note: This article in a 1920s issue of Printer's Ink
substantiated Atlantic City's claim as the
industry's first community advertiser, and in
turn garnered additional publicity for "The
World's Playground".
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Figure 73
Community campaigns of the early 1920s
1Q23J
include g
a trip to |
Note:
==-ls;*f' *"".
2tT *>MlO!lsoii.
assi'S^
**S EWlin
* *om CHtlCCA
<* HOIIL NORTON
*TIU WltTSMftl
i-THt rtoiMHunsr
AHOmiOTNWSIL
A. American /Ya,
*. fttretfUMfi fib j4ArfA Pttntr
antic City
CRIWtNJCA
AN DER
ADRIA
HOTEL
MIRAMARE
Am Strande und
gegenuber dem
Kurpark.
WormeMeerbader
im Hauie.
Gleiche Leitung wie:
PALACE HOTEL
IN ZAGREB
USc=
INFORMATIONENOUWH
AUEMER-BOROSUHD
CIEKURKOMMISSIOM
fefeadlon^ n2H<
MOANA HOTEL
AV nTKe ^orla-renoiOnea tourist igfc'}
Y%
resort on Waikiki
Beach'
%
GUforWiTln. Mjm
SEASIDE HOTEL
On (Vie cottage plan, in a groOe
of stately palmsnearly 10 acres
Alexander -Young
Cenlral HOTEL P^ia!
Absolutely Fireproof
Oa-cr^i-fU-Ycune--
Tot fa'liet.lari addrttf tht Hold Managtri direct
Thirty years after the initial campaign, Atlantic
City reinforced its efforts, in the face of growing
competition from other seaside destinations, ranging
from the Mediterranean shore to Havaii.
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Figure 74
Enlisting advertising support from the business community
GF
A MESSAGE? TO
j&usimess Mem
fftHGUT E>I EUSIHESS
IN ATLANTIC eiTT
9?HE advertisements reproduced m the following pages represent
^-^ a few samples of t lie advertising copy that lias been appearing
during llie past few monltis in sucli representative newspapers as tlie
New York Times, Herald-Tribune, World, livening Sun and Eve
ning Posi; the Brooklyn Eagle and Newark News; the Philadelphia
Ledger, Inquirer and Record; the Pittsburgh Press, Post-Gazette,
and Sun-Telegraph, the Balinnure Sun, Washington Star; the Bos
ton Transcript and Post; the Toronto Mail and Empire; Montreal
LaPresse and Star.
These reproductions are of the same size as the actual news
paper advertisements, some of which appeared In "run of
paper"
(that is, the first twelve news pages) and some upon the resort pages.
These advertisements were created by Frank Irving Fletcher as
the beginning of a series that will appear during 1928, selling Atlantic
City in a different and extremely effective way. The contracts for
this advertising are placed through Dorland, of Atlantic City.
The reprints of some of these advertisements were first used In a
program prepared for a dinner meeting of the Kiwanis Club of Atlan
tic City, held at the Hotel Morton, Thursday evening. January 26,
1928, at which a representative group of prominent citizens were
guests of the Club. Frank Irving Fletcher was the speaker. The
Kiwanis committee in charge of the affair included William S. Emle>\
chairman, Philip N. Bessor, William A Faunce, Victor S. Fisher,
Frank P. Cravatt, Thomas L. Husselton, George C. McAvoy, John
W. Misener, James S. Murphy, Daniel J. O'Connell. Charles F.
Osman, Alex Vollmer.
Brncersol'
Winter
with chasers of
Spring and
no snow on
The Boardwalk!
Atlantic
? City *
ll In Butiiieit
For four Htahb
little more
^rx iimc l>y the
6ca occasionally
means a little
more time on
earth eventually!
atlantic
* City ?
fj In Buiiutti
Torfour Health
CHALfONTE-HAOOON HAU. 4
DINNIS-* CALIN HALL 4
HOLMIIURST A MORTON A
riNNHUNlT-4 1H11BUBN1 I
RITZ CARLTON r STRAND 4 t
KMCXIRBOCKIR.'rJt JIAJID1 4
TMYNOIMC WILTlllfat
AMBASSADOR t RtAKERJ-.*(
BRIGHTON.* CIIIUEA^f
M4RLBOROI1CII BLENHEIM A t
J f-B-.lln
Marlborough bi
penniiurst *
BITZCAflLTONI
TKAVMURE * c
AMBAiJADOR t
BRIGHTON^*
DENNIS-.*
HOLMIIURST.
RBOCXtR
llllLBURNt B
STRAND..*-!
WILTSHIRE A
SRCAKfLS-4(
Z\ltUlA-*E
CaLEN HALU*
MORTON-*
JEASlDt <
CIIALfONTI IIAUDON HALL.I
Z-Lir<FI>a|
CC^.20 CQ_JL_9Q
Note: A 28-page booklet showing
actual-size
^
ads for the
1928 Atlantic City campaign was distributed to area
businessmen, particularly at civic and service
club
meetings, to elicit support and
financial contributions
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Figure 75
Accompanying support from business and railroads
- ATLANTIC CITY, FED. M, 1928
^
THE HOLIDAY ,-. -
Whether it was the- "pulling
of tha new advertising campaign, the
favorable weather, or the pent-up de
sire of the . cosmopolite to get away
from toil for a few days, this much is
certain, Atlantic
'
City entertained ita
largest Lincoln's birthday holiday
crowd yesterday. In dealing with re
sort crowd tatiatics one is apt to
overstate, but there is no need for it
in referring to yesterday's throng.
* After yiewing the long line of roll
ing chairs yesterday on the Boardwalk,
one is convinced that there are thous
ands of urban dwellers with the time
and the wherewithal to enjoy a so
journ at the seashore. ' All We need
do is to tell them about it and to tell
them often about it.
':-
Atlantic.'
CHy, Tuesday, February 14, 1928.
ATLANTIC CITY. did ai^astouishtnjj amount of
/ , "visitor
business"
yesterday for n day lu Feb
ruary. The Boardwalk oppeai<d to be almost as
busy lis on ii summer's 'day.
'
Some BoardivaJk
business j'Im.-es >ecmed to bo tnkcu unuwarcs by
the demands for aerviw, especially tbe restaurant*.
"Whether. the uiajority'of the crowd came by ui:to-
piobile or rdilroad ia not definitely known. Whether
reduced railroad-fares from Philadelphia and New
York had any bearing upon the "unusual business
is likewise, uucertaia. But. the possibilitics/seem
important enough"to warranty thu serious
'ntlmi-
lion of all Atlantic City business. Interests. IE we
are indeed upon the tbreshbold-of-.il business spurt,
no matter what its cause, wo. Want to be prepared
[or it in order to make the.most of.it. Coninluiti-
ing flbout'dulliiess has becomm chronic. ThcVe is
danger that sudden prosperity Biiglji ti,"d us ubleep.
Let's check up now, take an uccouni! of stock and
kcepvoureyc^ open.. All signs cartninly seem to
read*boom.
GREATEIOTYAD FUND
NOW^TOTALS^lUipOO
''''
'"'.
'
'(ir-r--h :'"-<
HOTELS (prorated J15 a room).'
Tra]moref'AuibassaiJori Brighton,
.
'
'. Breakers,
Chalfonte-Haddon'
Hall,
. Cliclsea; -
Dentil,.1'."
Oalen
Hall,'
Holmhurst,- Knickerbocker, :Marl-
'horough-Blenlielni;''
Morton, Penn-
. burst, Rltz-CarltohvScaslde.Shel-
liuvue. Strand ajid ''.* .. -
' Wiltshire :.'..v. :,,', . 3100,000
Atlantic Clly National Bank ' 6,000
Guarantee Trust Company''.. 5.000
Kent's CWallon's) Restaurants 1,000
Hackney's Restaurant '..',.1'; -1,000
Vienna -'Restaurants ' .'. . . .. l.OOil
^yllso^' iJalry :.'. 1 ....... . 500
Waggenhclra's Market 500
'., Total ,,...,.... .v.;.vl 5111,000
Washington's Birthday
at Atlantic City
Washington's Birthday comes at a time when
1 visit to the shore ii a real tieat. It's a "grand
and glorious
feeling" to swing along the
Boardwalk in that exhilarating air. So much
more to iee and to do than ia any other place
1 you can go. >
Take a day or two extta, if you can spare the
time. But if you can't, one winter holiday in
Atlaatic City is as good three days at home.
TnUlin Cltanal Soar* firryf*AdmMUOtr
WEEKDATSi 1.IO. !. IIJ0A.M. M.). L00.
*0O *JO. J.OO. S.IO.ILOO. SJD. 11-40 P. M.
tUNDATS. S 10, ilN, JJ0. ll.JOA.U, LOO. 1.0ft
JO, 11.40 P.M.
-EjrflifMor.Ti|l* I-RmwSinudtl ">1 /
Take advantage of the New Low Fares
Orus-day or WttV-rrA ar Full tun>w*tW
Owr'nI|ftl 5IWl VoeOlJoi Vacoiiew
$225 $300 $360
Rriulir 91 JO EaeuMionj Every Sund.iT
Reading Railway
System
6UJy , Fj&. Wrt-lfJ-r-
Note: Cooperation from the local community, the local press
and railroads was an important factor in the success
of the 1928 campaign.
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Figure 76
Local advertisements announcing community promotion support
.We believe in the futureoAtlantic City.
like prosperity of the Cityand the
Atlantic City National Bank depends
on Che patronage and good will of our
rvisitors._.
.
.
.!
..".\
------
JChe. real benefits, and attractions have
only begun to be~told.'.- - .-- ":-,'. .
We have this day given to the Combina
tion Advertising Fund $5000.00
..to carry on.
'
ATLANTIC CITY NATIONAL BANK
. The Guarantee Trust
Company is glad to add its
co-operation and financial
support to ihe movement so
well underway tomorewidely ,
announce the natural merits
of Atlantic -City as an ideal
place for relaxation, rest and
health. We have today
"appropriated $5,000 to the
Advertising
Fund.
GUARAimETRUSTCOWANT
<Manlic3xnm alNorth uiwlim
*';* -''-mi
"
-. .:'..,.'-'. . hb "r-ilJlV
Wheii the,Weather's^
; .at. Its.Worst Atlantic -^
:.ri,City's Its Best!
:'?*';'
'jT-ThIS is the season ofReducedRates at
<?. 'AtlanticCiry.l.but it is more especially
-. the season of continually improving
climatic advantages...rates are reduced
because the traffic is lighter...yet they
.deserve to be higher because the
' \ climate is better.. .you get a lowertariff
' for a more salubrious temperature:., s
v the bark of winter without the bite
-.of cold..!saving money while increas-
- *j
i. ing your, efficiency in making it..: '<
-"iidrawing more gnJSarure-
and- less on--,-
^Tthe bank
'.'. d i g'
to"' your physical "7
"reserves at only a nominal cost to
your financial resources . . . using
Reduced Rates at Atlantic City to im-
. "prove your Financial Rating in Town! ,.
Atlantic City
( I* evfrry ef til FotWinf ft* H..I
HUCHTON-*
'
BMAK.IKJ-* t
, CHAtrONTI-liADDON
HALL-J '
. C1IEL5IA-.4-E
DENNIS-*
'
GALEN HALL A
MOLMHL'RjT-J
'
KNICKERBOCKER At
'
MAIUBOllOLSGil-BUNilElW-^ t
' luAhwtkjui Flu I Ewv*iiB Ftaa
MORTON-*
PENNHU1UT-.4 .
JTY-CARlTON-t
itAitDt-A
SHELBURNEiT
STRAND-.*-*
TRAYMOKE4I
VtLT5HlRE-4
AMBASSADOR E
A--tot*Mu.l
i .(* H-U'fd Hrt.U OjTcv-i the{>-/ >fHt-
,'lr.UN.V N.w.'rk. PK.l.d.lpl
i.tunftan nd.tliTniJihoul Now York Si.
r Atlantic City, February 10. 1928. ij-
'"
-Jhe Comrnun'ly Advertising Committee. ,
'
-
' ' Local..
"
t ^ .
r-
' "_; Gentlemen: V
*".*'
'Feeling the importance of your advertising cam-
Vpaign,.for the benefit of Atlantic City,- and wishing to
'\co-6perate with you in a slight measure to help carry
i'-'-.-.pn this wonderful 'drive, to sell Atlantic City and our
; -T promenade 1o the nation; I therefore
wiah to inform you that I will contribute $500 towards
^.: "your fund. X ;. _- -. ',_..' 0
' '.-*.'*, I /eel that it is only a hotel men's proposition;
but-boe that affects every busneias man in Atlantic City.
;-'/' '^'.Wishing for your continued success, 1 am,
' V:;*' ^.V^ --*7"; . "' '. Very truly yours, , ;.,'
'-.r"jbSEPH
WAGENHE1M._~"
'S
..-,.
,7 No. Kentucky Ave.
i::".r,t'.r ;. '<:
Note Area merchants and
businesses took out newspaper
_
ads
in the local Atlantic City press to announce
their
support and contributions
to the 1928 campaign.
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Figure 77
Notes for a new campaign
The leading hotels of A.C. have for many
co-operated in financing a campaign of advertising
intended to make people think A.C - think it so
often, think it so pleasantly, that they will come
to have the desire to go there and go there often.
Last year marked the advent of a new era in
the history of this advertising. Copy and layout
assumed a new and more distinctive form under the
master touch of Frank Irving Fletcher - a noted
copywriter who was retained at a princely fee to
paint terse, modern, compelling word pictures of
what A.C. has to offer. He has just been
re-engaged for another year. Samples of his
copy done the past year are to be found in the
small booklet passed around.
Newspapers only are being used... for in
them the advertisements can be localized. The
appeal is directed to the best class of people
in a limited list of large cities.
s/ Adrian Phillips
Note- A transcription of handwritten notes found on the back
of a September 15, 1928 Chalfonte-Haddon Hall Hotel
breakfast menu. It seems to have been prepared for use
by Adrian Phillips in speeches before
various local
organizations, calling attention to the 1929 campaign.
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Figure 78
1929 ad series for the "Christian Science Monitor"
>f
Three ^Kovirs -
from
9{eu> york
One <5rour
from
^Philadelphia
Lies a joyous
retreat from
the bustling
business
world
^CITYq
Home of a Hundred Hotels
Offering the Comforts ofHome
Write to any oi the following
for Rates or Reservations:
MARLBOnOUGH-BLENHEIM-a-a
ST. CHARLES-* GLASLVN.CHATHAM.
HOLMHURST-a
KNICKERBOCKER-*-*
IAFAYETTE-*
STRANO-a-e
TRAYMORE-a-#
WILTSHIRE-*
AMBASSADORS ^0RTOr.-s
BREAKERS-*-*
BRIGHTON-*
DENNIS-a
GALEN -HALL-*
RlTZ-CARLTON-f
SEASIDE-*-*
SHELBURNE-e
CHALFONTE-HAODON HALL-*
1_Amrlcan plan European Plan
-eBoth Phm
1^1 othing in the
world can give
you quite the
thrill of a prome
nade up and
down Atlantic
City's boardwalk
. . . unless it be a
horseback ride
over the sea-
washed sands of
its seven -mile
beach.
4
Ci^\L? J
Home of a Hundred Hotels
Offering theComfortt ofHomt
Write to any of the following
for Rates or Reservations:
MAm.BOROUO.H-BL.ENHF.IM-l-,
ST. CHARLES-. OLASLVN.CHATHAM.,
HOLMHUnST-I
KNICKERBOCKER-.-.
UFAYETTE-i
MORTON-,
FITZ-CARLTON-.
SEASIDE-,-,
SHELBURNF-,
4
STRANO-.-
TRAVMORE-,-,
WILTSHIRE-,
AMBASSADOR-,
BREAKERS-,-,
BRIGHTON-,
DENNIS-,
CALEN-HALL-,
CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL-.
aAmvlai Pl.n European Pln
- Both Plans
you've been
hoping to try out
your wings, At
lantic City's the
place to make
your firstattempt
There is a busy
fleet of seaplanes
awaiting you at
the Inlet.
r V-'Jl JL JL - N
Home of a Hundred Hotels
Offering the Comforts ofHome
Write to any of the folloni/ing
for Rates or Reservations:
CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL-,
SHELBURNE-, GALEN-HAIL-,
STRAND GLASLYN.CHATHAM..
TBSVIinilE... H01MHURST-.^H, KNICKERBOCKER-.-.WILTSHIRE-. lAFAYETTE-.
AMBASSADOR-. MORTON-.
BREAKERS-.-. RITZ-CARLTON-a
BRIGHTON.. ST. CHARLES-.
OENNIS-. SEASIDE-.-.
MARLBOROUBH-BLENHEIM-.-,
, Amwlcn Plan . EuroDMn Pl.is
.-.Both Plan,
Note: Part of the 1929 campaign which effectively
painted the
"word pictures mentioned on the preceding
page. This
particular group of ads was
developed specifically for
insertion in the "Christian Science Monitor".
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Figure 79
A campaign within a campaign
t>
r
Say
"Goodbye"
to the office.
Say
"Hello"
to |
Atlantic City,
"We're here to \
enjoy your glo- <j
rious autumn
Home of a Hundred Hotels
Offering the Comforts ofHome
Write to any of the folttrwing
for Rates or Reservations:
CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL-.
SHELBURNE-. GALEN-HAIL-.
1TRAND-...
GLASLYN.CHATHAM..
TRAYMORE..
HOLMHURST-.
YMUHU-. .
KN|CKERBOCKER-.-.
WILTSHIRE-. L4FAVETTE-.
AMBASSADOR-. MORTON-.
BREAKERS-.-. RITZ-CARLTON-.
BRIGHTON-. ST. CHARLES-.
OENNIS-. SEASIDE-.-.
MARLBOROUGH-BLENHEIM-.-.
,Amwlcn Pl.n .-EuraoMn Pl.n
.-.Both Pl.n.
1
TsOhat T>oes 0ne <j|
TDo in <5\tlantic
Qity "During
the <da\l 1
One dines and
dances in the bril
liant hotels . . . one
rides horseback over
7 miles of beach . . .
one plays golf or ten
nis ... or one just
sits in the sun and
glories in the beauty
and majesty of the
Atlantic.
Atlantic
^
I
IN
Home of a Hundred Hotel*
Offering the Comforts ofHome
Write to any of the following
for Rates oi Reservations;
MARLBOnOUOH-BLENHEIM-o-*
ST CHARLES-* GLASLVN-CHATHAM-*
HOLMHURST-a
KNICKERBOCKER-*-*
LAFAYETTE-*
MORTON-*
RITZ-CARLTON-*
SEASIDE.-J-e
SHELBURNE-8
STRAND-a-e
TRAYMORE-*-*
WILTSHIRE-*
AMBASSADOR-*
BREAKERS-b-s
BRIGHTON.*
DENNIS-a
GALEN-HALL-*
CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL-*
I Arr.eMcj.ri Plan -Enropran Pton
i-O-Bulh Pljm
'
ature greatly <j
favored us
when she placed the
Gulf Stream near our
front door. It does
wonders for our cli
mate, making sports
out of doors enjoy
able all the year
round.
Now that it's Fall
you really ought to
find an excuse to
come here.
Atlantic
STRAND-*-*
TRAYMORE-*-*
WILTSHIRE-*
AMBASSADOR-*
BREAKERS-*-*
BRIGHTON-*
DENNIS-*
GALEN -HALL-*
CHALFONTE-HAODON HALL-*
gAme'lt*" Plan -Europun Plan
k
*-cBoth PUna
C"i2 i
Home of a Hundred Hotels
Offering the Comforts ofHome
Write lo any of the following
for Rates or Reservations:
MARLBOROUGH-BLENHEIM-.-.
ST CHARLES-. GLASLVN.CHATHAM-.
HOLMHURST-.
KNICKERBOCKER-.-.
LAFAYETTE-.
MORTON-,
RITZ-CARLTON-,
SEASIDE-.-,
SHELBURNE-,
4
Note Continuation of the 1929 campaign. This portion of
the series focused on the benefits of a fall vacation
to turn what might be considered the
"off-season"
into a "value-season". It was, in effect, a "campaign
within a campaign".
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Figure 80
Sample 1930 campaign foarc^^
Th,. .idoerlisemenl will appear daring the first Toeeb of
NTYo i V"1f '"''** Newspaper, n"'"York. Brooklyn. Newark. Philadelphia. Baltimore,Washington. Boston and Pittsburgh.
ll is just one of a series of some fifty similar ad, appearing in newspapers throughout the Country each sear
and paid for by the Hotel, listed therein and a group ofLime minded business interests.
Twenty Stops and
Starts for 1930
Stop Gambling .
Stop Dreaming .
Stop Coveting .
Stop Worrying
Stop Plodding .
Stop Hating . .
Start Working
Start Doing
Start Earning
Start Smiling
Start Playing
Start Liking
Stop Regretting . . Start Forgetting
Stop Whining . . . Start Winning
Stop Aging Start Growing
STOP AT ATLANTIC CITY
AND START NOW!
Atlantic City
Home of a Hundred Hotels. Offering the Comforts of Home
Three hours from New York : via Cenrral Railroad of New Jersey
(Blue Corner service/ from Liberty Street or 23rd Street Stations, or
via Pennsylvania Railroad ^Pullman service) from Pennsylvania Sta
tion or Hudson Terminal. Further information from local tidcec agents.
TRAYMORE-A-E
BRIGHTON-A
DENNIS-A
GLASLYN-CHATHAM-A
KNICKERBOCKER.A-E
LAFAYETTE-A
MORTON-A
ST. CHARLwS-A
SEASIOE-A-E
SHELBURNE-E
STRAND-A-E
CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL-A-E MARLBOROUGH-BLENHEIM-A-E
[A American Plan E European Plan A-EBolh Plans |
Write to oAny of the Above for 'Hates and Reservations
COPYRIGHTED. F. I. ,.. lylO
Note: As a prelude to the 1930 campaign, area business firms
were sent tearsheets describing the forthcoming program.
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Sample ads from the 1934 program
FIVE F A M
\_Ju Hie
S HOTELS
i oat.atwalk
. . . offer to the winter visitor perfection of accom
modations in the central, most colorful section of
the oceanfront, with matchless service, palatial
appointments and appealing cuisine.
Extensive sun decks and solaria for healthful sun
bathing spacious lounges sea water baths
cards, concerts, dances and individual features.
ATLANTIC CITY
Your inquiry will be welcomed by each of
the following. Rates by day. week or season
will be seat, with bookletj, upon request.
TRAYMORE MARLBOROUGH-BLENHEIM
DENNIS - CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL - BRIGHTON
Apply lo Loral
Railroad"
Offictifor Special Round-Trip Ratts
THE BEACHE5 THE BOARDWALK THE OCEAN THE PIERS
THE SHOPS THE ROLLER CHAIRS THE LINKS THE SPORTS
THE THEATRES THE BOATS THE BAYS THE BATHING
AND
J-lt \~sOQl c~>umnie,c L^lunate
Why hesitate ? Compare Atlantic City's features with
those of any other resort. Nowhere are they so varied
and complete. Nowhere are you so certain to find your
favorite diversions . . . Decide now on . . .
ATLANTIC CITY
YOUR GUARANTEE OF A PERFECT VACATION
The following leading bouses are all directly on the Board
walk, overlooking the sea.They offer the finest of resort hotel
accommodations sea water baths, sua decks and solaria.
surf bathing facilities and individual entertainment features.
CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL BRIGHTON DENNIS
MARLBOROUGH-BLENHEIM TRAYMORE
Kindly Write or Pbone for Rates and Reservations
Relieve the Tedium of a Long Winter . - .
Repair the inroads of last year's work and worry . . . r-new fh<-
energy consumed in keeping everlastingly at it . . . Bring mind
and body hack to normal in no lime. Wonderiuily heu.tmul
climate warmed by the Gulf Stream and brightened by the sun
... the Boardwalk to stroll on . . . shops, shows and dicMays
to visit . . . sun decks to lounge upon . . . golf, riding, roller
chairing and countless entertainments.
ATLANTIC CITY
Write These leading Boardwalk Hotels for Rates and Reserv
CUALFONTE-IIADDON HALL MARLBOROUGH-JLXN1I
BRIGHTON DENNIS TRWMORE
TAKE THE OPEN ROAD TO
Sp'uuj
A hard winter is over. The motor
ways are wide, smooth and invit
ing waiting to lead you to
Spring's revelation . . . through
miles of greening landscapes, of
budding trees and flowers . . .
safely and surely to unforgetable
delights beside the romantic sea.
There's the Boardwalk never
more alluring. And piers,
shops, theatres, games and exhib
its. The beach for a horseback
ride'orsuo bath. Golf on famous
courses. Sun deck steamer chairs
and Boardwalk roller chairs Danc
ing and varied entertainment.
Come Now! Step on the Gas/
Bring the Family/
AtlanticCity AtlanticCityThe followin* Bo.rdw.Ik hoi.1i. I / * * ^" f
w*wl*J f*m*.A fr\t ihtir krrnmmA. I \ '
g a al tels,
orld fa ed for t eir acco o
dations, service and comforts, offer
sea water baths, splendid cuisine
(seafood specialties), musical and
varied entertainment.
MARLBOROUGH -BLENHEIM
TRAYMORE
BRIGHTON DENNIS
CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL
Writ* fnr Rain and Rtstrvatiant
crliianixc \^iiy
zJtovse GJnow
Presenting in theworld's larg-
estauditoriumAmerica'sfinest
thoroughbreds, daring riders,
hunters and jumpers . . . thril
ling exhibitions by Troop F,
Third U.S.Cavalry,FortMyer,
Va_,and Inter-Armory compe
tition berweenNationalGuard
and Reserve Corps units.
Horseback riding on the beach.
And a multitude of Spring
attractionsBoardwalk roller
chairing, golf, fishing, etc.
Come Now.' Stayfor theShow
May 16-17-18-19
Make reservations early at any of
these leading Boardwalk houses rep
resentative of the 6oest resort hotel
accommodations the world over.
DENNIS BRIGHTON
CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL
MARLBOROUGH -BLENHEIM
TRAYMORE
Writ* for Raits and Retertationt
Note: The 1934 campaign had fewer participating hotels but
more coverage and frequency. This series of 52 ads
(one for each week), some available in both one and
two column format, were placed in such major metropolitan
newspapers as the "New York Herald
Tribune"
- and when
appropriate, were positioned on the "Social Page".
The ads were primarily aimed at promoting the seasons,
holidays, and such special events as horse shows, fashion
previews, and indoor college football.
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"Piggyback"
co-op advertising
THI HPNIQQMIRIf 5VSKTl3[iryCwlr>i<:liy. f..rlW Inimjndnt-jt j U n D A Y, JULY 3?',
'orLosxremwr
health arui9ljeasicre>
JKgsor~: . . .
Offers now, and until late October, a delight
fully cool and healthful seashore climate . .
for the greatest summer vacation season in
history . *. .an -unparalleled variety of,
sport thrills, interests and diversions and . . .
comfortable living at economical cost.
Qath'in>r-
+ *"*'m turf, turnMini on broad,
brceietwept beaches. Invite* and In.
'
vlgoratei. You can bathe In absolute
ufctv direct from your borne or boiel
or beachfront bathing eiubllihmenl
For diversity number of Indoor
pool*, bay*, ttkei ind Inland water*.
oanrfwalk
jr Eight mile* of uniold faidnatton,with
It* unique; roller chain, great ocean plcn,
thopiof every description, thcatrci. pala
tial hotel*,gaiiict.eihiblii, club*, catlno*
tha world'* mo*t famou* promenade.
(No ami tireet* or (riffle Interruption*.)
$eack Saianaf
it Adding a continental touch to the
tver colorful beach, the gayly (trlped
aod multl-hucd cabana*, chain aod
hade* provide. r*H and rcipite from
the iuii'i direct ray*. SafeM place la
the world for children.
boatingWishing
? Ther > end of varietyyacht*,
cruder*, tailing craft and *pced
boat* for rnpi lo *ea, along the coatt,
through bay* and picturctque water
way* deep tea flitting, lurf
Caning, angling In bay* and ttreimi.
golfing-
~%\r Famou* couric* In the pink of con
dition, |l to 37 hole* each, conttantly
fanned by cool (ca breeze* Crat*
grccot. Re*on*ble(fee and club
houte charge*. Alio TtBIti* 3
municipal court*. Indoor iquaih court*-
J/oteh& (?oiia[
ir Hotel*compriilngeveryrypefromihe
Bneit In the world to the modeit pro
portion* of the private boarding houte
all re*tonable. Prelemloui home*, apart
menu and cottage* (furniihed or unfurn-
ithed)atmoderate rental* Forany pcriod.
Numcrou* illmoder
^fmusemerits
SV Everything for everyone Vaudeville Snt-run picture* ..
celebrated orcheitra* and dance band* radio, dage and icreen
peiionalltlc* opera Clrcu* act* juvenile itttactiont
*. water (port* greyhound racing (legallied muluel*) In Audi-
\lorlum. airplane*, riding, motoring, haiehall. boxing, wren ling.
y Excellent through highways. Reduced
round-trip rate* by rail, air and hum
HARRY BACHAKACH, Mayor
Atlanta City. N f
THE PREMIER HOTELS OF THE
l/jJetLC Dtemlet JZe^tt
Five famou* houieiail directly oo the oceanfront, lo the
central, moit colorful lection of beach aod BoardwalL-
provide a palatial itaudird of accommodation* with unex
celled lervice, appointmeou and coovenience* to
upplcmeat the grcateit *ummcr program ol lport* and
atuactiooi to th* hitiory ol
ATLANTIC CITY
All Oder unique Individual (enure* ea water bathi . el- m
leoiive *uo deck*, luiunou* lounge* and lolaria whole
tome cuixoe with ice food ipccialtica dancei, concert*
and ipecial entertaiamcot aurf bathing facilme* direct
o beachub er moderate rate* continuing in effect.
Btcti ol rht lolloloi will kiIcdih (h oppoitiHili ia icgvim roil
nk fimi i*4 pi;i*< igl->iiiiijg *J' apBruu> iiamnn
RIOrlTOrl DIMMIJ
CK*lfOrm-HD0Or1 Hill - M4HII0RDUCH- IUHHLIH
TRtTMOftf
Note: This co-op ad was
"piggybacked" alongside an ad from
the city in a 1934
"spread" in an Alabama paper.
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Advertising to different markets for the same season
"P" ^ * *> T 'f T
ATLANTIC CITY!
PARTICULARLY POPULAR WITH CANADIANS
DURING SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER
Bright, Sunshiny dVysanest In the year favored with a healthful
zeitful climate . . . beach and boardwalk brighter and more attractive
than evercomfortably peopled with visitors seeking, and finding, rt
and recreation In Ideal surrounding*.
Summer's btst features continue turf and tun bathing Into October
from beachci made gay with bright shade chain and cabana* (life guard
protection), golf In the Invigorating ocean air, tennis, freih water and
deep tea ftihlng (itreima stocked for trout-teaion Sept. I.JO, tuna and
dolphin In abundance), tailing and motor boating, gunning In tenon,
airplane), hoiacback riding.
Boardwalk roller chain, ocean pier entertainment*, a dozen theatre*,
countleit ihopi, game*, exhibit*, restaurants, clubi and cafes.
Jvlodem hotels in all location* offer Interesting autumn ratei. Home*,
apartments, room* and cottagei at moderate rent*It Up-to-date ihoppfng
district. Real edate opportunities.
Low round-trip fartS by train, bui and air. Paved through
hlghw. -< from every section. HARRr |ACHA|lAC^ ,
'Mi|i'HMl
THE WORLD'S PREMIER HEALTHand PLEASURE RESORT
Saturday Night
IHE CANADIAN IlLUSflATCO TEULV
TORONTO - CANADA
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL. MEMPHIS. SUNDAY MORNING. JULY
.22,19J4
!
A COOL SUMMER CtlMATE
SURF AND BEACHESAND
J-ke c=Jdamotii- rcatXwalk
The perfect combination for your 1934 vacation. Your
daily plunge, for health, in the warm, tumbling breakers
... a sun tan on the sandswith complete relaxation in a
bright-striped cabana or shaded beach chair. A Boardwalk
promenade or roller chair ride past miles of distinctive
attractionssmart shops and shows, ocean piers, games
aod exhibits. ..Golf on splendid courses... tennis..-fishing
and sailing...dancing, conceru...riding, motoring and grey
hound racing_.and an abundance of refined entertainment.
ATLANTIC CITY
The following leading house* offer tbe Snest of beachfront aecoramf
'dations at nominal cose; provide sea water baths, cabaoa service,
barring facilities, delicious cuisine aod special individual features.
Write or phone for rates and reservations
DENNIS CHALFONTE-HADDON HALL IRIGHTON
MARLftOKOUGH-lLENHEIM - TKAYMOII
Apply lo Local Railfad Officii for Sp*eialRound-Trip RaUt
Note: The same season can appeal to different markets for
different reasons. This marketing concept was used in
these 1934 ads to promote late summer and early fall to
both the Canadian market seeking warmer climates; and to
the southern USA market looking to escape the heat by
finding "A Cool Summer Climate".
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A proposal to change advertising campaign style
Advertising ATLANTIC CITI.
The Problem i Tha objective of tha campaign would primarily ba
to developa business for the months of January. February and
March - an extremely Keek period.
The Proposed Campaign i A oonoentrated schedule of Insertions
in the newspapers of our major winter market areas - metropolitan
New York, Newrak, New Haven, Hartford, Providence, Metropolitan
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburgh and Wilmington
Wllke-T U->rre, Scranton, i'ork, Blngharoton, Syracuse, Rochester
and Albany - suppllmented by Insertions In the Wall Street
Journal, The Christian Bclence Monitor, Time, Newsweek, and
the New Yorker. The newspaper advertising to be run-of-paper
or preferred position, but not on the resort page - because the
objective Is to stimulate action when the reader Is not planning
a trip. In other words to Intercept them and persuade them that
a few days at Atlantlo City are what they need, Multiple small
advertisements (15-20 lines single column ), each with a .
different reason-why, to appear Tuesdays and Thursdays In the
same paper on the same day together with a standard schedule
alternating possibly 50 lines double column and 70 - 90 lines
single column. No two papers In the same city oarrylng ads on
the sane day...No art-work, Just distinctive type layout that
gets the message across In punchy fashion. The bulk of the funds
to be expended In January but with some good schedule running In
February - tapering off In March.
Copy 1 Directed to the benefits to tha Individual, the oonvenent
accessablllty and the always alluring salt-air, the fascination
of the ocean and the abundance of sunshine 1 action copy - with
the residual benefit of a goodwill feeling of frlendlyjlntexest
that serves to keep Atlantic City In their mind.
Beason-why copy, appealing to logic, emotions, health, pride,
comfort, oonvenlenoe, luxury, fun, entertainment, eto.
No Signatures 1 The advertising message should occupy the space
without using any of It for listing the names of the subscribing
prtlclpants. It could carry a line "for Information write
a central address... or whatever.
Observations 1 The general economy In our major market area Is
reasonably good. Many are working under lots of pressures -and
many thousands, who despite desire and financial ability, find
It Impossible to travel to more distant plaoes.and yet know that
they need brief respites from their regular dally activities.
Proximity and ease of access make Atlantlo City the logical place
to go.There are other thousands who have anniversaries, birthdays,
honeymoons, re-unlona or other special occasions that could best
be enjoyed In Atlantic City. Then there are other thousands who
have need of the healthful benefits to be derived here for recuper
ation - and as "preventative
medicine"
- and then there are mmany
who have suffered a bereavement and need the solaoe of the sea
to re-orlent themselves after their loss... There Is a tremendous
and constant sunstantlal potential that can be sold
- If we rfcoh
them with meaningful messages that appeal to them as meeting
their need....The milder climate
- no snow on the Boardwalk,
the good salt air, sunshine and ocean
spaces all have baslo
appeal, while the attractions of
tha Boardwalkand fine hotels
are all persuasive.
Note: A typed draft by Adrian Phillips stating the objectives
of a proposed new cooperative
promotion campaign, with
changes in the graphics style and the elimination of the
names of the participating hotels. This evidently was
approved, as shown by the samples on the following page.
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The "new look" of the 1937 camper,
Perennially
Popular
Climatically
Healthful
Geographically
Convenienf
Wzila forDescriptive BooUax. B
Conv-nJion HalLAllanlie CilT. IT. I.
GAME
FISHING
/^ATLANTIC CITY
iFhee/
Perennially
Popular
Climatically
Healthful
Geographically
Convenient
Wril* lorDeseripliT* 1
CoasmnUon HalL Allantie CltT. ft. J,
Note: An entirely new look was presented in the 1937
campaign which eliminated the names of the hotels
and used partial "reverse plate" printing to gain
attention. Also, the ads showed people "doing things".
There's a subtle difference in the two rolling chair
ads; the slight changes in the woman's dress, according
to the seasons when the ads were placed.
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Market research responses
OPINIONS QUOTED FEW QUESTIONNAIRES
V, unfavorable
O, favorable
". general
HEW YORK & BROOKLYN
V Once is enough. "
t "Coney Island offers about the same advantages in ny opinion and
I don't like Coney Island."
v "I prefer to get away from crowds; no city resort apoeals to tiy;
give me an ocean trip, tbe woods or a clear stretch of sandy
beach."
? "Atlantic City would be a more desirable place to so<;nd some time
and money if the
"gyp" auction joints were swept into the
ocean.*
t "A glorified Coney Island."
v "Generally speaking, Atlantic City is not among the first dozen
or so places I like to go."
? "Good, but too crowded and not as clean or as select as some of
the Maine resorts."
v "Atlantic City has a few delightful, refined hotels where the
food is excellent. Atlantic City is usually too crowded and
not exclusive enough for real pleasure."
v "Too many
rockets."
v "I think eliminating free beaches might
help."
v "Think beck streets are terrible; should be cleaned up."
? "I can take ny vacation only in summer time and at that time,
Atlantic City ia somewhat ' rowdy'.
v "A fine Summer resort, but too ouch Coney Island."
O "Fine; attend frequent medical conventions in Atlantic
City."
o "The finest place I know of."
o "Very refreshing and
economical."
o Tine weather, sunshine, varied
entertainment."
o "Very good, but not In
Suamer."
o "I like Atlantic City because of the many good hotels."
o "Quiet, restful, entertaining and the best food in the
florid."
NEW YORK & BROOKLYN (Continued)
o "Atlantic City is only attractive to me out of seasonThanksgiving,
etc.
o "i grand place for conferences."
o "Short vacation seashore; long vacatioD
mountains."
y/ o "A comfortable rolling chair on the Boardwalk, on a bright sunny
February day, when the ocean looks dreamy and you know there
is a warm, cheerful, luxurious hotel with fine food and love
ly muaic awaiting you, makes Atlantic City the -greatest ro-
aort in the World."
o "There is nowhere where the air is so balmy and
delightful.*
o "It is a livelier and more up-to-date resort than most."
o "All right for a week-end, but not appealing for a longer
stay."
o "The pleasant atmosphere, hospitality and the friendly class of
people from other states."
/ o "It is extremely beneficial as a health restorera couple of
hours in the refreshing air makes you feel like a new person
and there is not a dull moment, as you can always find a
variety of amusements to suit everyone's
taste."
o "Fate has intervened several times when I had planned to visit
Atlantic City. Your City's name has been 60 impressed upon
my imagination that I shall not rest until 1 visit one of
America's most famous resorts."
o "Atlantic City is probably the first resort one thinks of hon
contemplating a vacation it invariably tends to pique your
curiosity and results in a passionate desire to see its
sights."
o "A wonderful flpot f3r relaxation, clear air and enjoyment.
/ - "Why not advertiso
othar"
attractions than beauty parades and
reputation as America's playground."
"I believe a sensational hay fever campaign ond its relief in
Atlantic City would be very productive."
"It haa everything except good water."
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
r "Too noisy, crowded and expensive."
r "Very poor because of the class of people who frequent it."
r "Atlantic City, today, is no longer a resort it has grown too
large for its own benefit remove the ocean and it's just like
any other dry."
Note- In support of the 1937 campaign, market research
guestionnaires were distributed to guests asking them
to evaluate the city and the hotels. All responses were
catalogued - and the above is a sampling of some of
the pluses and minuses.
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Courtesy and caution
YOUR PART
IN
ATLANTIC CIIY'E
COURTESY
CAMPAIGN
COURTESY
COSTS NOTHING
YET
Pays Big Dividends
o-
TO YOU PERSONALLY
TO YOUR EMPLOYER
TO YOUR COMMUNITY
A Word it Auction Caution
Prompted by many instances of remorse and regret
brought to our attention by our guest, we suggest
caution in connection with auction tales.
Impulse and mass psychology so frequently overcome
conservative good Judgment, leading to purchases under
circumstances foreign to normal buying. Bidding on
high priced merchandise at auotion is hazardous. Even
experts buy at auction only where they have had the
opportunity to carefully examine and compare merchandise
before the sale.
It's dangerous to try to outsmart the auctioneer I
THE management.
Ctfa ur'.\h~ Vy AiriJ^rlf
Note: There's an old saying to the effect, "Advertising
Promises; Operations Fulfills". Hotels and business
firms aided in the follow-up to the advertising campaign
by distributing courtesy campaign booklets to employees.
Messages were also available in poster size to be put up
on employee bulletin boards. Unfortunately, there were
certain types of enterprises whose negative practices
and attitudes were the subject of numerous complaints.
Some hotels responded by issuing caution notices.
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Introduction of coupon advertising
0$
Before you plan your sum
mer vacation send for this
new pictorial booklet illus
trating Atlantic City's seven
miles ol colorful beaches.
brilliant Boaidwalk activities.
palatial hotels, attractive
'
homes, magnificent theatres.
gay ocean piers, smart shops.
land and water sportsall in
a refreshingly COOL sea-air
climate. You'll see at a glance
why millions in search ol
mone*Y-avin<J-
body-b^ild-
lng, lun-assuring vacations.
invariably come to Allaolic
CilY-'k world's premier
health and pleasure resort!
Sea-cooled isleofsportsand
summer gayety . . . combin
ing- all the elements of a good
time . . . in a salt-air climate
that steps up your energy
and calms down your nerves!
Surf- bathing from colorful
cabana -dotted beaches , . .
miles of fascinating Board
walk a 'glitter with interest-
ing shops, theatres, piers
and modern hotels ... a
hundred and one attractions
on land, sea and bays! . . .
a vacation./an
a* for every
taste . . . good to
your body, great
for youi mind.
easy on your
purse ana com-
pletety to
your liking!
Atlantic
City
Skim the whitecaps some
pearly morning for a view
ofAtlantic City's expansive
shoreline . . . seven miles of
Boardwalk, with a back
ground of shops, theatres,
hotels, exhibits and piers
. . . seven miles of sandy
beaches-clean, colorful,
safe sloping gently into the
surf...Then there's bath
ing, tennis, golf, boating,
fishing, chair-riding, varied
entertainment . . . every
thing for a perfect vacation!
HoiL Atlantic Clrr. N. I.
Note: The major innovation of the
1938 Atlantic City campaign
was the introduction of "coupon
advertising"; fulfilling
the last step of the famous AIDA
Formula: Action (make
it easy for the reader to
respond or reply).
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Sample "attractions folder" follow-up
Note
ATLANTIC
CITY ;
WORLD'S PREMIER
HEALTH AND
PLEASURE RESORT
101 ATTRACTIONS
Always
Something To Do
Thousands of people come to At
lantic City Summer after Summer
looking for something different . . .
they find it never monotonous but
eternally new! ... no single Sum
mer can exhaust its attractions,
and the virtues of its climate have
made it a four-season resort . . .
always something to do, something
to see, somewhere to go . . . always
the glitter and glamor of its great
hotels . . . always the life and color
of its interminable shop-studded
Boardwalk! . . . always the sea! . . .
always cool! . . . always open!
No matter what kind of vacation
you're looking for, you can find it
at Atlantic City . . . Recreation
for the Fit! . . . Recuperation for
the Frazzled! . . . Rest for All
Concerned!
You'll Have the Time of Your
Life at Atlantic City!
Atlantic City combines more than any
other resort all the elements of a good
time ... it is a threefold paradise of
recreation, entertainment and climate
... a marine picture painted against
a background of Metropolitan diver
sions . . . when you're through with
the sea you're not through, at Atlantic
City! . . . there are still a hundred
other attractions to keep you amused!
Aeroplanlnr Lecture.
Airport Facllitl.. Ljbr.r.e. (Public .nd Circu-
Ait|l'n( lat.nr)
Animal DUpla?. Lite Guard Drill.
Apar
Aquaplanlnf
Arch.rr
Art.aian Well Drink Inf
Water
A.troloa? Perlorr.
Atlantic Ocean
Auction Parlor.
Badm Man
Baaat.Uo
Bond Concert,
Beach AdUittea
Beach Chair.
Beauty P*fanl
Bitre line (On Boardwalk)
Booinf
Cflbana*
Cabaret.
C.<li>thenlc*
Cano,n|
Card P.rll-.
Churcbe* (All Denomlo
Mjn.tr.I.
Model Hon.. DUpU,
Maanllfht Sailing
BathlnjJ
Ira Cone*
Paviliona
Pier.
Pln Ponr
Playground.
Pome* and Por Carl
Pool
Practice Tee. (Coll)
Public Park.
Quo.li
Ft.do
Reft
Cl Jibsine
School. (Pri..l.
Parochial)
n.inrin (Orehe.lra, and
Bond.In Hol.l.. Nil-lit
3.. Food Sped.
Sea, W.l.r Bath.
Shopping Soctlan
Shuffl. Board
Sl.ht.talni Trip
3k.. Ball
SolarU
Ffl.hlon Shaw* Squa.h
F.*h Net Haul. Style Shop.
Fi.hini Club* Sun Bathini
Fl.hina in Fre*h and Sea Sun Chair Deck.
Water Supper Club.
Food Demonstration* Surl Bo.rd Co..
Surl Clin,
Coll (S eour.e.) Swhnm>r.B Pool.
Cunninf
Crran.aium. T.nnl.
Tran.portalion 1
Hind Ball Jiln.r. Tl)
Health Bath. Trap Shootlne
Mikln| Trolling
Hor..W Rldlnf
llorie.hoo Pltchinf
Wro.tllna
Inland V/mUrwmy*
101 ATTRACTIONS?
The "101
Attractions" folder was sent in response to
inquiries generated by the ad coupons shown on the
previous page.
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Health and Fitness advertising
riV PRESERVE
"", HEALTH WITH
Health ts a priceless
gift, not to be neg
lected or impaired.
Guard it, or restore it,
with VITOZONE.. the
Boardwalk's great
double tonic of VIT-
amin rays of the beam
ing sun and OZONE
of the sea. Comedown
for a build-up!Cedar-
ized well-water . .
choice diets . . sea-
water baths., all sports
. . outdoor recreation
. . complete relaxation
in refined entertain
ment. Large and small
hotelsat inviting rates.
Revitalize this fall
-with VITOZONE !
ATLANTIC:
CITY
%){VUowm
;M e-riuft. .,t
>
f\
STIMULANT
FOR PEP
Nature's own combi
nation in restraint of
fatigue . . warm sun's
i VITamin rays and sea-
j air..OZONE! VITO-
| ZONE acceleratesi your system as you
! play, or relax, along
j the fascinatingBoard-
J walk and Beaches.
j Nature intended it as
a stimulant for pep, a
sedative for nerves, a
1 restorer of radiant
health! Large' and
smallhotelsatinviting
rates. Varied sports
< and entertainment.
1 M.i)Coupon, or Poil.l. lor Plcloilal Bo.
1 ]*> Villon, (oldar "Onofe. on IL
, Roo400,Coar*DbOBH*II.AUaaliaCjl .Ml
VIT0Z0NE^sfe
~tAls ejHa?v/o/
Weary of winter? Come
aboard the fashionable Board
walk for a springtime Lenten
ou(ing of rest, recreation and
VITOZONE -that soothing
combination ofsunshineVIT-
aminsand sea-airOZONE
natural aid to ruddy complex
ion, hearty appetite and
robust health. Get your Vito-
zone benefits strolling, rol-
lerchaizing, cycling, riding,
golfing or relaxing on beach
or sundecki. Modern hotel*
at moderate rates.'
ATLANTIC
A CITY
Hail Ihi* Coupon.
lot, .lao Vitonn- I
loom *00, Con..nli
PoiUl. lof Pielo.nl Book
kJ.I Quoin on He.llh "
. Hall. All.nHc Cli. N
FOR BODY
AND MIND
Eat better, sleep bet
ter, look and feel bet
ter . . with the benefits
| of VITOZONE, Na-
lure's own combina
tion of thebright sun's
VITamin rays and sea-
I air OZONEI VITO-
j ZONE boosts your
stamina . . primes you
| for hours of healthful
recreation outdoors.
"Fecrealion" is easy,
enjoyable . . along
golden beaches and
brilliant Boardwalk,
hastened bysea-water
' baths, wholesome
food, exhilarating
sports and refined en
tertainment. Re-vita
lize with V1TO-
Note: These examples of a special 1938 Atlantic City campaign
were targeted at the "health and fitness conscious".
The word "Vitozone" was coined, as the first ad indicates,
by combining the first three letters of the word "vitamin"
with the word "ozone". (Today, one might tend to be just
a bit skeptical of the scientific accuracy of the purported
benefits touted by the "double tonic"...but back in the
good old days, it certainly seemed to make sense.)
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Figure 91
"Ads within ads"
UHDAY. FEBRUARY 4. 1951, ATLAHT1C CfTY. H. J. a
THESE
ADVERTISEMENTS
ATLANTIC CITY PRESS PACE TWEffTJf-THREg
ARE
BEING
PLACED
FOR
There's a
reason for
every season
and thousands
say this is the
best of all at
Come down and
try a day or two
bet you'll come
back for more!
Inexpensive!
Conveniently
Near!
Wonderfully
Refreshing!
o*
For rest, health
nd enjoyment....
where even a
few days make
such a big
difference!
Plan to come
Today. Bring the
Whott Family*
For
a Change for
the Better
Better Change
to
c%
Even a few days
in the sun by the
sea will make
big difference.
Come AW!
^^
Time Now for
'TIME OUT"
A NEW View
(or
A New YOU
It Might Take a
Little Effort to
Come to
ss^
"^Li&Oir M^Oir J&ti*Cfy
It's Habit
Forming!'
Leave the 'Rest' up
to us. Come soon!
HAYE Ai REAL STAKE IN THE
fn Ut-w York, PhitooVpliW, lltmu>ri and T>* Naliandt
-/%P^W^^'%
-COOPERATIVE
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
ITS OBJECT IS
TWOFOLD
2.
To atfract more visitors to Atlantic City
from now into March.
To meet the increasingly heavy competition of
other resorts, cruises and foreign travel.
All types of businesses hove joined in creating the fund for this campaign because oil,
have a keen appreciation for the need ond importance for such oction now.
Avenue,
and Boardwalk merchants, Professionol men. Purveyors, Hotels, Bonks, Utilities and,
many others hove contributed, realizing that more
visitors eventually mean more,
business for everyone. Your cooperation is important'. For the good
of All. Do your]
part . . . moke your contribution now!
Note: Moving past the war years and into the early 1950s,
the campaigns took on yet a different look. An
interesting addition was the "ad within an ad" full-page
spreads placed by the Chamber of Commerce in the local
papers to inform the community of the type of advertising
being presented in the key markets. The ads also appealed
to all readers for contributions, "For the good of All".
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Figure 92
An appeal to re-start the community campaigns
No. 47, (Whole No. 1530)~ ATLANTIC CITY, K. J JUNE 23. 1956 $2.00 A YEAR
n: Promotion of Resort
Requires Intelligence
As Well As Money
Phillips Issues Timely, Necessary Plea
For Coordinated Action to Boost City
It isn't the first time advertising man Adrian Pr.il-
autioned our resort industry that continuing*"
jeaort promotion is one way of keepiaf
Another is to provide a better
at least as good, and if
r than the other
offer.
t keep telU
Note: Bringing the Atlantic City "case study" to its conclusion
for purposes of this study, the above 1956 article
indicates that the co-op program had evidently run its
course, but that there was interest in formulating new
coordinated promotional activities. And as you'll note,
Adrian Phillips is mentioned right at the very start.
(At that time, however, Mr. Phillips had a full-time
position as the Executive Vice President of the Hotel
Sales Management Association - and, incidentally, your
author was finishing his first of 35 years with HSMA).
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Other Co-Op Programs:
Atlantic City, of course, was not the only area
where hotels, local businesses, and municipal government
banded together to promote the destination.
If anything, success was bound to create imitation; also,
other parts of the world could face the same challenges and
independently arrive at their own cooperative promotion
concepts. The excerpt on the next page (Figure 93) is from
a 1937 report of a meeting on co-op proposals for promoting
holiday vacations at resort hotels in England.
The page following that (Figure 94) show some examples of
a 1947-48 New York City promotional program, featuring a
cooperative ad and the cover of a folder sent out by the New
York Convention and Visitors Bureau.
In summary, the keys to why Atlantic City (as well as
other destinations) was successful in destination
promotion efforts was due to the combined impact of a
number of key factors: the outstanding cooperation from the
community (not just hotels), the aggressive placement of
highly visible (Figure 95) ads, the professional approach
to designing the ads (both copy and artwork), and the high
"recognition and recall" factor on the part of the readers
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Figure 93
Excerpts from a 1937 discussion in England on establishing
a cooperative advertising program
CO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISING OF
HOLIDAYS
Discussions at Health and Pleasure Resorts
Association's Meeting
Co-ooerative advertising of holidays, the dis
tribution of school holidays over the summer months,
and the matter, of. fees payable to Army bends, wer9 sub
jects of discussion at the annual meeting on Wednesday of
the Association of Health and Pleasure Resorts. Alderman
V. R. Tattersall, of Southend, was in the chair.
In Ills address as Chairman, Mr. Tottersall said that
at the time of the last annual meeting, among the matters
in suspense was that of the removal of the restrictions
suffered by holiday resorts in advertising their jittract-
ions. * * *
Advertising in the British Isles.'
Particulars were circulated among the members in
July last of a scheme whereby holiday resorts could set
aside for local expenses a portion of the money which
might be raised by them und9r the Local Authorities'
Publicity Act, 1931, for advertising overseas, thus_aug-
meriting the available for advertising in the
British"
Isles.
"'
^ #
'
Co-operative Advertising
On the matter of the proposed co-operative adver
tising of holidays, the Hon. Secretary, :.Ir. R. E. Gold-
spink, said that the problem was to ha British
public to beeome more "holiday-minded " by the use of
slogans and similar propaganda"! It was proposed, arid
later agreed, to nppdihea special Committee the
Publicity Committee consisting of representatives of
or men connected with advertising departments, which
would submit a scheme for the approval of the Executive
Committee.
'
From "The Municipal Journal & Public Works
Engineer"
January 29, 1937
Published in England
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Figure 94
Cooperative advertising in a 1-r^ metropolitan are;
MAKE YOUR HEADQUARTERS AT
ONE OF THESE BETTER HOTELS
CratrtI Park Zone
t^tniton fu_l* * Inn Hou**>P*ic Jumjitow
Piiui TXazi St. Moanx Wiwuoa
Grand Central Zone
AvillllM* BjUKLAV BtlMOMT PlAlA
BUTHOt* CO"HOOCH* LtUH~RlN
Ntw Viirort * RonttllT Jm iron
V*uoar-Aifou*
Pent, Zone
m Ciikton McA*m N** Tot1 1
_" Sauart Zone
Attn Dwa * Ikom Puamoumt
FKXutur T*r- Tin** 5ou*m Vxrau
WltUNCTOM
CHI and enjoy wonderful weekend la friendly New Vbtk
the greatest city in cheworld.Makt your beadejoarters it
one ofNewYork's belter hotelswhereyou'll bedose to theatres,
movies, shops, night clubs, putt*, churches, museum* . . . and
within easy reach of baseball games, race cracks, golf course*,
amusement parks and beaches.
It doesn't cost fortune to visit New York. Toext*i a,wide
range of prices on hotel accommodations and many of the dry's
exciting attractions are entirety freeIncluding a variety of
concerts, museums, radio and television ihowt.
Weekends are perfect in New York. Trie dry Isn't Over>
crowded and good accommodations are always an i table atmost
of these hotels. But to be sure of securing accommodadoos
at the hotel of your choice, we suggest making reservations In
advance. Plan now foe the whole family to enjoy a wonderful
weekend in NewYork-therc'i fun for emyooe.
New York h&evetvthihQ}I
,N VV/ntes
QUARTERLY CALENDAR OF EVENTS IN
NEW YORK CITY. DEC. 1947 THROUGH FEB. 1941
Puklithat) an<| Dlitribu***) fn*
t* proapeclive and r*ilor viiitvr* t)y
THE NEW YORK CONVENTION
AND VISITORS BUREAU, INC.
333 IIOAOWAT NEW VOMK ClfY.DTGir ,-0335
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Figure 95
Ad design to avoid "clutter"
.SUOUISPOST-OISPATCH StLOUIS POST-DISPATCH ,
Note In the intense
"clutter" of a full page of classified
directory advertising, good design
and layout can make
an ad stand out from the rest
and catch immediate
reader attention.
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due to exposure of a wide variety of coordinated selling messages
aimed directly at them each week of the year.
These are all factors, incidentally, which were also
successfully adapted and followed by many hotels and resort
properties on their own.
Display Advertising
Display advertising is closely allied to print in that
some of its forms, such as posters and car cards, may in fact
be "blow ups" of newspaper or magazine ads (Figure 96).
Much of the display advertising was (and still is) done
off-property (externally), and includes billboards, outdoor
signs, transportation vehicle signs, and posters which were
often placed in highly-trafficked areas such as store windows
and in transportation terminals (Figure 97) . Many of the
earliest recorded signs, generally wood-carved, were used
mainly to identify the property, such as illustrated in
Figures 98 and 99. (Today's counterpart would be the huge
neon signs placed on the side or top of a property, and
usually containing the logo or signature of the hotel.)
Display advertising then, as now, would not be
considered a primary promotional tool; its two key
purposes were informational and directional (Figure 100).
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Figure 96
A poster reprint from the December 1909 "Country Life
In America"
Free from climatic -:
-extremes, and
whole-
p\
'some in eoery respectjV,
l^NEHURST
NORTH_C^OIJLNA :r.C
fNo consumptives
.^received at .
'Pinehurst ~:^_
Source Melody Dossenbach,
Communications Manager,
Pinehurst Hotel & Country Club, Pinehurst,
NC .
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Figure 97
A winter promotion poster
Note: Because the property was owned by the railroad, posters
such as these were readily placed in train stations as
well as travel agencies and similar outlets.
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Figure 98
The 1668 Boar's Head Inn sign, Great Eastcheap, England
fjir:
~
mr**amnmm*r **7i.*-J
*-'i--'>-^--''i'""'ii'tf|A*"*' " "*""
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Figure 99
Sign on the Old Queen's Head, Islington, London, circa 1820
177
Figure 100
1929 outdoor signs, designed to quickly inform and direct
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Broadcast Advertising
Broadcast advertising has a relatively short history,
since radio didn't become popular until the late 1920s and
television, for all practical purposes, wasn't common until
the beginning of the 1950s.
However, in certain areas of the country, many of the
radio programs in the 1930s and early 1940s, particularly
musical ones featuring "big bands", originated from hotels
who were in effect, their co-sponsors (Figure 101). The
telephone number of one famous New York City hotel (then the
Hotel Pennsylvania - later the Statler Hilton) has even
immortalized in one of the most famous swing tunes of that
era, "Pennsylvania 6-5000".
The early 1940s saw some initial use of motion pictures
as an promotion vehicle for hotels (Figure 102); though
costs (both production and duplication) minimized any wide
spread usage. The advent of videotape has now made it
extremely feasible for hotels to use video, not only for
potential broadcast advertising, but for personal and direct
mail distribution. (And while production costs are still
somewhat high: rough rule of thumb is $750-1,000 per finished
product minute,
"dups" can be easily made for around $2.00
each for the complete tape! )
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Figure 101
1930s Miami program listing
GREATER MIAMI GREETER
WIOD
"Wonderful Isle of
Dreams"
Associated Station
National Broadcasting; Company
Frequency Kilocycles, 1300
230.6 METERS
PHONE M. B. 5-1300
SUNDAY .
Evening- Program
6:00 Twilight Tales for the little Folks.
6:30 Blackstone Dinner Concert.
7:00 Hero's of the World" (NBC)
7:.'!0, Hal Kemp. Crrnl Gables Country Club
8:00 Enna Jettick Melodies (NBC)
8:15 Capitol Thmtre (NBC)
8:30 Chase-Sanborn Hour (NBC)
9:00, Hollywood Beach Hotel Recital
9:30, Itoney Plaza Hotel Program
10:00, Dr. IDlisha King
10:30. Spanish Musical Tours
10:45 Dr. Seth Parker.
11:15 The Deauville, Entile Coleman's Orches
tra.
12:00 Hrfllywood Golf and Country Club
Ernie Golden and his orchestra.
MONDAY
Evening Program
6:30, Pan-Am Boys, Two Pages of Harmony
7:00 The Pepsodent Program, Amos 'n Andy
(NBC)
8:00 Firestone (NBC)
8:30, Ingram Shavers (NBC)
9:00, Hal Kemp, Coral Gables Country Club
9:30, Hollywood Beach Hotel Program
10:00 Strombf-rg-Carlson (NBC)
11:00 Roney Plaza Program.
11:30 The Deauville, Coleman's Orchestra.
12:30 Montmartre Club, Jerry Freedman's or
chestra.
Note Six of the last seven
programs on the Monday schedule of
this NBC affiliate originated from Miami
area properties
p.roat.pr Miami Greeter, February 2-8, 1930.Source:
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Figure 102
1941 article on value of motion pictures
Hotel Sales Managers
Hear Cole on Value
Of Motion Pictures
New York CityThe advantages and;
techniques of employing motion pictures ;
to promote hotel business were exam- ,
ined from all viewpoints nt the regular j
monthly meeting of the New York Ho
tel Sales Managers' Association, held at i
the Hotel Biltmore on Monday evening, '
January 13. The guest speaker, George j
H. Cole, president and general manager '
of King Cole Sound Service, Inc., told
how projection service companies help I
hotels by eliminating difficulties witli |
equipment, municipal regulations, labor :
unions, and other factors which are apt j
to Intervene. j
"The use of Industrial motion pictures I
by various companies and groups has ;
helped to create hotel business which
otherwise would not
exist," Mr. Cole
declared. "One large insurance company
alone puts on a movie 10 different times
;a month, in one New York hotel. A
'recent picture which this firm produced,
dramatizing the life of its president, was
so successful at its New York showing
that It was exhibited in hotels all over
the country. Each showing produced
flow of business for the particular ho
tel, and In many cases substantial rentals
were paid.
"Conventions are using more and more
films, particularly in connection with ex
hibits. At one medical convention in
this city our company projected 74 dif
ferent pictures, not counting slides."
To demonstrate the promotion value
of movies depicting hotels, Mr. Cole told
how one experimental film about a cer
tain Adirondack skiing resort was ex
hibited 16 times in New York last year
and resulted in four bus-loads of cus
tomers for the exhibitor. "This year,"
he said, "films are a definite part of
the advertising budget, and a much
wider use will be made of them to at
tract reservations."
Mr. Cole's address was followed by a
; showing of the film, "El Mirador," de-
i pictlng the Palm Springs hotel and its
I appeal to guests. Robert F. Warner,
president of Robert F. Warner and As
sociates, who represents the hotel, said
that 10 copies of the technicolor film
are being exhibited throughout the
United States.
F. Burton Fisher, president of the na
tional body and assistant manager of
the Plaza, spoke briefly at the opening
of the meeting, urging everyone pres-
ient to attend the H.S.M.A. convention
in Boston, May 13 to 11.
The meeting was conducted by the
president of the chapter, Walter D.
Cleary, director of public relations of
the Commodore, who named Robert F.;
Quain program chairman for February.,
Note: This January 18, 1941 article in the Hotel World-Review
discussed the potential uses of motion pictures by both
convention groups and the hotel industry.
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Some pioneering efforts in the use of both radio and
TV for both advertising and publicity began in the 1950s,
and Figure 103 shows an example of each.
Direct Mail
One of the oldest and commonest forms of communications
is through the written word (or symbols representing them) .
Clay tablets, beaded ropes, papyrus, and other means of conveying
messages were used thousands of years ago.
Later, handwritten communications were carried by all types
of couriers; including runners, pony express riders, stagecoaches,
and trains. But the postal system as we know it didn't really
start until three key inventions came about: the printing press,
the typewriter, and an international system using government
printed stamps. These innovations allowed what was once a
one-to-one message transfer to become a mass-production
communications medium highly suited to both individual and
volume promotional activities. (And today, this promotional
process is specifically called "Direct Mail Advertising".)
Unfortunately, as is the case with some of the other
promotional methods, little has been recorded of early
examples of business solicitation by direct mail. This
partially stems from the fact that, similar to personal
selling, many hoteliers in the days prior to the 20th century
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Figure 103
Early 1950s examples of hotel radio and TV promotion
'
'
llfn,,;:
'
^
HOTEL NEW YORKER EXECUTIVES GUESTS ON MIKE AND BUFF'S TV SHOW
There are many occasions when an alert hotel management can find an excuse
to crash a TV show vith Its resulting national publicity. The Hotel New Yorker
in New York recently made it when Mrs. M. E. MacKenzie, seated left, telephone
department manager, and General Manager Gene Volt discussed the functions of a
telephone department with Mike and Buff Wallace on their CBS TV show. Also Sid
Krofft, artistic puppeteer who stars in the hotel's Terrace Room ice revue,
reenacted his nightly performance on a special set.
HOW SHERATON HOTELS PROMOTE FOOD SALES THROUGH RADIO
One of the best ways to promote local food business is by having the chef or
some -member of the staff appear on a local radio or TV station.
Source: January 1953 HSMAI Idea Exchange, Hotel Sales
Management Association.
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considered "asking for business" a form of begging beneath
their dignity.
However, in many European and American resort areas,
there was wide usage of postcards during the late 1800s and
early 1900s to promote holidays and special weekends. These
were usually sent to regular patrons or favored clientele,
often with a handwritten message from the owner or general
manager (Figures 104-106).
Postcard "art" became rather fanciful (Figure 107) -
and also helped popularize innovations in art design and
style (Figure 108).
One specific promotional advantage of postcards over
regular letters is that they were often saved, passed
around to other people, and repeated looked at as "vacation
reminders". (In short, they had a long "shelf life", which
with today's "card
collection" craze, has been extended
even further as there are thousands of people who collect
old hotel and vacation area postcards.)
And another significant aspect was the fact that the
guest in effect acted as a referral "salesman", often
purchasing the cards, paying the postage, and directly
recommending the property to their friends.
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Figure 104
Postcard weekend promotion, 1901
y*i th*. 44*tsflhf,
^ rxCriX, c/i*_f ;Ux,
HOTEL^PXNHASS am SEMMERLN'G.
SPEZIELLER HOHEN- & WINTER-CUROR
/* Jast^c*^-^,
Jftf#%^A^-k
Note An early extended-weekend
promotion. Since a holiday
fell on a Tuesday, the owner, Herr Panhans, suggested
to his contacts in Vienna that they take Monday off
from business and come up for a four-day weekend.
Source: Eduard Aberham, Direktor, Hotel Panhans,
Semmering, Austria.
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Figure 105
Easter promotion, 1892 postcard mailing
Semmering, Hotel Panhans
mit oazugehfirigem Hotel Erzherzog Oohann
LUinterspor^ una Hohenfcurort I.- Ranges.
(f^^/^m Jfirrrr, /-*r?^/ ^1*^ fir^~ ^J*~ ^,
f-f-r-yf.
Source : Eduard Aberham, Direktor,
Hotel Panhans,
Semmering, Austria.
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Figure 106
New Year's promotion mailing, 1902
''iii
hi a ny G> ,
Source: Eduard Aberham, Direktor, Hotel Panhans,
Semmering, Austria.
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Figure 107
Artistic liberty in postcard design
Hfitel Panhans, Semmering (Austria)
WlnttraportpUti ujlit HBhenkiirort allererjten Ranges
Note- This 1904 postcard
featured a palm tree , in the midst
of the Austrian alps!
Source: Eduard Aberham, Direktor,
Hotel Panhans, Semmering,
Austria.
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Figure 108
Art deco postcard design
SD DBAH N HOTEL
SEMMERING
AUSTRIA
Note: This color-litho art deco design was popular in the
1920s and 1930s - and gained a widespread revival,
particularly in magazine advertising, some 60 years
later. Source: Eduard Aberham, Direktor, Hotel
Panhans, Semmering, Austria.
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Resort hotels could use a picture of the property
and the scenic surroundings as visual sales tools. But because of
their location, city hotels were limited pictorially, and thus
began utilizing the backside of the postcard to convey very
specific printed selling messages, often directed at specific
types of potential guests, as illustrated in Figure 109.
Collateral Materials
Collateral materials form a key component of direct mail
advertising. They include folders, brochures, booklets, newspaper
and magazine reprints, notices, pamphlets, and other smaller
printed items items often termed "envelope stuffers".
Today's larger properties may use 36 or 48 page
8% x 11" 4-color (and even 5 and 6 color) brochures, printed on
varnished stock using a high speed computerized 7-color press.
And such highly sophisticated collateral can cost as much as
$15-20 each to produce.
However, in the days before modern production technology,
collateral materials (particularly folders and brochures) were
generally printed black on white stock
(or some other single
color, such as brown on tan or blue on
white). It wasn't until
the end of World War II that the 4-color brochure became affordable
and widely used throughout the
industry-
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Figure 109 ( 1 of 5 pages)
City Hotel postcards from the early 1900s
'
Xlultnomah Hotel,Portland.Oredon.
^W^^f^'000-000^-: -r^525 Rooms. #^ba61utcly Fireproof . ^;
' ^ ~ <'
, 4 --* - - . V.'ilr-^ - ? -- I-'.'"' >WDW>r "- ~- . r - . "il' ' '
Source: Elizabeth Moyer Clist, Clist Consulting, Washington, DC
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Figure 109 ( 2 of 5 pages)
City Hotel postcards from the early 1900s
SEVILLE ROOF GARDEN
Beautifully planned, with
Bowers and shrulthei y, giv
ing country atmosphere.
When in New York make
The SEVILLE your home
whether day,week or month
Single & Bath, 3.00
Double & Bath, 5.00 up
Special Monthly Rates
Hotel Seville
"
Jfc.-IKdTV-
A Modern Hotel with a
homelike atmosphere oper
ated by its owners and noted
for its comforts not equaled
anywhere.
Excellent Restaurant, Bar, Grill
Visit The Seville Foyer, Writing
Room and Palm Garden, noted for
ipaciousnei*. congenial atmosphere,
and its works of art by world famed
artists.
SEVILLE FOYER
I AVENUfot. 29th STREET
OWNERSHIP MANAGEMENT
THE ONLY MEDIUM-PRICED HOTEL
ON BROADWA Y
DA\ I WKRR, I'kiii-nil- mi
EI1H hi U EBR. M >. \i.i-k
Broadway
Central
Hotel
NEW YORK
Broadway at Third Street
IMKRICAN l'l.AN. $2. SO
l;.VROMAN I'l.AN, S/.00
Source: Elizabeth Moyer Clist, Clist Consulting, Washington, DC
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Figure 109 ( 3 of 5 pages)
City Hotel postcards from the early 1900s
":: i"f:!iir
^4e
Willa*d JroUi
"The Residence
cf
Presidents"
WASHINGTON, D. C
TH6ShRMAN
;3 Chicago
Chicago's only loop hotel
with Drive-ln Garage
Source : Elizabeth Moyer
Clist, Clist Consulting, Washington, DC
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vFigure 109 (4 of 5 pages)
City Hotel postcards from the early 1 QOn.c
USJ r.T.-,. i LL -'..
-
~f-t;'.
HOTEL YORK. NEW YORK CITY.
36lh Street and 7th Avenue
DAILY RATES
Room with Running Water (for one) Jl.50
Double Room with Running Water (for two) .... 52.10
Room with Private Bath (for onel 32 00 32.50 13.00
Do-_bie Room with Bath (for two I ... 53.00 33.50 34.00
NO HIGHER RATES
SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES
HotelTankers him
/
lupopcan Plan
les Y\nge/es.e<3/. (doper CDavis Usseei
Source: Elizabeth Moyer Clist, Clist Consulting, Washington, DC
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Figure 109 ( 5 of 5 pages)
City Hotel postcards from the early 1900s
POS
THI8 8PACE MAY BE USED FOR CORRESPONDENCE
Merchants Rate
WHEN YOU ARRIVE IN NEW YORK
PRESENT THIS CARD TO THE
BROADWAY
CENTRAL HOTEL
WHICH WILL ENTITLE YOU TO
THE AMERICAN PLAN
RAH OF $2 50 itn nav
Dan C Webb Prci-
THIS SPACE FOR ADDRESS ONLY
%/"
OL^g*
/f //!?-4t4M0</&
9U/.
7'
FOR CORRESPONDENCE ^r, -j-,^
When Next In Ne^f^.k8^A
Hotel Mars'lilleM
T?UpKon Rivrtide\7660 "
Broadway at 103rd S^m< "^
Subway Expren Station
In (He Quiot of tha Residential Section
Yet
Convenient to Everything
Room and Bath $2.30
T-cro Rooms and BatH KOO
Every Refinement and Qpnvenlenea
f .-**Vell
^ ' J --- *
./
.Club BreaHfoati
rmmm^ Lunoheon
**
and
""*
n ;a ---tff^af*i'xTc:
,ar(e
f-r.~-
'
ilV^l-Vr . HOTEL SEVILLE
_ _ Stieet ^M"**00Aoua, Nw Yotk 16, N. Y.
^^^Oooo^n *.Tba Utile Ouach Around Hi* Como
'
"--^^'"Atew niauto/ walk from imut Shopi, The*tre and
point* of uitereit.
'"Uh* Fin* Alt ofGood
Service''
Ownership Management
Garage Facilities al Reasonable Rale*
6
u -
M
TO THE STUDENTS AND FACULTY-
WE ARE AGAIN OFFERING TO
YOU, OUR SPECIAL VACATION
RATES - DOUBLE ROOMS AisD
BATH, $4.00 A DAY. LARGE G Oui-S
ARE GIVEN EVEKY CO.^iDlkM ION.
THE MAi\AL-uVicuT
PLEASE POST
w
Note: These postcard mailings were specifically targeted
at certain market segments, such as the commercial
traveller, the "extended
stay" guest, and students
and faculty. Source: Elizabeth Moyer Clist, Clist
Consulting, Washington, DC
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The following pages illustrate a variety of different
styles of folders and brochures used for a variety of
purposes in the late 1800s/early 1900s.
* American city hotel folders, which primarily featured
an exterior shot of the property on the cover.
(Figure 110).
* International hotel folders, which often tried to
show people "in action" - and were among the first to
use color. (Figure 111).
* Several resort folders featuring fancy design and
flowery copy approaches. (Figures 112 and 113).
* A Canadian resort folder which talks directly to
the reader in terms of user benefits (Figure 114).
* City folder using pen and ink sketches (Figure 115).
* A folder designed for the "rest and recreation"
market (Figure 116).
* An unusual "simplified spelling" copy approach
(Figure 117) .
* Seasonal opening folders: One of the more common
of collateral materials by seasonal resorts (Figure 118)
* Four contrasting "copy approaches": A formal,
highly-stylized city hotel brochure (Figure 119), a
"how to" conversational style city hotel folder
(Figure 120), a photo with captions resort brochure
(Figure 121), and a highly informal, "conversationally
breezy) resort booklet (Figure 122).
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Figure 110
City hotel folders
BffiKaDILLAGWOTa1
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Figure 111
International city and resort hotel folders
jitIts
kn1/lJ/ten
vrLowZzecu U6 tk&
Mount Koyal
.in. \ w
Liu.Noulattlu VVaiiftA tdat
R M U D A
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Figure 112
Resort folder design style, 1 8Qfi
&*.
~v.
* Irom m riiih lilt mail n ^arnrJ Jjiiv . \ Irlepl ' ln.r In ,(ommODicj.
^^#
TV Stibli
Irum a ..art anj toti tu a .'owli anj m\. In be prompt!;
furiuslirj. Ci-kI mountain ru.ij-
pwliiFc^iiie riJf anJ Jnvrj rq
vista* jnj i j s-. 1 1 j 1 1 1u lull-tup virus,
ihoatlO? aid Tl"W at Dixville is f*.eii*,it. Siiuaied
, is v> inn., ihr Ransdev Lake JisKM. .inJF'W">I- itv to nunier.. tnhgtan.
nnJ Ihr AnJftiScOSKin. (Ii
le lurej Irnin many a nearl'v ponj or slrearpft
Source: Stephen P. Barba , President, The Balsams Grand
Resort Hotel, Dixville Notch, NH
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Figure 113
Folders with flowery "memory-evoking" copy
%c->%k&^**^Jtr^*?^ar^&^ar ^ar ^&*$>&-n<p*k*0
cMi/rwwDadJzcu
JM,
Lake
Minneiudskci
Skyland ReaZm of the Spirit of Youth
PETER PAN . . . who of us but remember* his enticing fairy
land of perpetual vouch, reached on wings of beautiful
thoughts? How refreshing is Bame's strictly modern tale!
But was his Never Never Land, after all, wholly fanciful? Or
do spots exist today where the spirit of youth awaits even finite
humans?
For answer, we Deed but turn to untold thousands from the
great metropolis . . . folk who, for fifty years past, have known
ind enjoyed, almost at their door, days, weeks or months ofare-
free rest and wholesome pleasures. Vith a Peter Pan yardstick,
let us measure to their fountain of youth.
50 NEAR to New York Gty that the tides of the Atlantic
swell the bosom of the lordly Hudson in the nearby valley . . .
yet as far from city atmosphere as is pole from pole . . . lies this
mountain-lake realm that couldwell havedelighted Peter Pan him-
self
Fortunately, we of today, unlike the friends ofPeter Pan, are not
dependent on the wings of beautiful thoughts co reach our fairy
land of perpetual youth. Broad and smooth are the roads and
pleasing the conveyances that span the four score and ten mils
from the great metropolis co . . . LAKE MINNEWASKA.
On the practical wings, then, of rare convenience, shall we ex
plore our slcyland realm?
Pullman car, river steamer, automobile ... it matters not by
which we start; for we shall finish pleasingly in our own car or
In chat of our hosts, rolling upward over the fine, acw state
highway. MINNEWASKA TRAIL.
To city folk
everywhere. .
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Figure 114 ( 1 of 2 pages)
A benefit-oriented pictorial folder
Better 'Railroad and Steamship
-:. - : Service for 1924
--
-From Central Wharf, Boston, the
-
.. splendid . Bogton-Yarmouth Line S. S.
Northland," just remodelled with 230
..--"stateroomsand space for 30 automo-
; Vbiles.'will operate with ships already in
i^aervice, daily, except Saturday.
-
- From Yarmouth wharf the NEW
: "FLYING BLUENOSE" EXPRESS, to
Digby in. 2 hours, completes the best
service ever offered in Nova Scotia
Check baggage to Imbertville Staticn--50 feet
from Harbor View liraits-where all trains stop,
except
"Bluenose." Passengers by "Bluenose "
will be met by Harbor View autoj at Digby, (or
elsewhere, if desired).
Travellers who dislike a short sea trip at night
(16 hours from Boston), may take B &M RR
trains from North Station, Boston, to St John,
N. B , thence to Digby (3 hours) by S. S
" Empress " (Auto space on "Empress" limited
to 16 cars).
Automobile tourists may obtain informatinn as
to routes, maps, etc , by writing A J Campbell,
Secretary Nova Scotia Publicity Bureau, Hali
fax. N S.
The Dominion Atlantic Railway Office and In
formation Bureau. 12 Milk St.. Boston, will glad
ly furnish further information
All stateroom and auto reservations should be
secured in advance.
;
.
.
Write
Wm Cossaboom, Harbor View,
' Smith's Cove. Digby Co , Nova Scotia
R. R SUlion Imbertville.
"'-NO PASSPORTS REQUIRED.
Source: Philip Webb, Innkeeper, Harbourviev Inn.
Smith's Cove, Digby County, Nova Scotia Canada
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Figure 114 ( 2 of 2 pages)
A benefit-oriented pictorial folder
MAIN BUILDING
New Features at Harbor View.
An Electric Light Plantall night service
for buildings, grounds, and private bungalows
throughout the colony.
ASalt-WaterSwlmmlna Pool, 60 1 lOOfeet,
on the beach, water changing with every tide
A Fine Anna*, wide verandas, large airy
rooms with private bath, electrie lights, and the
comforts of home for families or individuals not
requiring private cabins.
. A Wilderness Camp, completely furnished
cabin at Sixth Lake, separate cabin for guides,
deep in the woods, but accessible in 3 hours from
Harbor View by auto and canoe.
A Largo Dancing and Amusement Pavi
lion, excellent floors and good orchestra.
The HarborView House and its Bun
galow Colony is distinctly different
from any other resort in Canada. From
THF. ANNEX
course, or remote enough for privacy-
even seclusion as desired. There is
no crowding at Harbor View. You may
build ycur own cabin, or the manage
ment will build one for you at surpris
ingly low cost.
Cabins, Fully Furnished, with bath
and electric lights, may be rented for
the season but should be engaged a
year in advance.
The Central Dining Room accommodates
200 guests. The proprietor takes pride in sup
plying the freshest vegetables, cream, fruit, fish
and farm products obtainable in a country rich
in fertile farms, and noted for the delicacy and
fine flavor of its sea foods. Sparkling artesian
water is used. Visitors note that the service is
characterized by a genuine good will and hospi
tality, without ostentation, and by a consistent
endeavor to provide every home-like comfort
and attention desired.
Out-Door Amusement! in great variety are
enjoyed at Harbor View:bathing, fishing, ca
noeing or sailing on the Basin, clam-bakes, hikes
over miles of delightful and picturesque country.
Our own salt-water swimming pool, tennis courts,
automobiles, boats, saddle horses, and danang
pavilion, with good orchestra, are available,
THE CHAPEL (CHL'RCH OF ENGLAND)
its inception 24 years ago, a carefully
exercised policy of soliciting only the
most desirable class of patrons has re
sulted in an entire colony of people
'with whom it is a "pleasure*even an
honorto associate. -With 30 .private
cabins already occupied, and a pictur
esque rustic chapel erected by the sum
mer guests ;with nearly 2 miles of water
frontage on the famously beautiful An
napolis Basin, and dense woods in the
background; with a broad view of un
surpassed charm over the Basin, Digby
Gap, the Bay of Fundy, Beaman's
Mountain, and the distant 'Granville
shore; with the sweeping Fundy tides,
the wonderful kaleidoscopic changes of
atmosphere, and the incomparable sun
sets; .withhe delightful summer cli
mate, invigorating in the daytime and
restfully cool at night: Harbor View
is absolutely unique. ,'-".*.",
Bungalow Sites are still available
with water frontage and beautiful situa
tion, near enough for intimate inter-
SIXTH LAKE CAMP
while the splendid links of the Digby Golf Club
are open to guests of Harbor View at moderate
fees, and Harbor View autos make frequent tnps
at special low fares.
A Wilderness Camp at Sixth Lake
has been cleared, and a large, substan
tial 2-room cabin erected, with separate
cabin for guidesthe property of Har
bor View. It is easy of access, though
remote from signs of civilization, and
the surroundings are beautiful. Sixth
Lake is part of a 40-mile chain of lovely
lakes and streams, in the midst of a
great moose country, with lively fishing
all around. Ladies will find life at this
camp, with its home-like comforts, a
novel and delightful experience. A five-
day trip from Harbor View for two peo
ple need not cost more than $75, cover
ing auto hire, guide, canoe, fishing
license, all food supplies, and use of
both cabins everything except person
al equipment.
You may leave Boston after lunch,
and have your own trout for supper
next evening at this camp.
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Figure 115 ( 1 of 2 pages)
Pen and ink folder illustration
THE Lounge of the hotel is conceived, decorated and furnished so that
its cheery air greets you and immediately makes you feel at home.
Attendants on duty to do your bidding promptly, with the courtesy that is
characteristic of the Roger Smith. The Restaurant opens from the
Lounge, an intimate room that adds piquancy to entertaining.
Anything from a dainty bite to a formal, full course dinner is served
ac prices that are unusually low.
Note: In the days before the widespread use
of photos, many
hotel brochures were illustrated with pen and ink
sketches, as is this 1929 promotional piece from the then
newly-opened Roger Smith Hotel, Stamford, CT . That
particular style of artwork was also
well-suited to
portraying the distinctive
style of the "Flapper" era.
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Figure 115 (2 of 2 pages)
Pen and ink folder illustration
\V7E introduce the new "Junior'' room for
* v those who wish to live at a first class hotel,
at low cost. "Junior" rooms at the Roger Smith
are cozy and cheerful. Comfortahle chairs for
reading or resting, sleep-tight beds and plenty
of light and air ideal for the single man, or
"bachelor"
girl, and decidedly kind to the purse.
Note: Product changes to meet new markets are well illustrated
here, with the economically priced "junior rooms" aimed
at the single guest, particularly the woman traveller
(or as this Roger Smith folder so quaintly puts it, the
"bachelor girl").
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Figure 116 ( 1 of 2 pages)
"Rest and Recreation" folder
[ FreA frouv
* the tfardei\
; lo tt\e Uble
Source: Ronald Strouse and Frederick L. Cresson, Innkeepers,
EverMay on The Delaware, Erwinna , PA.
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Figure 116 ( 2 of 2 pages)
"Rest and Recreation" folder
tT; Jurl aboye flie
_^
^: ki^hlancLr ar>d f
|^ fre~:Jv\ar.rkaIl
feLfljaiui ^roup
KeyRed anvoK^ ike fooikilLr c .
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Figure 117
Unusual "simplified spelling" brocrm re
LfiKe- PLACID -CLUB I
Unforgettable is the beauty of
winter in this mountain vallcv
which stretches in miles of undu
lating snow fields, vivid in bril
liant sun, and paccernd here and
there by woodland til it reaches
the encircling peaks.
On the cleft side of Mt Coldcn
ice gleams like veins of quicksilver,
and the snowy piramid that is
Whiceface mirrors the noon-time
sun. At evening the Sentinel ranjc
urns slowly from pink to amc-
hist, then to deepening shades
f blue before it fades at last
to a dark silhouet scalloping
the skyline.
A new presence in the woods
has chanjed all one's familiar
haunts of summer and blanketed
deep each root and rock. Even
the forest monarcs yield to the
November, 15
power, and pines whose branches
lasht at autumn winds ar snow
bound now.
Stilncss pervades the woods.
The clear call of the thrush is
gone, but the little creatures who
remain in winter adopt a si^
languaj and with their footprints
in the snow tel the whole storv of
their day. Here is the Iight-and-
hevy leap of a rabbit, there the
mark of a fesant's tail. Shy deer
seem very close when, on retrac
ing your ski route, yu find deep
prints cuttingyourown fresh trail.
Each season has its mood.
There is a charm about winter in
the Adirondaks that, like music,
must be experienst individually
to be understood. To know it is
to love it and to feci in the first
snow flake the lure of the north,
Note: Properties occasionally tried to be "trendy" in style
and layout .. .this copy approach using "phonetic" or
"simplified" spelling may have, in fact, detracted
from the otherwise well-presented "word pictures".
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Figure 118
Seasonal opening announcements
t-UHC-lUlClll.f
THE FORMAL OPENING
r~. >*
SEASON 1940
SATURDAY, JUNE 2:2
M O H O N K
19 3 8
SIXTY-NINTH SEASON
LAKE MOHONK MOUNTAIN HOUSE
SMILEy BROTHERS. P,opr,.i.n
AW K. Smiley Fr.rrai C. Sm.tcy
MoKonlc Lake UUter County New yrlc
SPRING LAKE BEACH
NEW JERSEY
p^iM^ip^^^p^^l^:^||^^S
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Figure 119
Formal style city hotel brorhnra
Source Cheryl Cink, Public Relations Department,
St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco, CA
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Figure 120
Conversational style city hotel folrlpr
THAT YOU MAY KNOW
STATLER GUEST ROOMSGUEST DESIGNED
1. Men at well iu women enjoy the
convenience of a futl-length mirror for
dressing. There is one in every Statler
.. An ample mpply of towels, sterilirtd
ml wrapped drinking glasses, circulat.
mg ice walcr, sterilized toilet seat, out
let for electric razor a few features of
Statler bathrooms.
3: A bed-head reading lamp i appre
ciated by those who enjoy their book,
magazine, or newspaper before sleeping.
There is one on every Statler bed.
You see, we believe that in this, as in everything else in
Hotel Statler. "the guest is always
Hotels Statler have pioneered a long list of innovations in
hotel service a few of them are shown here. But as you
look about your room, you will see more of them : circulating
ice water, comfortable chairs, controlled shower baths, a
large supply of stationery in various sizes, ond a host of
other (lungs that you and your fellow-travelers have sug
gested.
We are still thinking ahead, planning for your visits to
Hotels Statler through the years to come. So, if you have
any suggestions to offer for the improvement of Statler ser
vice, we are anxious to receive them.
When you awaken after a good night's rest in your Sta tier-
designed bed, when you find the morning paper under your
door, when you unwrap the sealed, sterilized drinkingglasses,
when you discover the extra supply of snowy white towels,
or when you notice the score of other comforts and conveni
ences of your Hotel Statler room, do you ask yourself. . . .
"I wonder who thought of all these
things?"
The answer is you did 1 That is, you and your fellow-trav
elers of the past 25 years. Because for all those years we
have been asking travelers what they want in hotel service.
' 4. A morning newspaper
door with the complim
inder your
__ -npli ents of Hotel
Statler. You'll enjoy it with your break-
font, especially if you are having it in
5. Every Statler guest room has been
carefully checked, tested and certified
by lighting cx|wr(j. Every Sljllcr guest
room has plenty of light.
6. A radio in every room, >
of programs. There is no cl
friendly Statler service.
!th i choice
for this
Note: This in an excerpt from a 16-page booklet
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Figure 121
Photos vith captions resort brochure
On the ^Mission ^rail
Overlooking "Beautiful Qarmel 7$ay
Bus or tax service from Southern Pacific depor at
Monterey direct to our door. Motorists follow the
main street to La Playa sign.
RATES: $5 50 to S3 a day for one person; $10 to $14
a day for two, including bath ind all meall. Weekly
rates and attractive permanent rates upon application.
FREDERICK M. CODWIN. Managing Owner
enct section, two blocks fn
in trid shops. All oulud* rooms.
id garage. Beautiful viewi of
ind ocean. Colt privileges on
champior.jhip courses. Facilmei for all the sports,
swimming, fi thing, hunting, boating, horseback
riding through forests or along Ihe lejihore, miles of
scenic motor roads.
y^y
Source Elizabeth Salstich, La Playa Hotel
the Sea , CA .
Carmel-by-
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Figure 122
"Light and breezy" informal resort booklet
tl/LETl/5 EXPLORE7
Hoi Lei'i explore ! Let's adventure
.withold-lime <brills sod modern
comforts. Thctcdiji, iwodiyi,
one day for tbe fuoous Indiaa Detouis. Or Couricrcar Motor Cruise to list put aj
long as 7011 ray. Stately La Posada ... the migoificeoi new hotel la Wtoslow fa
headquarters for ihe Petrified Forest Detour . . . MeteorMountain . . . Rainbow
Bridge. . . WhiteMountain. . .ApacheRegioa . .. and tbe adjacentNavajo country
and Hop! villages. And then there's Grand Canyon . . . Carlsbad Caverns . . . and
thousands of interesting high-lights between. Off-ibe-beaten-paths in swift, smooth
limousines or open cruiseears. driven by gendemeo specially selected and trained for
(heir Coteresting work. A Courier to accompany you... and ifyou haven't met these
clever Couriers, you have a treat coming I They'll amaze you with ipariding facts
bout everythiog you tec! Tbey
chatter Spanish or even Indian when
ihe occasion arises. It's very helprull
They know theirmouniaio heights
ind mesa widths and things too fierce
to mcaoool
FEW L'iTTLE PRACTICAL
YULLVANTT
K N w/
La rNEA~ffi".ThC CNi F
^:msm
TMETOAJL/
giorung modi always waiting
jpli.bed patio. A gurgling, tile-
with son-light, stir-Bght,moon-light.
huge comfortiog fire-places, coovenie01
The Indian
Meiicsn R
The Indian Detours .... per person
Three-day Frijoles-Puye-Taos Detoui
Two-day Taos-Puye Detoui
One-day Santa Fe-Poye Detour
Thewholeworks Including your car. you/ Courier
best .mealsyou've ever eaten I ? ? ?
Writeot call si the nearestSantsFeAgentforcomplere
IndianDetours, or writeHunter Clark-
ion, Incorporated, si Santa FA, New
Mexico, who provides this distinctive
motor aod Courier service. You may
meet one of the Couriers yourself In
New York, Chicago, aod Los Angeles,
and she will help you make your plans
.... your rescrvariona sod all those
lirtle tbiagi that sometimes can be so
tiogly bothersome.
r. Lounge, th
a with hi spcitely.
Music at tea-time. Dancing
peaking ofdinner
* -TT-i adjectives could paint
you
^ y^.l^v ^* Stnillng, courteous
*"
rtcauon.
Smooth, deft service. Old-
world eba/Hi with a uuiet but
.etlveeffUleoeyandclty
lophisticstioo . - .* t0*
New York 5tock Eaehange
reports listed daily at the desk I
J)5.00
33-00
. 1J.00
iur aceommodations aod the
aib about the newCouriercar
Source Lisa Bertellif Assistant
to the General Manager
La Fonda On The Plaza, Santa Fe, NM.
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Miscellaneous Collateral:
Many other forms of collateral materials were used in
addition to folders and brochures, particularly be resort
properties who kept in contact with their regular guests
through frequent mailings during the year.
Here are just a few representative samples:
* A typical rate schedule, with a listing of forth
coming area musical attractions (Figure 123).
* A folder announcing a schedule of concerts
to be held at the hotel (Figure 124).
* A reservation folder containing reduced-size
inserts of the property's advertising (Figure 125).
* An mailing insert reprint of an ad: another example
of multiple use of promotional materials (Figure 126).
* A further example of multiple use: the business
card which could be handed to a prospect or client
also could be used as a small-space newspaper/
magazine ad as well as a mailing insert - and was
specifically targeted at the commercial travel market
(Figure 127) .
Publicity
Examples of publicity, particularly referrals and
recommendations in newspapers, magazines, and books, have
been presented elsewhere in this study.
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Figure 123
Rate schedule with area musical listings
rMittlbiuoiiQlj-plml^im
(Mmtlie City, Jf. 3).
1932 Spring Rate Schedule
AMERICAN PLAN (Room and Meals)
Double Rooms Single Rooms
and Bath and Bath
2 Persons 1 Person
North Side Daily Weel<,y Daily Weekly
Facing City $10 $68
Limited Number
West Side Marlborough
Ocean View $12
West Side Blenheim
East Sides Marlborough
And Blenheim
Ocean View
Extra Size
$6 $40
$80 $8 $52
Ocean View Rooms
South End, Extra Large
Ocean Front
South Corners
Ocean Front
$14
$16
$18
$20
$92
$104
$116
$128
$10 $64
EUROPEAN PLAN (Rooms Only)
Double Rooms Single Rooms
and Bath and Bath
2 Persons 1 Person
Daily Weekly Daily Weekly
$4 $28 $3 $20
North Side
Facing City
Limited Number
West Side Marlborough
Ocean View
West Side Blenheim
East Sides Marlborough
And Blenheim
Ocean View
Extra Size
Ocean View Rooms
South End Extra
Large Ocean Front
South Corners
Ocean Front
$6 $40 $5 $32
$8 $52 $7 $44
$10
$12
$14
$64
$76
$88
(SEE OTHER SlOtJ
Spring JMirariions in
^ilaniic dilg's famous jAubtlnrimn
(THREE BLOCKS FROM HOTEL)
SPECIAL EVENTS
FIVE WAGNERIAN ORATORIO CONCERTS
as follows:
"The Ring Cycle"
Sunday Afternoon, February 21st . "Rheingold"
Sunday Afternoon, February 28th . . .
"Walkure"
Sunday Afternoon, March 6th . . . "Siegfried"
Sunday Afternoon, March 13th . "Gotterdammerung''
Sunday Afternoon, March 20th, Wagner's Immortal
Sacred Opera
"PARSIFAL"
The company presenting the above Operas will
consist of eminent Grand Opera Artists, Chorus,
Symphony Orchestra, and the World's Largest Organ.
Atlantic City Horse Show, April 14th, 15th and 16th
will open the Spring Circuit of recognized Shows.
This will be a full size two-ring outdoor show held
under the mammoth roof of the Auditorium, where the
best stables from the Pacific to theAtlanticwill compete.
Winter Sports Program, February, March and April.
Ice Hockey. Weekly games with championship
teams from Canada, New England and New York.
Ice skating for hotel guests daily. Indoor tennis on
magnificent courts. Badminton, Deck Shuffle Board
and many other indoor games. ,
These Auditorium events are in addition
to Beach Horseback Riding, All-Winter
Golf, and the Concerts, Dancing and
Amusement Room, etc., at the hotel.
(SEC OTHER SIDE)
Source William Rotellini,
Egg Harbor , NJ
Chairman, The Laureate Press
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Figure 124
Schedule of hotel concerts
Qylnnouncing the
VERNON ROOM
MARCH MUSICALES
Oialfonte-HaddonHall
ATLANTIC CITY
# SATURDAY, MARCH 31st |
| Kurenko, Maria, Coloratura Soprano $
Of the Chicago Opera Company. Rec- $
ords for Columbia. Born in Russia. An A
established European artist, she came lo 1
this country and her American lours j?
have been veritable triumphsrepeli- Y
lions of her successes on Ihe Continent. tj
Orloff, Nikolai, Pianist *
Records for Ampico. Born In Russia. Y
Graduate of the Moscow Conservatory *
of Music. One of the recognized pianis- "jlie luminaries of Ihe world. A sensa- &
tional artist.
Granville, Arthur Hackett, Tenor
Records for Columbia. American born.
Recently returned lo this country after
three years of successes abroad. Well
known in America for his splendid con
cert and oralorial work. Now touring
with the "King's Henchman."
4
Seat reservations for the
series or for single con
certs may now be made
by addressing Musicnles
Office, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall, Atlantic City.
For the series $10.00
Single concert. . . . 2.50
Tax exempt
Dancing follows each
concert
*
4
4
4
$
$
*
*
*
6
4 Leeds and Lippincott Company
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Figure 125
Ad reprints accompanying reservation mailing
Ihese messages apply to all of us
who don't pause for time out.
They really are personal for you
do owe it to your family and your
self to stop look listen and
appreciate the need for pleasant
and detached leisure.
There is no better, more convenient
and more enjoyable way to gain
these benefits than by regular and
frequent sojourns at the Shelburne.
You should make an early visit
. . . Fill out the "Prescription"
reservation card in this folder
and come soon !
A cordial welcome awaits you
together with every facility for
comfort, fine service and superior
cuisine. . . It will be a pleasure to
have you with us again !
Someone you know might also benefit from
these messages, if you would pass them along.
^
Take Care
Of Yourself
Health is your most important pos
session . . . more important than money
... for without it you can't nuke
money and money without it is no
good anyway. . . take care of yourself!
. . . life is too short to cut it short wirh
neglect.. .slow up!. ..rest up!...pack up
and come where you can sharpen your
wits and your appetite with sea air!
Atlantic City
WRITE YOUR OWN PRESCRIPTION
ONE THAT'S EASY TO TAKE . . .
RESERVATION CARD
Rate Schedule : European Flan, each bath and
shower having fresh and invigorating sea water:
Rooms for double occupancy $10.50 to $25 daily;
Rooms for single occupancy $7 to $10 daily.
Penthouse bedrooms de luxe $25 and $30 daily.
The SHELBURNE
Atlantic City, N. J.
Please reserve. rooms for_
persons, beginning _
for a visit of
until
.days _ -weeks
Remarks:
City Zone 5Ht
A little
means a
more
little
time
more
by
time
the
on
sea occasionally
earth eventually 1
There's Nothing
Like the Ocean When
You're All at Sea!
Nothing like it to banish
business worries for you!...
nothing like it to lighten
household cares for her.'...
nothing like it to restore
equanimity to the mind,
peace to the spirit, and salt and
sanity to the point of view!
<_/tf WeekCnd at ^.Atlantic City
will do wonders for you both !
Atlantic City
Rich in tradition ... A hotel of distinction
THE SHELBURNE BY-THE-SEA
Convenient of access by train, plane and car
THE SHELBURNE BY-THE-SEA
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Figure 126
A-dual use ad/maiUng in-rrl
^S^K^Ig-jjf:
i
Rt*
\
\ !
' For Happy Days by the Sea
HOSPITABLE, HOMELIKE
Sr@AOSNTEi||
^ATLANTIC CITY
American Plan Only
Always Open
Write for ilttutrated jf '> . t ! I t" I J"- merit,' rave been the choice oi cultivated,
L-: For more than fifty years these two hotels,
L'V*:"now combined in ownership ond manage-
folder and rates
interesting people bent on happy, hcalth-
f '.giving days by the sea.
Leeds and lippincott
COMPANY
.^^fe^SJffiSS
t
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Figure 127
Multiple use business card
Source: Note: the left hand card was specifically aimed at
the commercial traveller. The modern card, keying
in on the public's interest in historical properties,
has the same appearance as those used some 100 years
ago. Source: Peggy McMahan , Administrative Assistant
to the President, Strater Hotel. Durango, Colorado.
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However, what was probably the most common form of
publicity - and the one undoubtedly attracting the largest
attention was the spectacular grand openings of deluxe
properties, particularly in major cities. Newspapers
special supplement sections offered every detail and fact on
the property and its services, and received substantial
revenues from the advertising of the contractors and suppliers.
And the hotels received voluminous amounts of promotional space
unaffordable to them if purchased as advertising (Figure 128).
Advertising to Travel Agents
The majority of the "tools" of the trade discussed
in this section were those directed at the user or consumer
(i.e., the guest). However, the early part of the 1900s saw
the rapid growth of such third-party intermediaries as travel
agents and tour operators. The same sales and advertising
tools were used to communicate with them, though the
messages were aimed at influencing them to book business
on behalf of their clients - and were placed in publications
which were specifically produced for the travel trade
(Figures 129-130).
As hoteliers learned to use more of the "tools of
trade", many soon began to realize
that success would be
based not only on selling more,
but selling smarter. The
next chapter traces the development
of sales education.
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Figure 128
Hotel opening headlines from newspaper supplements
3tfd ul Ik.
MudLp^dli j.rnikiiu
Cin~BOASTS
FINEST HOTEL
IN COUNTRY
TK, Willium Ptnn Reprr-
mu All Thut'i LaUii In
Dmfa *nd Flntahlnfi.
THE GAZETTE TIMES.
H_U lm-fAUS 13 TO
fffibn Fen Ibid tot the
Fiw Tfel Bdf ud EwH 11
heMUarogpm) ^ot^l FIRST PUBLICBANQUET AT
NEWHOTft
Elatamt I'larii ComplfLi
fir Olsmbcr of (,'iiniwm
Feint Tonlfhi
NOTED Gl'ESTS COMING
i kticiin ! *i*i. r*a,
** C Kjw < *
of cr-fiM H i">cr
SHOREHAM
""
HOTEL
SheWUsM:iWMiral^
rocfoTTH M!
EXCLUSIVE
SECTION
NEW SHOREHAM HOTEL OPENS TOMORROW
nip CTDIIPTIIDC f I AN ARTIST'S CONCEPTION OF THE NEW SHOREHAM HOTEL
RISES ATHWART1
VALLEE TO FLY
MI FOR GALA
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Figure 129
General advertising to travel agents
SELL
Your Clients
ATLANTIC CITY
for delightful
Spring days
(Only 3 Hours from New York)
WITH MODERN
ECONOMICAL
ACCOMMODATIONS
AT THE
MADISON
Overlooking Ocean at Illinois Ave.
...ANDTHE
JEFFERSON
Kentucky Ave., near the Beach
RATES AND FULL DETAILS
UPON REQUEST
Regular 10% Commiuion
will be paid
Owncnh jn-Mjaa|mu,
Fetter Be Hoilmicr. Inc.
R HOLL1NCU. General Mjruecl
EASY-TO-SELL
"CLUB PLAN"
at HAVANA'S LEADING HOTEL
"""MOM1"
8 DAYS $55
This i> the sure-fire bargain packag
backed by the fini resort hotel in
Tropici that offer* your clienu full ri
privileges, plus superb Naci'
at an attractive all-incl
Guests occupy delightful
with bath, and enjoy Table d'hote tnculj
for which the hotel is noted. Included
withoui charge are complete iporU and
recreational facilities . . . tennis, golf, salt
water pool ... all within tha hotel's I J-
ich privileges.
FOR YOUR CLIENTS WE RECOMMEND THESE
OPEN THE YEAR -ROUND
rates, literati
Al!- n or Mi:
re and booking
i Ryan at the nnmbe;
THE CLOISTER
On Sea Island. The Treasure of the Golden Isles.
Georgia's Famed Seaside Resort. Utmost in Sports
or live a life of luxuriant leisure. Circle 5-8055.
THE INN AT BUCK HILL FALLS >
100milesthree hoars from New York and Philadel
phia, in the Pocono Mis. of Pennsylvania. A happy
TacaLion center for the entire family. Circle S-5620.
THE TRAYMORE
Atlantic City, New Jersey, on the Boardwalk. 700
rooms wiih baths. B-.lh American an.J European
Plan. Complete convention facilities. Circle 6-515fl.
WILLIAMSBURG INN AND LODGE
WilliamsuiirG, Virginia, the authentic restoration of
this historic city. The Inn and the Lodge odcr fine ac
commodations at a wide range of rales. Circle 6-8896.
3W YORK OFFICE
OfraHlTlOMU iU>0, *M i* *HUI, lOCTIHUn OHIU
'I confirmed book-
igh this office.
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Figure 130
Cooperative advprf^^^ tn t n agents
Select Clientele Hotels of
ATLANTIC CITY
THAT COOPERATE 100% r
WITH TRAVEL AGENTS
AND PAY
place
than the
-^Lse hotel.. WpPed
WaBk,B lie tet-fon
CUy .
"mpU
is found.
^X
THE TRAVEL AGENT March 1942
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Chapter VII
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SALES EDUCATION S. TRAINING
As hoteliers began to adapt the principles and
procedures of business promotion, it became obvious (by
studying the successes of one's more knowledgeable
competitors) that sales education and training was necessary
in order to maximize selling and servicing efforts and in
turn profit-production. If there were one specific
occurrence that was most instrumental in this development,
it would have to be the dramatic growth of the conventions
and meetings market.
The Impact of Conventions
Previous chapters have traced the post-war economic boom
of the 1920s which left its mark on both the public and on the
hospitality industry. Of special importance was the growth
and expansion of numerous trade associations and professional
societies as well as other groups such as labor unions,
fraternal organizations, and scientific/ technical societies.
And most of them needed large amounts of hotel space to "meet
eat, and sleep".
Suddenly, hotels found themselves in an unusual position
of having a comparatively new form of business readily
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available - but with little knowledge of how to effectively go
after it, secure it, and then properly service it. To compound
this situation, very few of those who were then called
convention secretaries (later to be known as meeting planners)
knew how to effectively develop programs, evaluate and select
sites and hotels, control their delegates or attendees - and in
general run both the educational and social sessions which would
best meet their organizations1 purposes and objectives.
Both the buyer and the seller of convention space were in
effect, "flying by the seats of their pants". The situation on
both sides became so critical that in September 1927, 36 hotel
executives met in the Belmont Hotel, Chicago, to discuss the
comparatively new subject of hotel business promotion as it
pertained to the "wholesale" business market.
Business Promotion Conferences
This first "International Conference on Hotel Business
Promotion" focused on five primary objectives as outlined
on the schedule folder:
1. To consider and discuss methods of hotel business
promotion;
2. To establish a system of interchange of convention
information among member hotels;
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3. To cooperative with convention secretaries to the end
that conventions in hotels may be handled with maximum
efficiency;
4. To assist convention secretaries in securing correct
information concerning facilities, rates, and the
service of members of this organization; and
5. To establish and maintain greater cooperation and
uniform practice in the soliciting and handling of
group business by hotels.
Besides just keying in on conventions, subsequent annual
meetings discussed ways of implementing sales promotion
programs in general.
This was such a new subject area that much of the input
came from hotel people outside the sales field - such as the
advice given in 1929 from a member of a leading hotel accounting
firm (Figure 131 ) .
Even the customer got into the act. The 1930 Annual
Conference on Hotel Business Promotion was held in the
Mayflower Hotel in Washington, DC. In a speech reprinted
in the hotel's guest newsletter, a prominent executive of a
major trade association urged every hotel to establish a sales
department "to look after small groups as well as the
large"
(Figure 132).
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Figure 131
Excerpt from a 1929 presentation on the need for sales
"Hotel Sales Promoiion Programme Found Wanting"
EDWARD C. ROMINE, C. P. A.
of Horwith d Horwsth
A letter dated May 22 was wricten to our office by a New York City
hotel man. It read:
"Do ycu know of any system whereby vi could increiie our business.'
If you could suggest anything, I would be glad to heir from you, miking
the system effective July 1."
This man is just one of thousands of hotel men who are seeking
information on how to increase sales.
SALES BIGGEST PROBLEM TODAY
Ability to control income, food costs and operating expenses is no
longer the most important factor in the hotel business. Don't think I
am minimizing the importance of control, because that is an exceedingly
vital factor in the success of any hotel; however, the problem of control
has been solved and systems are available for those who wish them. But
regardless of how efficiently a hotel is operated it will not be successful
unless sufficient sales can be obtained.
Knowledge of sales and sales methods is indispensable in the hotel
business; in fact success is largely measured by abilicy to sell the hotel's
services. With all due respect for the claims of our advertising friends,
advertising alone will not solve this problem.
So at the present time the highest salaries are paid to those who can
increase sales at prices which will net a reasonable profit.
Note: The importance of an
organized program of hotel sales
Promotion was just being realized in the
late 1920s.
This excerpt from a
presentation by an accounting firm
partner was given at the 1929
International Conference
on Hotel Business Promotion
held in Toronto, Canada.
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Figure 132
Advice to hotels on small meetings
THE REGISTER
Advises Hotels
Not to Slight
SmallMeetings
Development of an efficient sales
department in every hotel to
look-
alter small groups, as well as the
large, was proposed by Charles P.
Garvin, general manager of the
National Stationers Association,
speaking today before the morning
session of the Conference.
Members were told that the hotel
business could not hope to prosper
without full expansion of the sales
departments in the course of his
speech. He stated that the hotel
business is no different from any
other depending upon general pub
lic patronage, and must pursue the
same sales methods that had prov
en so successful in other business
fields.
Extracts from Garvin's talk fol
low :
My subject is "The Importance
of the Sales
Department" in the
Hotel Business. I shall endeavor
to outline the fact that the hotel
i-tsiness is no different from any
other business; that it has a wide
spread contact with the public;
that its -merchandise is the service.
comfort and surroundings that it
provides its customers; that in sell
ing these to the public something
is necessary besides publicity, and
that all the fundamentals of mer
chandising come into the proposi
tion.
Similar Busines* Practices
To be more exn'l^j
a^^^^yjun* 2&, 1930
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These educational hotel business promotion conferences
(Figure 133) continued until the Depression of the early 1930s
caused the group to become dormant. A reorganization meeting
at The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia,
reactivated the group in 1936. It has continued on as the
hospitality industry's educational association for hotel sales
(and later marketing) executives. The various name changes:
Hotel Sales Managers Association, Hotel Sales Management
Association, Hotel Sales & Marketing Association International,
and in 1992, Hospitality Sales & Marketing Association
International (HSMAI), parallel the constantly widening scope
of the business promotion function within the lodging industry-
Formal Educational Opportunities
For a time, those annual HSMA meetings were the only
organized outlets for sales education programs in the hotel
field. Unlike most of the functions within the "back of the
house" as well as within most of the servicing areas, there
was no traditional apprenticeship system where one could learn
the art and science of sales promotion under the guidance of
recognized industry professionals.
Even the "front of the house", especially the Front
Office, had their own organizations and training opportunities.
The "Hotel Greeters of America", the "Front Office Managers
Association", and in Europe, the "Scandinavian Reception
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Figure 133
Key topics of the 1929 Business Promotion Conference
Addresses delivered at the meeting of the
International Conference on Hocel Business
Promotion, Toronto, Canada, July 8th, 1929.
"What Special Facilities and Services Shall
Headquarters Hotels Provide for Convention
Organizations, and at What Cost, If Any?"
WILLIAM C. ROYER
Vice President and Manager
AtUiua Biltmore, AtUnci, Ga.
"Should Convention Organizations be Charged for
Damage Done to Hotel* by Their
Delegates.?"
By
A. T. McFADYEN
Business Promotion Memtgcr
The Pantlutd, Grind Rapuii, Mieb.
Note: The program cover of
the 1929 meeting of the
international Conference on
Hotel Business Promot
focused on two key topics which are still being
actively discussed more
than 60 years later.
ion
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Managers Association", were at one time leading organizations
for front-of-the-house training. Unfortunately, none of these
are active at the present time.
Therefore, in order to become "students of their business",
most advertising and business promotion executives had to:
* Learn from the "school of hard knocks " -
* Exchange information with the few others in the
field, and personally develop a professional network.
* Join industry associations and take advantage
of the opportunities to discuss business promotion
issues at the annual conventions of HSMA and AH&MA
(then known as the American Hotel Association).
It wasn't until 1940 that students of hotel administration
were specifically exposed to the concepts of having to go out
and actively seek business. That year, an elective course in
sales promotion was introduced at the hotel school at Cornell
University. Developed and coordinated by Adrian Phillips,
then the President (and later Executive Vice President) of HSMA,
it featured visiting "guest
professors" from industry who
specialized in various aspects of hotel sales and servicing
(Figure 134) .
Prior to that, even as far back as the 1920s, there were
a number of correspondence and group study courses in hotel
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Figure 134
An outline of the public relations part of the 1940
Cornell sales course
CORHELL UNIVERSITY
HOTEL SALES PROMOTION COURSE
Conducted by Adrian W. Phillips, Hotel Morton, Atlantic City, New Jersey
THROUGH PUBLIC RELATIOIS A HOTEL MUST SELL ITSELF TO
A -
Its'
Community
As a civic and social center
As a prestige locale for business conferences, dinners, weddings,anniversary
and birthday parties, etc.
By talcing an Interested part in all worthwhile local movements.
As an important business adjunct to the community's economic life.
By buying locally wherever possible.
B - Its Personnel
Through a house publication.
Through a Personnel Department.
Through an employees social and athletic organization.
Through Educational Programs by and for the staff.
Through emphasizing importance of their cooperation in operating economics and
in salesmanship. Every employee is a salesman.
Through considerate treatment. (Group insurance; Hospitalization; healthy and
pleasant working conditions.)
C - Its Investors
Through creating confidence in aims and objectives of Management.
Through keeping them informed.
Through mailings asking their cooperation in directing business.
D - The Trade
Through courteous treatment by purchasing department.
Through fair dealing in prices.
Through systematic - and if possible - prompt payment of bills.
Through turning their good will to a sales advantage with their companies and
their various other contacts.
E - Present Guests
Through thoughtful considerate service, cleanliness, good food, reasonable charges.
Through prompt handling of mail, telegrams and telephone calls.
By addressing the guest by name.
B^- knowing his or her peculiarities and catering to them.
By remembering birthdays, anniversaries and other important occasions.
F - Its Former Guests.
Through appreciation of their patronage.
The expressed eagerness to have them return.
Through frequent contact by mailings.
Through personal contact or by telephone by a member of the sales staff when in
their city. Through an intelligent endeavor to
determine definite reason
for failure to return in a reasonable time.
By a follow-up 'thank you
letter" after a representative's visit, for the
cordial reception extended him.
G - Its prospect^* and future Guests.
Through advertising in newspapers, magazines, radio,
outdoor boards, direct mail.
Ti,-m.ioh the wav in which rate inquiries are answered.
?h"u|h good opinion of past and present guests as reflected in word of mouth
recommendation ,
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management. But the subject matter was primarily operationally
oriented. Very little attention was paid to educating and
training the executives responsible for obtaining and retaining
a profitable volume of business for their individual properties
or chain organizations (Figure 135).
With the exception of Ted Nathan's "First Hotel Promotion
Workbook", published in 1940, and mimeographed articles on
sales and promotion distributed to members of the Hotel
Sales Managers Association, it wasn't until the early 1950s
that hotel publications were produced which were specifically
devoted to covering all aspects of hotel sales. Currently,
for example, the Hospitality Sales S, Marketing Association
International has 15 different books on sales and marketing.
And the Educational Institute of the American Hotel & Motel
Association, many customer organizations, and various commercial
textbook companies have published a wide variety of books,
booklets, and pamphlets on both general and specialized topics
of interest and use to both the buyers and sellers of hotel
accommodations and facilities.
In-House Training
It is now rather common for hotel companies, particularly
chains and franchise systems, to have their own training
departments - and sometimes even separate, centralized training
facilities. And some larger independent properties also
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Figure 135
Early hotel educational texts
Note: A six-volume set accompanied the courses conducted by
the International Geneva Association. Published in 1925,
its total of 521 pages contained a 12-page chapter headed
"Advertising and Sales Promotion". Six years later, a
collection of speeches was reprinted for the Cornell
Society of Hotel Men. Though titled "Sales Promotion for
Hotels", it focused almost exclusively on advertising.
In 1936, the Dahls added a hotel advertising booklet to
its hospitality industry series of more than 100 other
"Gold Book Library" pamphlets.
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conduct regularly-scheduled sales and servicing training
through their Human Resources Development (HRD) department.
However, back in the earlier part of this century, little
concern was given overall to the training of guest-contact
employees to properly fulfill the promises and commitments
made by the hotel to its guests and customers. The notable
exception was the Hotels Statler Company, which periodically
distributed their "Statler Salesmanship" booklet to all
employees - and which in effect served as an on-going
sales/servicing training course (Figure 136). But for most
of the industry, "Training for Sales-Minded Servicing" would
not begin to be emphasized until the start of the second
half of the 1990s.
In the late 1940s, New York City's famous Waldorf-Astoria
(and a Statler property!) produced a series of departmental
procedures manuals, described in Figure 137. The sections
on sales department functions, and sample forms and records
were the start of what eventually evolved into sales training
manuals and the supporting "sales training schedules" to
a property's annual marketing plan.
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Figure 136
"Statler Salesmanship" employee newsletter
Statler Salesmanship
Rights of the Guest
//"ERE is a little essay by one of our regular and esteemed
1 l S^y guests who is too modest to permit us to use his name.
*J/ JLj Ic came to us in the form of a letter to one of our mana
gers, and is printed here just as the guest wrote it:
The Traveling Salesman
The traveling
SALESMAN*
arrives at the Hotel and registers
NOT as a salesman, but as a TRAVELER. All his fine qualities,
pleasing personality and poise have been discarded, and he assumes
the attitude of being TIRED, ABUSED and very ill at ease.
His frame ofMIND is, that he is accommodating the Hotel by
PATRONIZING it. He doesn't figure that the Hotel Is holding
out ACCOMMODATIONS for him. This would be admitting
TOO much.
He reasons the matter out in this manner: He is paying his
good MONEY to the Hotel, then surelv rhev must be under
OBLIGATIONS to him. He is GROUCHY? Why most naturally
so. W'hv NOT? This is the PLACE to work the bile out of his sys
tem. He feels that he is PAYING for this privilege and wonders
why anyOBJECTION should be taken to his attitude.
Then again he reasons, he needs his SMILES, pleasingWORDS
and impressive ACTIONS to meet his CUSTOMERS with. Why
SQUANDER them on the Hotel attendants? Thev should humor
HIM, not he THEM. He is PAYING for this. SURE he is.
Here we have the DUAL personality. The GROICHY traveler
and the PLEASING salesman, all combined in one and seemingly
a past master in BOTH callings.
The author is right. We are glad to have the opportunity of
humoring the "TRAVELER". It is our job; and we take pleasure
in the job of furnishing him with "SMILES, pleasing WORDS
and impressive ACTIONS". Let him save his for his customers.
We, however, do not need to save ours for our customers; for it is
our business to have an inexhaustible supply for our guests. We
believe that the supplv of "SMILES, pleasing WORDS and
impressive ACTIONS is increased by cultivating them just as
yeast plants are increased by their culture.
[i
Statler Salesmanship
Some of our 1929 Advertisements
nADIU IA EVEI1Y HIHIM
The largest of
these ads is tiro
"
full newspaper
columns. P^ote
their bold type
and display.
Note: "Statler
Salesmanship" not only alerted guest-contact
employees to proper guest sales and servicing techniques,
but also informed them of the company's advertising and
promotional programs. Employees could get their copies
of the guide bound at no cost to them.
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Figure 137
The Waldorf-Astoria Manuals
Waldorf-Astoria
MANUALS
VOLBMI I
MANUAL / PaOCEDUKE
/(*
PftMrr tones Ovrtmou. Mail DnwiM
Towu Apaatmcmti KosjUcm DtrA*TMt*T
Kluo* Ciwi'Suvtcs LftTDt-AMuiCAJi Uitamtmlmt
*rm uxurr'juTtuMk
'c^iD
OAHL PUBLISHING COMPANY
StaMjTOU, CMU.&CT.CIST
HOUIKIirtM AND I1LLMIN IN *lONTIM FCClAL. )
IOUIITID OR P|f|fNCII (INIIIIO
Note: Published during 1947 and 1948, the four-volume Waldorf-
Astoria Manuals totaled over 850 pages. Emphasis was
placed on both the mechanics of running the various
departments and on courtesy and guest relations. The
property was one of the first to have a patron census
(now usually called either a "guest history", "customer
research" or "market research") department, a separate
Latin-American Department, and a Travel Department - in
addition to its regular Advertising and Business
Promotion department.
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Chapter VIII
SUMMARY
This overview of the development of hotel sales leaves off
with the start of the 1950s, since that decade was to a large
extent the critical "turning point" which defined the paths the
industry was to take in product development and market awareness.
It was during this growth period that the sales function started
to become a necessity in virtually any type and size property,
in each and every location around the world.
The basic concepts of selling and business promotion have
now evolved into the more structured and perhaps more
"scientific" discipline of marketing. But there were many
pioneering promotional activities which cleared the path to
today's practices - and the study of them and what they can
offer both today and tomorrow has been one of the main thrusts
of this presentation.
Education, knowledge, creativity, and dedication to one's
industry and profession are the keys to success in hotel sales
and marketing. And a discovery of the roots of business promotion
and the realization, as Harry S Truman once said, that "The only
thing new in the world is the history you don't
know," can offer
practical guidelines for developing both personal and professional
success for the future.
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